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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This brief chapter presents the general purpose of 

the study, the main objectives, the key postulates from which 

the hypotheses proceed, statement of the four central hypoth

eses, "and the plan of the study.

The countries of East Africa,^ Kenya, Uganda, and 

Tanzania, have achieved a closer economic and cultural inte- 

•gratioh”than most other regions of the world, encompassing a 

group of sovereign nations. During the colonial era the 

three countries were under a coordinated British administra

tive structure, and an Informal customs union dating back 

forty years. Despite currency problems and disputes over 

trade restrictions—e.g., the common currency was broken when 

Tanzania four years ago issued its own currency—and despite 

the absence of any move toward political federation, the co

operation at economic and cultural levels has been consider

able. Common textbooks are becoming a fact, exemplified in 

the project known as Zamani: A Survey of East African His

tory. The East African Institute of Social and Cultural

^Some authorities broaden the concept of East Af

rica to Include also the Sudan, Ethiopia, Somalia, Malawi, 
Zambia and Mozambique. This is useful for certain cultural 
and geographical- analyses.. (See The Transformation of East 
Africa, New York: 1966, Basic Books, by Stanley Diamond and 
Fred G. Burke.)

1
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Affairs sponsors network broadcasting from all three capitals, 

and is in Itself a symbol of interregional cooperation.

In addition to cultural integration, the internal 

problems of the three countries, which Include tribal loyal

ties and the question of a national language, have peculiar 

affinities; thus, for the purposes of this study, Kenya,
2

Uganda^ and Tanzania are worth considering as an entity.

The geographical unity of these nations is delineated on the

(See Figures 1-1 and 1-2.)accompanying maps.

While there is no denying the Interdependence of 

all the major variables on which the analysis focuses, the ap

proach of the study is to treat tribalism, lingua franca, and 

mass communications as independent variables, and to view na

tional development as the main dependent variable.

Before dealing with the principal hypotheses the

study advances a set of eight postulates, which provide a 

background for understanding and appreciating the significance

Theseof the study, and on which the reasoning is built, 

eight-postulates are developed and supported with information 

from a variety of resource materials, including current books 

and articles by outside authorities on East Africa, as well as 

those by national leaders of the three countriesi

Of the four' hypotheses proposed, the first two em-

Trlballsm in new.body the main thesis of the -study, that is:

African nations tends to be negative to national development, 

while lingua franca and mass communications tend to support

2
See Chapters II and III for further development of

the idea of entity.
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national development and to offset some of the negative effects 

Mass communications, and lingua franca are mu

tually supportive, and thus are Important accelerators of na

tional development in emerging nations.

of tribalism.

. The'purpose of the third and fourth hypotheses is to

focus attention on two related conditions in new African na

trons, which seem to call for education of their leaders about 

mass communications and the importance of the mass media in 

the development of their countries.

The predictions stated! imply the presence and force

of two of many intervening factors which more or less influ-

These two interveningence the major variables under study, 

factors are (1) national policy and the effort to widen the 

use of a lingua franca, and (2) the foreign media experiences

of leaders and potential leaders of new African nations.

The survey of East African students in the United

It takes advantage of a valuable 

Most likely these

States has several purposes, 

information source' relevant to the study, 

students will be national and community leaders in their na

tions, and they represent the thinking of a substantial pro

portion of the future leaders. 

leaders, who will shortly bear the responsibility for leading 

their nations into the modern world, are of prime importance

For example.

The opinions of potential

in the better understanding of that development, 

the student survey helps to determine how these young people

view the recent explosions of tribal loyalties and the manage

ment of llngualism in their respective countries. The posi

tion of present leaders can be studied from their public ' 

pronouncements and execution of government policy; the opinions
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of the political leaders can only be discovered by. systematic 

questioning.

A word of explanation is in order. This study does 

. not; purport to give comprehensive answers to any problems to 

be found in developing countries in general, or of Kenya, 

Uganda, and Tanzania in particular. Many such problems and 

their backgrounds are not even discussed. Much^of the history, 

geography, and anthropological data'about East Africa were

omitted if they did not pertain directly to the main purposes

The two Overview Chapters attempt to give anof this study.

authoritative exposition pertinent to the postulates and hy-

potheses ,of the study and to provide a background that will 

make more intelligible the student survey and its findings.

Hopefully, the synthesis of the findings of the
■ t '

study will indicate the importance of the variables under 

study and will reveal some part of the shape of tomorrow's 

-nationaT-development in the nations of Kenya, Uganda, and 

Tanzania.



CHAPTER. II

■ OVERVIEW: ' PART 1^-POSTULATES AND RATIONALE

Postulate 1.
JS,

East Afviaay as re-presented by Kenyui Uganda^ and 
Tanzania^ is in a transitional state cf national develop
ment and modernization; th.-u,s it is a fruitful area of in- ■ 
quiry into the special set of interrelated factors that 
affect national development of new African states.

At the outset. It Is Important to delineate the 

meaning of "modernization," and a "transitional state of na

tional development," with particular reference to systems of 

communication.

Cyril Black (1966) seems to equate modernization 

with westernization, although he broadens the concept a bit. 

He says that modernization is really the dynamic form that

the old process of innovation has assumed due to the explo-

"It stems initially from an attitude, a .slon of knowledge, 

belief that society can and should be transformed, that change
i,!

is desirable.

Marlon Levy (1966) says modernization "hinges on the 

uses of Inanimate sources of power and the use of tools to

^Cyril Black, The Dynamics of Modernization, New 

1966, Harper and Row, p. 7*York:

7
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multiply the effect of effort ... a' society will be considered ^ 

■more or less modernized to the extent that its members use in

animate sources of power and/or use tools to multiply the

Levy's concept of "particularistic 

e'thlcs" and lack of specialization found in nonmodern socie

ties agrees substantially with Daniel Lerner's thesis that 

traditional society is nonparticipant.

effects of their efforts.

Daniel Lerner (I963) says that modern living is ar

The components are interactive and behavioral,style of life.

as they operate only through the activity of human beings.
3

Empathy is the key to the modernizing process. In his defini

tive study of the Middle Eas.t (1958), Lerner pointed out:

That high empathlc capacity is the predominant personal 
style only in modern society, which is distinctively 
industrial, urban, literate and participant. Traditional 
society is nonparticipant—it deploys people by kinship 
into communities isolated from each other and from a 
center . . . people's horizons are limited by locale and 
their decisions involve only other known people in known 
situations.^

One of Lerner's chief theses is that mass media can 

function effectively only in modern or modernizing society. 

Indices to modernization Include urbanization, literacy and

2
Marion Levy, Modernization and the Structure of 

Society, Princeton: 1966, Princeton Univ. Press, p. 11.

3Daniel Lerner, "Towards a Communication Theory of 
Modernization," in Communications and Political .Development, 
Princeton:
Pye, p. 329.

1963, Princeton Univ. Press, edited by Lucian W.

4 '
Daniel Lerner, The Passing of Traditional Society, 
1958, The Free Press. (Paperback Edition, 1966,New York:

p. 50.) .
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media participation.^

that there' is a clear relationship between media growth and

factors as schools, industry, literacy, per capita Income 

and urbanization. Only after ten percent urbanization occurs 

■ is- there a significant Increase in literacy, 

reported in 1967 does not find that basic relationship of

In his 1958 study Lerner had discovered

Later research

urbanization to the other aspects -of growth which Lerner had

This nevK^datanoted previously, 

single pat'tern of mass media growth in relation to literacy, 
urbanization and per capita income.^

show little evidence of a

There were thirty-two 

countries included in the 1967 research report; none was in 

East Africa, but it is reasonable to believe that there is 

carry-over Value in the light of other factors in the countries 

of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania.

Lerner concludes:.

The mass media are clearly the primary resource for 
developing socletles-in-a-hurry. They reach the most 

-peoplefastest and cheapest with their message . . . 
this requires high initial investment, which is repaid 
only as the mass media succeed in doing their job.7

^Ibld., pp. 55-57.

■ 6°See Wilbur Schramm and W. Lee Ruggels, "How Mass 
Media Systems Grow," in Daniel Lerner and Wilbur Schramm, 
Communication and.Change in the Developing Countries, Honolulu: 
1967, East-West Center Press.

!^Ibld., p. 316.
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8
Everett Rogers in a recent study (1969) analyzes 

the modernization process among peasants in Colombia, using

%^^^^the variables of literacy, innovativeness. Interpersonal and ,

mass communication, empathy, achievement motivation, cosmop-

Rogers closely parallels Lerner inoliteness, and fatalism, 

saying that communication processes■are Integral elements of 

modernization at the individual level "... The process by 

which individuals cha,nge from a traditional way of life to a 

more complex technologically advanced, and rapidly changing 
style of life."^ 

from westernization, 

dimensional concept which is not to be equated with European-

He is careful to differentiate modernization 

Thus "modernization ... is a multi-

Ization or westernization, and which implies no value judgment
„10

as to desirability.

Prom a different viewpoint Inayattulah, a Pakistani 

contributor to the Lerner and Schramm book (1967), castigates 

the western world for assuming that the developing world has 

the same values as the West:

... It presupposes that because the "traditional" so
cieties have not risen to the higher level of technologi
cal development (since the Industrial Revolution) in com
parison to the Western society, therefore they are sterile, 
unproductive, uncreative, and hence worth liquidating.

' It measures the creativity of the "traditional" world 
with a few limited standards such as* urbanization, and

8Everett M. Rogers, Modernization Among Peasants: 
The Impact of Communication, New York:. 1969,.Holt, Rinehart 
and Winston, Inc.

^Ibld.; p. 14.

10
Ibid, p. 15.
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Industrialization, like the person'who measures the 
competence of everybody in terms of his own' special com
petence. It ignores- (because it cannot measure it with 
its available Instrument) the possibility of existence /• 
of (at least the potentiality) of non-material areas of 
creativlty.il

But,' as Lerner remarks, the people of developing 

areas do in fact want material modern improvements.

Even when expressed in more moderate forms, the ethno- 
centrism of the new nations in the East seriously com
plicates their modernizing process. Wanted are modern 
institutions, but not modern Ideologies, modern power, 
but not modern purposes, modern wealth but not modern 
wisdom, modern commodities but not modern cant, 
not clear, however, that modern ways and words can be 
so easily and so totally sundered.1^

It .is

In another aspect of the problem, Ruth Benedict in 

193^1 noted that’the ethnocentrlsm of the west precludes real 

anthropological study because western people set their own 

"beliefs" over against their neighbors' superstltutlon:

. . . Western civilization because of fortuitous hlstor- , 
ical circumstances, has spread itself more widely than 
any other local group ... we have been led, therefore, 
to accept a belief in the uniformity of human behavior 
that under other circumstances would not have arisen.^3

Benedict pioneered the belief that all cultures are 

patterned and Integrated. They "... are more than the sum

^^Lerner and Schramm, op. clt., p. 100.

12 p. 115-116.

^^Ruth Benedictj Patterns of Culture, Boston: 

Houghton, Mifflin Co. pp. 3-4, . 5'.

Ibid • >

1934,

it
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.,1^
If this be true, "then a process of 

modernization has to be more than a simple addition of selected 

"items to an existing culture, an idea than Lerner has 

substantiated.

of their traits.

Stanislav Andreskl (I969) has presented a penetrating 

analysis of the situation in Africa in reference to moderni

zation, some of which he applies to East Africa., Andreskl 

proposes to. "analyze the obstacles -facing the new African 

states on the road to prosperity. Internal peace and elementary 

He says it is difficult for us to get an accurate,,15freedorii:

picture of Africa from Indigenous writers on sociology and 

politics, who lack self-assurance, due to the humiliations

The educated class is too new and toothey hay;e suffered.

"Truly realistic pictures of the African social andsmall.

political s°cene can be found only in the novels of certain-
„16

African authors.

Andreskl has scathing criticism of the mass media

in Africa:

. . . The popular press, the trashy books, the shoddy 
films, records . . . television, are doing enough harm 
in the'industrial societies, but in the poorer countries 
they smash the very foundations of the social order by

^^Ibld., p. 47.

15
Stanislav Andreskl, The African Predicament, New 

1969, Atherton Press, p. 11.York:

16
Ibid., p. 13. Most of the important writers por

traying the African scene come from south' or west Africa.
Pew have yet arisen in East Africa. Two outstanding examples, 
of African writers with wide influence are Chinua Achebe 
(Nigeria) and Lenrie Peters (Gambia).
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undermining the traditional values without putting into 
their place anything except ant^l-social hedonism and tha 
worship of money.

Referring specifically to East Africa, Andreskl

declares:

On the East coast, especially in Tanzania, Africa social
ism furnishes the justification for the attempts to 
despoil and drive out the Indian traders,-and to replace 
them with a bureaucratically controlled distribution under 
the guise of co-operatives; just as national socialism 
provided- a perfect formula for antl-semitisjn in Central 
.Europe, because the Jews (like the Indians in East Africa) 
could be condemned from a nationalistic point of view 
as"" aliens and from a socialist standpoint as capitalists.^^

Thus Andreskl feels that the process of modernization 

as it "is proceeding in Africa, and as he defines it, is more 

negative than positive in its effects on society, 

less, the process of modernization is inevitable as new nations 

reach out for the desired‘technology of the western world.

Neverthe-

To summarize, we can define modernization as a life 

style dependent on an urban, industrialized, literate society, 

which has in its nature the factor of empathy, participation 

and backed up by, and Interlaced with, effective means of mass 

communication.

Regarding the "transitional state of national devel

opment," East Africa appears to fit into this category from an 

economic, as well as political point of view. Schramm reminds

17Ibid., p. 83.
18

202.Ibid ., p.
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19 two thirds of the world's people live under conditions 

that give a family of five under fifteen hundred dollars an- 
'^'"^^^^^nual income; many have much less.

The more highly developed states have experienced the 
' Industrial Revolution or their version of it; the under

developed ones have not, or have experienced it in a 
limited way, or only in limited sectors of their 
population.20

us that

The countries of East Africa are experiencing this change in 

a limited way as yet, but the way is opening up for greater 

change,' as government leaders put into operation Five Year 

Plans, and seek to implement them through foreign aid and the 

education of the people.

Schramm points out how important an adequate flow 

of information and its efficient use can be to national eco

nomic and social development "... The presence of mass media 

makes a significant difference in the level of information

even among people who are unable to read the printed media
.,21and do not have access to the electronic media.

Schramm further discusses the need for interpersonal

Thecommunication to parallel the development of mass media, 

feedback idea is most essential to the success of any communl-

People incation system, whatever its stage of development, 

any society must be informed, persuaded, and instructed through

19Wilbur Schramm, Mass Media and National Develop
ment , Stanford: 1964, Stanford Unlv. Press, p. 10.

20
Ibid... p. 13.

21
Ibid p. 90.• y
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, the operation of the communication system, 

which the mass media are developed is an index to the extent 

of modernization in a country.

The degree to

The presence of some amount 

of mass communication in an area is one important indication

that the nation is in the midst of a transition stage of 
. 22

national development.

Lucian Pye has set forth certain useful models of 

traditional, transitional and modern communication systems.

He says that there needs to be a fusion between technl'cal, 

profess'lonal and Informal face-to-face types of communication 

within a modern system-, and that "the real test of moderniza

tion is the extent to which there is effective ’feedback' be

tween the mass media systems and the Informal face-to-face 

systems. ,,23

ph
and’conThe transitional stage is "bifurcated

one based on modern technology is urban-tains two systems: 

centered, reaching the westernized sectors of the population; 

and another system largely conforming to traditional processes 

is based on face-to-face relationships. This system is also 

characterized by Isolated subsystems, because many villages

have less communication with each other than with an urban

"The pattern is like the spokes of a wheel all concenter.

nectlng to a hub, but without any outer rim or any direct 

connections among any of the spokes. „25
Furthermore,

22Ibid.’, - p. 246.
^^Pye, op. clt., p. 43. 

?4
Ibid;, p. 26.

^^Ibld., p. 27.
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The mass media sector of the communications process of 
the transitional societies generally .replies heavily upon 
foreign and international systems of communication for 
the information it dlssepilnates' . . . there are not ready 
criteria for selecting what should be retransmitted, and 
consequently there is a random element as to the rele
vance and appropriateness of what is communicated.26

-rrr-.

The transitional model of communications systems 

thus described appears to fit the situation of the three coun

tries of East Africa very well.
28

so well, analyzed by Schramm and Lerner
■ >

postulate that in all respects—economic, social, political— 

Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania are in the midst of a transitional

stage in their development, and the factors of tribalism and
»■

lingua f'ranca constitute concomitant aspects of the 

situation.

27 The modernizing processes 

lend credence to the

Postulate 2

Modernization is a recognized need on the part of 
the prevailing leaders in the area under study. While 
recognizing the need for modernization, national leaders 
in the area under study strive toward retaining and de
veloping African ideals and culture.

Leaders in many parts of African have often written 

and spoken on the -necessity for the introduction of western 

technology into their nations, but usually with reservations. 

K. A. Busia, a noted sociologist and the present prime

26 pp. 28-29.Ibid

27■See Overview, Part 2.
28
Lerner and Schramm, op. clt.
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minister of Ghana, reflected on the philosophy of African 

leaders when he wrote "... Behind Africa’s search for mod

ernization and new political and social Institutions lies an

interpretation of the universe which is Intensely and pervas-

It Influences the decisions and choices,

Thus much of western technology will be

Ively religious.

Africa is making, 

adapted to African Ideals, not just adopted wholesale, a

„29

process which is clearly in line with Benedict's pattern of. 

culture theory.

The top leaders in East Africa, Jomo Kenyatta of

of Uganda and Julius Nyerere of Tanzania

It is thus not sur-

Kenya, Milton Obote
31

are all products of western education.

prising that these men reflect in their actions and statements

Yet Nyerere and

Kenyatta, especially, also show a strong determination to

preserve African culture, and Intend to lead their nations in
32

that political and philosophical context.

a desire for the benefits of modernization.

Kenyatta (1962), in his anthropological study of 

the Kikuyu people (written after his studies in London),

^^K. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1967, Frederick A. Praeger, p. I6.

30
For the current status of Obote, see page 100.

A,. Busla, Africa in Search .of Democracy, New
York:

31Kenyatta and Nyerere studied at the London .School 
of Economics and Edinburgh University, respectively, while 
Obote never attended a university, although he was educated 
in Christian schools in Eas't Africa and has received foreign 
honorary degrees.

^^For further details see Chapters IV and VI of this

study.
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reflects his deep attachment to his tribal antecedents, and 

he relates modernization of Africa to that attachment. 

Kenyatta admits the value of western technology, which he im

plicitly equates with modernization when he says.

There certainly are some progressive ideas among the 
•Europeans. They include the ideas of material prosper
ity, of medicine, and hygiene, and literacy which enables 
people to take part in the world culture. .But so far the 
Europeans who visit Africa have not been conspicuously 
zealous in Imparting these parts of their inheritance to 
the Africans, and seem to think that the only 
it is by police disclpllne-«an<i armed force.3^

way to do

This bitter cry growing out of the colonial era in Africa has 

many echoes even today. The leaders who experienced such a
* t.'-

• system are likely to remember it well and are inclined to 

idealize their own tribal societies in sheer defense. Kenyatta 

thinks that Africans should choose the parts of Europ’ean cul

ture that are beneficial and that can be.successfully trans

planted and cultivated. Much should be rejected, according 

to his philosophy.

African Socialism as proclaimed by Kenyatta, and to 

a much greater extent by Nyerere," treads gingerly on the road

to modernization, carefully choosing and adapting what is fit

The phrasefor Africa and always idealizing African concepts.

"Harambee” (Let's Pull Together) has been made famous by 

Kenyatta in his public utterances; it is simply a manifestation

Jomo Kenyatta, Facing Mt. Kenya, New York: 1962, 
Vintage Books. Kenyatta took his degree under Branislav 
Malinowski in anthropology.

^^Ibld., p. 305.

I
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of the belief that concerted action Is an ancient African 

Ideal and one to be used In natlon-bulldlng.

Kenyatta' has demonstrated his determination to unify 

his Ration by restricting political dissent and proclaiming 

policy In speeches and Interviews concerning national develop- 

In a speech before the International Press Institute In 

Nairobi, in 1968, Kenyatta notes the Importance of the 

media In national development’, yet clearly reflects the pre

vailing official policy of restrictions on political dissent, 

believed to be In the best Interests of his nation. "News

papers in, the Republic of Kenya are free to criticize the 

bers or the policies of my government." 

states tha't:

ment.

mass

mem-

Yet Kenyatta also

-No government with a mandate from the people could per
mit such criticism or campaigning as might undermine the 
security of the state, 
sense of dut 
misinformed.

No government with a rational 
^^could allow the people to be consistently

Perhaps no other leader has seized upon African cul

tural concepts to use as building blocks in a national de

velopment program as has Julius Nyerere, A system of self- 

reliance, based on rural Ideals and Joint endeavor. Is the

heart of his African Socialism.

The ideal society Is based on human equality and 
combination of the freedom and unity of its members, 
there must be equality, because only on that basis will 
men work co-operatively. There must be freedom, because 
the individual is not served by society unless-It is his.

on a

^^Afrlca Today, 16:3, p. 5 (June-July, I969).
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And there must be unity, because only when society is 
united can its members live and work in peace, security,
and well-being.36

Nyerere emphasizes basic African ideals:

The principles of the traditional African family all the 
time encourages men to think themselves as members of a 
society. In contrast, the capitalist and money economy, 
as introduced into Africa by the trading and ..colonial 
powers, operates on the basis of individualism; it en
courages individual acquisitiveness and economic competi
tion. A wage-earning member of the family is therefore 
exposed to luxuries like radio, and wrist watches, and 
in the wider society his status depends on possession of 
these things. Yet- his responsibilities to the other mem
bers of his family remain and Increase with every increase 
of his wages, because they are/the responsibilities of 
sharing.^'

Nyerere has instituted an austerity program in 

• Tanzania as the nation proceeds along the lines he advocates. 

In his Arusha Declaration, February, 1967, Nyerere says that

his government is committed to policies of socialism and self- 

reliance. He stipulates qualifications for the leaders of 

Each leader should be a worker or peasant, 

own shares in companies, nor own a house in which he does not

39TANU. He cannot

36
Julius Nyerere, Freedom and Unity (Uhuru na Umoja.), 

London: I967. Selections from Writings and Speeches, .1952- 
1965. Oxford Univ. Press, p. 8.

37Ibid p. 10.• j
OQ

^°This Declaration is more widely discussed in this 
study under African Socialism.

39Tanganyika African National Union, which is the
It will be further dis-ruling political party in Tanzania, 

cussed in Chapter VI.

i

•v,
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Nyerere set the example by cutting his own salary by 

20 percent in October, 1966, and that of other top government 

Nyerere's theory states that political responsi

bility should not lead to economic enrichment.

live.

officials. i

Milton Obote of Uganda has also set forth his 

"Charter of the Common Man," which proclaims the tenets of

It.calls for a national service program in which 

all citizens will participate.

problems in Uganda that are very great.
■ >

is the need for political integration.

socialism.

Obote seeks to remedy some

One of these problems 

Dr. All Mazrui, head'

of the Political Sclehce Department of Makerere College in

Kampala, comments, that the service camps proposed would provide

"institutionalized opportunities for ethnic intermingling.

The camps would stress the values of manual labor and show all

Hunter says.citizens the tremendous importance of land use.

Although the national service proposals evoke some smiles, 
they represent an effort to realize more of Uganda's eco
nomic potential and to foster political integration at 
the same time. There is little doubt that the government 
Intends to implement them . . . money may well be the 
factor which determines how far and how fast it can go 
in translating them into action.

< .
On May 1, 1970, Obote announced nationalization of 

oil companies, banks, insurance, mines, all transport, manu

facturing, and large plantations. The Uganda constitution 

was amended to change "prompt and adequate" compensation for

40
Frederic Hunter, "Uganda's Blueprint for Change," 

The Christian Science Monitor, December 27, 1969.

41
Ibid.

42
Ibid.
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expropriation to "reasonable-." Obote said such action was 

not hasty and has been put before the public in discussion 

over his Common Man's.Charter or blueprint for change Issued 

in October, 1969. He said.

We are trying to prevent a development of a violent con
flict between the masses who produce coffee and cotton 
and the managers and directors of big companies who really 
are engaged in a line of activities to which, the people 
find themselves .as spectators._ [See article on Uganda 
in Africa Digest, Vol. XVII: 4, August, 1970, pp. 73-74.]

55.

• >

Postulate 3

Regarding tvihal loyalties^ the more intense these 
loyalties are3 the more they hinder national development 
and progress. But enlightened leaders, intent on moderni
zation can and do use tribal followings in support of 
national development.

Most African leaders recognize the elements of "tribe" 

and "tribalism" in their countries, but some tend to sweep them 

under the rug. Nyerere, who proclaims often that Tanzania must 

bury tribal differences in order to build a nation could say 

in 1964 that:

The conflicts resulting from contact between members of' 
different tribes have not completely stopped, but the 
sovereign authority which had previously been transferred 
from the individual to the tribal unit has now been trans
ferred to the larger group . . . the nation.^3

What is a tribe? Not even anthropologists can agree 

on a precise and empirical definition. Their various concepts

43
Nyerere, op. cit., p. 270.
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encompass aspects of togetherness, culture consciousness and
lili

It seems clear, however, that tribe as used In 

East Africa Is fairly neutral emotionally.

the like.

It refers to certain more or less accepted divisions of 
a country's population. Only in connection with the im- 

' plied contrast with the western world does it carry the 
overtone of "primitive." "Tribal," however, carries the 
clearer imputation of reference to tradition,, and hence
to conservatism.^5

Tribalism clearly carries more emotional overtones to leaders

"To belong to a tribe is a factand peoples of East Africa, 

of life, but to engage in tribalism is reprehensible in others 

and to be denied in oneself.
„46

In a 1968 debate in the Kenya National Assembly, 

members of the opposition party—KPU (Kenya People's Union)— 

put forth charges of tribalism in allocation of government

These charges were hotly denied by members of the gov

ernment, but no one denied the existence of tribes as such.

Jobs.
47

44
Gulliver says that "a tribe is a named group of 

people distinguished from neighbouring groups in a number of 
ways; the group occupies and exploits a more or less defined 
territory,'usually to the exclusion of other groups; the peo
ple are recognized, and recognize themselves, as being dif
ferent from others by virtue of their common possessions of 
and adherence to a particular way of life or culture.,"
(P. H. Gulliver, p. 65, in The African World, edited hy Robert 
A. Lystad. New York: 1965, Frederick A.Praeger.)

^^P. H. Gulliver, (ed.) Tradition and Transition in 

East Africa. Berkeley: 1969, Unlv. of Calif. Press, p. 11.

46
Ibid., p. 11.

47Ibid p. 11.• 3
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Since there is no empirical delineation■of tribe,

at least in East. Africa, patterns of cultural affiliation

Gulliver 
48

the Kikuyu had no definite unity in precolonial 

times—they were composed of overlapping communities, who af

filiated for defense against encroachments of the British and 

continued their tribal consciousness in their fight for inde

pendence for.all of Kenya.

S^^^^change, and groups reshuffle for various reasons.

shows that

*5.

Perhaps the best description for the concepts of ' 

tribe and tribalism is that they are;

. . . primarily a product of the interaction of cultural- 
regional groups within the state; their competition with 
each^^other, their apprehensions of each other, fears of 
deprivation of Interests and rights, attempts to domi
nate, stimulated awareness of differences, and so on.
That is to say, unlike European nations, tribes are 
mainly in opposition to one another, rather than to the 
overarching authority of.the new encompassing state.^9

Herein lies the essential difference between Euro

pean nationalism and tribalism, according to Gulliver.

Gulliver further says that trdballsm is ". . . one 

form of a different and general sociological category—par

ticularism . . . tribalism can be most fruitfully compared 

with other kinds of particularism: regionalism, sectionalism, 

communalism, castelsm, etc. 

ent factor in the life of East Africa.

.,50 Tribalism remains a very pres-

48
Ibid., p. 22.

^^Ibld.p. 28.

5°Ibid p. 30.• y
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James Coleman (i960) discussed the effect of 

>irbanlzatlon upon tribal loyalties In African nations emerg

ing Into Independence and the transitional stage of develop-

He reminds us of the fallacy of assuming that new cities 

In Africa are - aggregations of "detrlballzed" Individuals:

merit.

Kinship associations and tribal unions have emerged 
as Instruments for maintaining lineage and tribal at
tachments and also of creating -a sense of belonging and . 
relatedness In the city . . . Thus,- most urban African 
aggregations have some form of structure; they are not 
globs of humanity. And It Is upon these structures—the 
network of tribal and urban associations—that nationalist 
movements and political parties have been based.

We cannot assume that once an African leaves his 

home village to seek work In the distant 'Clty that his ties 

with tribe and family are cut, or In some cases, even weakened.

Coleman continues:

Most Africans In urban centers belong to a kinship 
or tribal association. Organized Initially as mutual- 
aid and self-help societies, some have assumed a variety 
of significant political functions. Including the rep
resentation and protection of Interests of the village 
or tribal community concerned ... at the level of local 
government In both the urban center and tribal homeland 
these associations have acted as pressure groups agitating 
for political reform, greater representation, and other • 
measures to protect or enhance their group Interests.

51Gabriel A. Almond and James S. Coleman, (eds.) 
The Politics of the Developing Areas, Princeton: I960, 
Princeton Unlv. Press, pp. 272-273.

52
Ibid p. 319.• 9

//
' ■ / 7
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Many of these tribal associations were tools of 

national independence movements and have been used since to 

promote p^ltlcal stability by independent governments.

These groups may remain as pressure groups that influence 

choice, of government officials and many newly elected govern

ments are forced to parcel out positions according to the 

strength of various tribal groups which are the. most articu

late, if not always- the most numerous.

53 ■'

J

Andreskl insists that moral horizons in Africa are• >
still tribal, not universal.

Whereas in Europe or Asia the processes of widening the 
moral horizon beyond the confines of the tribe stretched 
03;er many centuries, in Africa, the supratrlbal economic 
and administrative structures have emerged so suddenly 
that the change in attitudes could not keep the pace. 
Urban living seems to have produced a rootless and amoral 
society.5^

Nonkinsmen are not really trusted, and tribal clashes are 

merely perpetuated in cities, 

people in East Africa live in cities, yet these are the pollt- 

leal forces that count, despite the fact that leaders con

stantly stress the importance of the rural masses.

Although a tiny fraction of

^^This situation prevails more clearly in Kenya and

Uganda than in Tanzania.

Andreskl, op. clt., p. ^<3.

55
This kind of speech-making is particularly typical

of Julius Nyerere.
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According to Andreskl:

Many of the most painful aspects of African develop
ment stem from the fact that- the dissolution of the old 
ethics of the tribal and clan solidarity goes on faster 
than the emergence of new norms and Ideals . . . the edu
cated elite are almost everywhere morally disoriented: 
torn between the traditional values which they have Im
bibed In childhood and the so-called civilising Influ
ences from abroad, many of them are completely unsure 
about what Is right and what Is wrong, and oscillate be
tween Incompatible patterns of behavior.5^

The basis for a modern nation-state Is political

unity that transcends ties of kinship and clan, and the East 

African leaders all accept this. Yet,

On .the whole Africans have not yet evolved any moral 
bonds beyond the confines of the clan and tribe, and for 
this reason usually act In urban-settings as "perfect 
economic man" whose attitudes are purely mercenary, be
cause most of the people with whom they come Into con
tact In shops, offices and streets are not their kinsmen 
but strangers In the primeval sense of the word.57

It Is hardly surprising that East Africa has yet to

overcome factionalism among Its disparate tribes.

Important factor here, as Andreskl points out.
(-0

^ the urbanization of Africa dates back at most 

There has been only partial literacy for 

barely thirty years, and most languages have been written only

"It took centuries to make Englishmen

Time Is an

Karl Deutsch

observes, that

one hundred years.

for fifty years or so.

56
Andreskl, op. clt., p. 55. 

^'^Ibld., p. 81.

58
Karl W. Deutsch, Nationalism and Its Alternatives, 

1969, Alfred Knopf, p. 72.Ne.w York:
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How are variegated groups to become 

Tanzanians, Zambians, or Malavians in one generation?

and Frenchmen.
„59

In the colonial era, as African peoples were slowly
. absorbing western ideas, often tr^al conflicts were enhanced 

and even openly encouraged for the purposes of "divide and 

Despite this fact, alien European rule did provide 

one of the few. truly unifying factors among tribes—they could

That uni

rule."

all agree to oppose it, as Fred Burke,reminds us. 

fylng force is now removed in the independent countries.

While it is clearly the aim of some African leaders to recon-' 

die tribal differences, others seem to use them to support

Julius Nyerere is certainly among the former.

Nyerere has astutely

personal power.

A member of a minor tribe himself, 

used the multiple tribal situation in Tanzania, where some

thing like one hundred twenty tribes exist, as a base of 

operations to encourage amalgamation into a nation, 

tribe in Tanzania, the Sukuma, number as many as one million

6l

Only one

members in a total population of about twelve million; thus

In hisno one tribe can wield the deciding political power, 

writings and speeches Nyerere stresses his determination to 

deny even the existence of tribalism by proclaiming that the 

people of Tanzania are citizens of one nation, 

through education as well as by other means.

This is done

59 Ibid., p. 73.

60
Fred G. Burke, Africa’s Quest for Order, Englewood 

Cliffs, N.J-.: I96H, Pre-ntice-Hall, Inc., p.'29.
^^Zanaici tribe.
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62
In a penetrating article in I969, 

lecturer In sociology at Zambia University, Lusaka, Insists

B. Magubane,

that tribal loyalty has nothing inherent in It to conflict.

He defines tribalism as . .awith loyalty to the nation, 

consciousness.of belonging to a primary group whose language.

customs, and myths are your own and with whose members you
,,63

feel a certain solidarity. Magubane feels that where In

tense tribal- loyalties exist they are aggravated by dependence

The study of ethnic conflict must be inon western capital, 

the context of means of production, since such conflict is
6i|

essentially an economic question.

■ There can be little argument that whatever their 

root- cause recent tribal conflicts in Kenya and Uganda have 

hindered rather than helped national progress. The assasslna-
1

tlon of Tom Mboya, Minister of Economic Planning, in I969, was 

followed by violent tribal clashes. Members of the Luo tribe, 

of which Mboya was a leader, accused the Kikuyus of instigat

ing the murder. The result was suppression of the opposition 

party and ouster of its chief protagonist, Oglnga Odlnga. 

President Kenyatta, a Kikuyu, is clearly afraid of tribal

'5,

62
B. Magubane, "Pluralism and Conflict Situations 

in Africa: a New Look," in African Social Research, Lusaka, 
Univ. of Zambia Institute for Social Research, no. 7, June, 
1969. (Distributed by Humanities■Press, Inc., 303 Park Ave. 
South, New York, 10010, p. 535,.)

^By this definition we all belong to a 'tribe.
When I was teaching in a college in Mwanza,-Tanzania, students 
often pressed me to tell them which tribe I belonged to, I 
finally said "Texan." This seemed to satisfy them.

^^Magubane, op. clt. , p. 5^11.
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dissension, and has moved to suppress articulate opposition 

to his government.

^ V

The dominant position of the Baganda in Uganda has

Tradition-created a knotty tribal problem In that country, 

ally, -the Baganda have held a superior position, enhanced by

President Obote has re-the British policy of colonial rule, 

fleeted his own tribal leanings as a member of thfe.Lango tribe

The exile of the Kabaka and the as-inmany of his actions, 

sumption of his presidential powers by Obote in 1966 is evl-

(See Chapter V.)dence of this.

Despite tribal dissensions, many authorities agree 

that pluralism in African societies, while 9ften deep-seated, 

need not necessarily be a stumbling block to national progress. 

Coleman states that:

Although the racial and tribal pluralism of the new 
political communities tends to retard the process of 
national unification, it is not a barrier to their sur
vival, nor is it necessarily unhealthy in terms of the 
development of competitive societies. The multiplicity 
of tribes within a state is not everywhere an obstacle g 
to the creation of a broader political nationality . . .

The crucial question is not whether tribal loyal

ties exist—they clearly do—but how they canvhe used to 

further, rather than block, real progress toward a modern 

nation-state.

^^Almond and Coleman, op. clt., p. 368.
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Postulate 4
V.

1
In the midst of numerous tribal languages and in

tense tribal loyalties^ the present national leaders in 
.' East Africa recognize the need of a lingua franca as 

essential to national dev&topment.
The history of the area resulted in the establishment of 
the trade language Swahili as a working lingua franca.

Swahili does not have the tribal connotations of other 
languages native to the area.

Wilfred Whiteley in a recent study of the develop

ment of Swahili notes-that:

It must be clearly stated that Swahili is a Bantu lan
guage, one of several hundreds of such spoken across the 
southern half of Africa.
Itat had brought it into contact with Arab, Portuguese, 
Indian, British and German traders and colonizers, so 
that its lexicon, like that of English, has been enriched 
by many hundreds of loan words.°°

Over centuries its coastal hab-

Swahill probably developed out of the situation in which peo

ples with broadly similar languages engaged in trade, 

bar, off-shore from Tanganyika,

Zanzl-
67

was the focal point of this 

trade, which gradually spread inland, taken by such Swahili

66
Wilfred Whiteley, Swahili: The Rise of a National 

Language, London: 1969j EC4 Methuen and Co., Ltd 
(See also Edgar C. Polomd, Swahili Language Handbook, Wash
ington, D.C.: 1967, Center for Applied Linguistics. Also
M, Guthrie, "Some Developments in the Pre-History.of the Bantu 
Languages," Journal of African History, III: 2, pp. 273-82 
(1962). Guthrie is now engaged in writing a comprehensive 
work on the origins-of the Bantu languages.)

p. 8.• 5

67The former name for Tanzania; in 1964 Tanganyika 
Joined with Zanzibar to form the nation of Tanzania.
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The Swahili language as it is todaytraders as Tibbu Tip.

owes a great deal to those who have carried out standardiza-

In the last one hundred yearstlon in the twentieth century.

Swahili has developed over a wide area in East Africa; it can
•

be understood as far west as Congo and from Somalia to 

Mozambique.

Standard Swahili has not wiped out the various

dialects.

The picture at the present time Is thus one of a "stan
dard" form of the language being acquired as a second or 
third language by a large majority of speakers over a 
wide area of eastern Africa. Simultaneously there exist 
pockets, of dialects spoken along the littoral and on the 
off-shore islands mainly as a first language. Finally, 
theVe are a number of up-country dialects acquired as a 
second, third, or even fourth language and used as a 
means of communication between African and Aslan or Euro
pean, or between African and African, particularly in 
the towns where speakers of dozens of Bantu and Nilotic 
languages all seek a common means of communication.

The chief literary tradition in Swahili has had its

impetus from Islam, which was early established on the East
69

there is evi-Coast by Arabic traders. Whiteley says that 

dence-to argue for a proto-Swahili prior to the tenth century.

Until 1969 the earliest written evidence of Swahili was a manu

script written in the northern dialect of the eighteenth cen-

In 1969 E. A. Alpers foundtury—entitled Utenzl wa. Tambuka.

68
p. 7Whiteley, op. cit • 3

69
Ibid., p. 31.
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70
Thesefourteen letters in Swahili written in Arabic script, 

letters were in the Portuguese archives at Goa and were dated

between I71I-I728; they were written in the northern dialect 

of Swahili known as Kl-mvita.

Although space does 'not permit a detailed historical 

analysis of Swahili, a few words should be said concerning 

its development. Between I8OO and I850, trading caravans took 

Swahili far inland into East Africa; after I850 European mis

sionaries began the first•systematic study of the language.

The Germans used Swahili as the administrative language in 

Tanganyika—a policy continued by the British. However,

English became more prestigious in higher echelons of govern

ment and in higher education. TANU early saw the advantage 

of Swahili and promoted its use in nationalist■movements in 

Tanganyika. Many missionaries preferred to use the local 

languages, saying Swahili was not well understood by villagers, 

while the church in Uganda took a definite stand against Swa- 

Whlteley observes.71hill.

It is interesting to note the support for Swahili among 
the Nilotes in Uganda, in contrast to the opposition 
from them in Kenya, which does something to dispel

70
The earliest written form of Swahili was in Ara-

Only after missionary scholars of the mld-bic orthography, 
nineteenth century began their work did Swahili have a 
Roman alphabet, which was not standardized'until the 19^10 ’s.

71Despite the early opposition by many missionar
ies to Swahili,'today one of the.best pieces of Swahili litera
ture is the Swahili version of the Holy Bible, Blblla Katlka 
Lugha ya Klswahlll. London: 1950, The British and Foreign 
Bible Society.
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72
the myth that there are linguistic reasons why Nilotes 
find Swahili difficult to learn.73

Nevertheless, SwahTli was promoted as a lingua franca as early 

as the 1930,’ 

to decide

the schools of East Africa.

;
when an interterritorial committee was appointed 

hat language would be the medium of instruction in

Originally, non-African members 

were cho'sen from Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika arid Zanzibar to

serve on this committee, which did not have a single African

In 1964 this committee, having already

c.

member until 1939.
• >

selected Swahili as the medium of instruction, continued its 

work as the Institute of Swahili Research at the University 

College in Dar Es Salaam.
74

Meanwhile, with the coming of 

Independence in the three East African countries, different 

policies on language gradually changed original decisions of

the committee.

English is still'the language of social status in 

East Africa, but in Tanzania Nyerere has mounted a crusade to 

get Swahili accepted as a national language—in fact, it is 

so designated. In the first general election held in I965, 

all candidates had to speak in Swahili. Nyerere himself often 

insists he can speak anywhere in Tanzania, using Swahili, and 

be understood. But official designation of a language as 

official does not produce a monolingual nation, 

tribal languages are used in East Africa, and much of the

Hundreds of

72
As represented by such tribes as the Lango and 

(My own observation.) See also Overview, Part 2.Acholl.

73
Whiteley, op. clt., p. 71.

"^^Ibid., p. 82.
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area's Interterritorial .affairs in higher education, the high 

opurt, and secondary education are conducted in English. In 
^^^anzanla the na^tlonal assembly, TANU, trade unions, lower

courts, primary education and certain portions of the civil
• 75

service are carried on in Swahili. • Despite the intense
7promotion of the use of Swahili, as Whltely notes,' there is 

an inherent difficulty in relating Swahili to the national 

cultural revival, which is sweeping over Tanzania. The Is

lamic tradition originally associated with Swahili on the 

coast is"not characteristic of the whole country. Neverthe

less, the Education Department is directing the teaching of 

Swahili at all levels,.and it has been taught at the Univer

sity College in Dar Es Salaam since 1964, although English 

remains the medium of instruction at higher education levels. 

Swahili is a second language for 90 percent of all Tanzanians.

7 8
Mazrui (196?) says that Swahili is nontrlbal-and

is politically neutral in most areas of East Africa, but it is

basically Bantu, and thus associated with certain tribes. In

Uganda the British took care to develop English as a lingua '

franca, because of the tribal feelings over Luganda, a Bantu
79

language. The Nllotes are friends of Swahili because their

77

"^^Ibld., p. 114.

76
Ibid p. 101.• >

77Ibid p. 107.• 9

7 8
' All Mazrui, "Language and Polities in East Africa," 

Africa Report, 12:6, (June, 1967).

79Tribal problems are further dealt with in,the
Overview, Part 2.
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rivals, the Baganda, are Bantu and push their language, 

-Luganda. Although English is widespread among the educated
fr-

in Uganda, Swahili has rlsen'ln status since the revolution 

of 1966 in which Obote forced the Kabaka out of office and

Today Swahiliclipped the wings of Baganda political power, 

is used .in trade unions, common services with Kenya and Tan

zania, the army, and the police.

Tanzania is committed to Swahili and English is be-

Mostcoming less important, but is by no means, out of use’, 

government publications are published in both English and 

In Kenya there is still the classical poetry of 

Swahili so highly developed in the past on the island of Lamu 

(a part of'Kenya)j yet Kenya is less interested in pushing

It may, in the future, become a na-

Swahlll.

Swahili at the moment, 

tlonal language for Kenya.
80

i
East African leaders probably feel the greatest need 

for a lingua franca in the areas of education and the news 

media, including radio broadcasting and newspapers. As al

ready mentioned. East African school texts are being prepared, 

shared broadcasts in both English and Swahili are regularly 

arranged, and there is the cooperation among the three col

leges of the University of East Africa, located respectively 

at Kampala (Makerere), Nairobi, and Dar Es Salaam. The maga

zine, Transition, as well as the East African Journal are col 

operative projects. Also launched recently are two new

80
Mazrul, op. clt., p. 60.
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Swahili journals—Mawazo (Reflection), from Makerere College,
81

3, and Zuka (Emerge).

The promotion of Swahili as an intellectual force 

is illustrated in Nyerere’s excellent translation of Julius 

Caesar into Swahili; According to Mazrul, this translation . 

. has contributed more to the potential of Swahili as a

dramatic medium than any original work in Swahili which has

In addition to encouraging the wider use
„82

so far emerged, 

of Swahili in education, drama and the news media, Nyerere

has often used popular ■Swahili proverbs in connection with

exhortations about the value of work and service in the build-

"MgenlOne proverb Nyerere often quotes is:, ing of Tanzania, 

slku mbill, ya tatu mpe jembe."" (Treat your guest as a guest

for two--days; on the third day give him a hoe.)

Postulate 5

The aommunioation systems^ paTtiaulavly the mass 
mediat affect every major facet of national develop- 
ment--political3 economic and cultural.
Development of mass media tends to facilitate national 
development.

In new African nation8--with the problems of literacy: 
and distribution--radio is the mass medium that will -tend 
to develop the fastestj and is thereby the medium that 
will probably contribute most to national development in 
the early stage.

81
p. 61 .-Ibid • 9

^^Ibld., p. 61.
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Most analyses of the problems of developing 

countries neglect communications systems, 

that:

S. C. Dube says

There Is very' little scientific knowledge regarding the 
communication situation In the underdeveloped countries 

. . nor Is there much scientific Information on the 
opinion leaders who have a seminal role In the dissemi
nation of Ideas and adoption of new practices.

Later studies, however, have recognized the Importance of .

Rogers says that "modernization Is essen-

Therefore, concepts and meth-

opinion leaders, 

tlally a communication process, 

ods utilized In''communication research can provide Insights

and Instruments for a scientific dissection of the moderniza

tion process.
„8H

Rogers further points out how the Inter

relatedness of traditional forms of communication Involves 

the role of opinion leaders as well as the mass media, and 

that the,Lazarfeld two-step flow of Information theory needs 

modification in the light of additional data from his Colombia 

studies and elsewhere. 85 '

Mass media In underdeveloped areas reach relatively 

small audiences compared to the mass media In modern nations.

However, certain .elite audiences (such as university 
students or middle class urbanites) in less developed

53s. C. Dube, "A note on Communication In Economic 
Development," in Lerner and Schramm, op. clt., p. 95.

84Rogers, op. clt., pp. 42, 43.

85Ibid.., Chapter 10. The two-step flpw model, de
veloped by Paul P. Lazarfeld et al., as a-result of the Erie 
County, Ohio, study of the 1940 presidential election is simply 
stated: "Ideas often flow from radio and- print to opinion
leaders and from them to the less active sections of the popu
lation" (Lazarfeld et al.. The People's Choice, New York:
1944, Duell, Sloan and Pearce, Meredith Press, p. 151.

'.j •
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countries have mass media exposure levels that are just 
as high as those for similar elites in more developed 
countries. Audiences for the electronic mass- media, 
especially radio and film, are larger than for the print 
mass media, such as newspapers and magazines, in less 
developed countries. The messages carried by the mass 
media in. less developed nations are of low interest and 
relevancy to villagers because of the strong urban ori
entation of the media. Government control over the mass 
media, especially the electronic media, is greater-in 
less developed countries.

t?.

Rogers overstates his case in some respects, but he tends to 

shed light on the variations in mass media reach for different 

classes of people in underdeveloped countries.

Rogers further observes that "Mass media communica

tion is more important in changing cognition (that is, in in

creasing knowledge of ideas), whereas interpersonal communica

tion is more likely to cause attitude change.
,.87

Many aid

programs for underdeveloped countries founder on the rock of

Change, particularly inignorance of the peasant subculture, 

attitudes, can be very slow, and processes of communication

make only a slight impression on the great majority of the
•H

population.
88

Schramm holds that attitude changes proceed at

86
Rogers, op. cit., p. 115.

p. 116.87.
Ibid • 9

88
However, Rogers shows how fast certain events can 

be spread by word-of-mouth in the instance of news-of Presl-. 
dent Kennedy's death in 1963. The word was received by radio 
•in a remote Colombian village and then disseminated by word- 
of-mouth so that several thousand villagers knew of it within 
a couple, of hours of'its^ccurrence in Dallas. In contrast, 
other types of mess^^s concerning technological change have 
met with little-su'c^ss, using the same communication system.
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89
the pace of stalagmite formation, even in modern nations.

The chief role of the mass media is to achieve "a

climate for mo*&ernization rather than to provide specific de

tails needed for adoption of Innovation." The data used hy 

Rogers Include some cross-cultural findings on mass media ex-
The Kenya study in 1965^*^posure in India, Kenya, and Brazil, 

involved 624 respondents from three villages about three hun

dred miles from Nairobi, and revealed the same pattern as 

Rogers' had found in Colombia.

.Both Lerner and Schramm, in studies already cited, 

give essentially the same conclusion—^that communication sys-

terns are a part of national development and in fact are in- 

dispenslble to it. Lerner's major hypothesis is that "high-

empathlc capacity is the predominant personal style in 
„91modern society, 

pant nor highly mobile.

Traditional society is neither partici- 

But mass media can start the ball

rolling to increase,psychological mobility and multiply its 

effect. Lerner further shows how economic and political de

velopments are Interrelated with the development of mass 

munications.

com-

Modern media systems have flourished only in societies 
that are modern by other tests . . . the media spread 
psychic mobility most efficiently among peoples who have

89Wilbur Schramm, The Process and Effects of Mass 
Communication. Urbana: 1955 (Seventh Printing I965), Univ. 

. Qf Illinois Press, p. I6.

90
Rogers, op. clt.. pp. 65-II6.

. 91Lerner, op. clt., p. 50.

«h
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achieved In some measure the antecedent conditions of 
geographic and social mobility.92

Abundant evidence shows that African leaders and

educated elites understand well the importance of mass media

systems.in the modernizing process. Kenyatta, as already 
93

recognizes the educational possibilities as well as 

the dangers to political stability of an unregulated press.

noted.

*5.

• The press should positively promote national development 
and growing self respect . . . the press in Africa can 
have a tremendous Influence in'nation building. It may 
constantly Inspire, or could set out to frustrate, the 
spirit of Harambee or national unity which every young 
country needs as the fundamental of its progress.9^

John Merrill 'notes that "In.Africa no press system 

can be ■ considered very free, but Kenya, Zambia.,, Tanzania and 

Uganda probably have fewer controls than other nations on that 

Regulations do exist; in a 1966 PICA survey of 

the world’s press, a scale of freedom was established, rang

ing from one to nine, using such factors as legal controls, 

extralegal controls (threats and imprisonment), government
'H

licensing, amount of press criticism of government and its 

officials, libel and privacy laws, government control of cir

culation and distribution, and government control over domes

tic-news agencies. Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania rated in the

„95continent.

92
Ibid.; p. 55.

^^See footnote 35, p. 19.

94 V.

"President Kenyatta Answers Ownership Question," 
IPI.Report, 17:3-4, (1968), p. 3.

9*5
John C. Merrill, Carter R. Bryan and Marvin 

Alisky, The Foreign Press, Baton Ro.uge: 1970, I.SU Press,
. p. 1^.
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the third category from the top—that is, "free—many 

::pontrols .
,i96

There are speclfl'C Instances Illustrating the fear 

on-the part of East African leaders that a free mass media can 

impede development of their countries. Merrill observes that:

At the present level of African culture, tribal loyalties 
transcend all other ties and have a bearing on every de
cision and Influence all'^i^llcT reaction. Criticism is 
seen as opposition and oppo^-.tion as disloyalty; disloy

alty is seen as treason, and the penalty for treason is
death.97

The 1969 detention of Transition editor, Rajat Neogy and Abu 

Mayanja, an opposition party member of Parliament, is a case 

in point. Mayanja had criticized Prime Minister Obote in 

Transition. The academic community exerted pressure for a 

trial, which resulted in acquittal for Neogy and Mayanja. 

Both Neogy and Mayanja were again arrested, Neogy being fi

nally released, but Mayanja remained in custody.
I-

Some Africans in the area share Merrill’s view that 

government officials regard the press as a subversive influ

ence and a possible danger to their country’s development. 

Hilary B. Ng’weno, journalist, notes that although there is 

no official censorhlp in Kenya, Uganda or Tanzania, those 

countries do have restrictive sedition laws inherited from 

British rule., as well as preventive detention laws which means 

the government "can detain without trial those responsible 

for acts and statements, including newspaper reports.

.^6
pp. 32 and 33.Ibid *5

^"^Ibld., p. 273.
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considered by government to be prejudicial to the national 

■^interest. n98

The foreign ownership of most of the press of East 

Africa makes defense of press freedom difficult, 

two chief groups of papers under foreign control, the Standard 

and the Nation.

newspaper readership in East Africa.

There are

These two groups represent 80 percent of

According to Ng'weno,

' economic threats to freedom of the press are the chief concern. 

There are shortages of skills and resources, and circulations 

Newspaper circulations are further discussed inare small.

Chapter Vil.

Like all other freedoms, the freedom that newspapers 
should enjoy in their treatment of newsworthy events and 
comments should be subject to limitation dictated by the 
national Interest.. \ The trouble is that in most new coun-

1
tries, governments tend to treat themselves as the sole

100.. s.
->v^-^'judges of what constitutes the national Interest.

Many authorities think that government officials in 

Africa certainly recognize the Importance of mass media in 

nation-building, particularly such media that might affect the 

power base of the leaders. This point will be further explored 

in the Overview in connection with the Ideology of the one- 

party state, but one pertinent observation can be made here.- 

Pye points out that:

98
Hilary B. Ng'weno, "The Nature of the Threat to 

Press Freedom in East Africa," Africa Today, 16:3j (June-July, 
■1969) p. 1.

go
See Overview, Part 2.

100 4.Ng’weno, op. clt.,,/p.
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In most transitional societies there is an Imbalance of 
power in favor of established governments, and the sus
picion must always be entertained that when officials 
argue that criticism is dangerous, because it may threaten 
the unity of the state, they are in fact worrying more 
about the security of their own personal power. The sad 
fact is that in most countries where we find the press 
being denied its role of Inspector general, the danger 
is not one of national unity but an understandable urge 
of particular leaders to make their own lives easier.1^1

SS.

There appears little doubt that in new nations of 

East Africa, with the problems of .literacy and distribution, 

radio is the mass medium that will probably contribute most 

to national development In the early stages. Both Lerner and 

Rogers show the trend is generally toward emphasis by govern

ment on use of radio to hasten the political and economic edu

cation of their nations. The fact that government owns and 

operates all broadcasting media emphasizes the desire to con

trol and use for national purposes these means of communication. 

It is not enough to say that this is a British colonial legacy, 

for other phases of colonialism are being abolished, or dras

tically modified to suit the new nations; it is obvious 

that low levels of literacy limit the extensive use of print 

media for mass education and political Indoctrination, so 

there are broadcasts in more than one languages in all 

three East Africa countries. The Voice of Kenya has three 

language services—Swahili, English and various tribal lan

guages. Regular Swahili broadcasts are beamed to classrooms

101
Luciah W. Pye, in Lerner..and Schramm, op. clt..

pp. 37-38.
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102
In many parts of these nations.

Some studies have shown that there Is a strong posi

tive correlation between literacy and mass media exposure,

• bO:t.h in the aggregate level of analysis, and also where Indl-- 

viduals were used as units of analysis. 103 Rogers’ Colombia 

data show a high correlation between literacy and newspaper

exposure, more than that between literacy and nonprint media.

"Literacy is also related to radio exposure . . . which sug-
„10i}

gests the presence of the centripetal effect, 

ciflc research is needed on the question of literacy versus

Much spe-

mass media exposure and the results of it. 

enter in besides the Level of individual literacy, 

lltei^tes have occasional printed media read to them, for 

example.

Other factors can

Many 11-

105 Rogers suggests that the significant factor may

102
V[hlle teaching in Tanzania in a Teachers’ College, 

I noted regularly scheduled Swahili broadcasts mainly in the 
realm of citizenship instruction. All teachers were required 
to'Use these programs.

103Lerner, 1966, op. cit Deutschmann, op. 
and UNESCO, Mass Media in Developing Countries, Paris:

cit., 
1961.

• y

104
Rogers, op. cit., p. 83. The centripetal effect, 

according to Lerner, is defined as the tendency for a person 
exposed to one .mass medium to be exposed also to other njedla. 
See Footnote 3, P- 8.

105It was my experience in ten years of.village work 
in India that many village homes had a book or newspaper, 

■often quite ancient, but proudly displayed. Most Christian
homes had a Hindi Bible, even where no resident member of the 
household could read. It.was there to be read aloud to gathr- 
ered family and friends when a literate visitor appeared. '
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well be family literacy, rather than individual literacy, 

•^ince the Colombia data show only a small percentage of house-

If sub

stantial numbers of illiterates have newspapers read to them, 

probably.many.more people,listen to the radio placed in the 

village area, and thus are at least exposed to that medium, 

whether greatly changed by it or not. 

advantage of- being less expensive to- operate and possess than 

television, and radio does not suffer from the sparse and un

even distribution of sets, such as is found in the case of 

television set distribution in many developing countries.

106■ holds that contain not a single literate member.

Radio has the additional

107

Postulate 6

The colonial legacy of British rule in East Africa 
has left a basis for economic cooperation and interchange 
of social and educational facilities, leading toward.a 
united effort to deal with certain common problems.

The English language as a colonial legacy is still a po
tent force and serves in varying degrees as a lingua 
franca.

The most outstanding of the British influences con

cerns economic cooperation, which goes back to the beginning .

106
Rogers, op. clt., p. 84.

10-7In Tanzaniaj during my residence,there—1964- 
1966—dally newspapers and other periodicals were flown up- 
.country to the main towns; thus their distribution was fairly 
quick, but was.limited to the relatively small number of peo
ple in and around those towns. However, even in distant vil
lages, a vlsi'tor could regularly observe theubiquitous 
transistor radio, in homes and shops, or—bein^carrled on the 
dusty-roads, along with the loads of produce. /
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of British rule; a de facto conunon market dates to 1917j when

In 1927, Tanganyika enteredJ^nya and Uganda had free trade, 

the free trade area, having come under British control as a

In 19^10, customs services were Joinedresult of World. War I. 

together, e^and there was a common external tariff in all three 

countries, aided by a common currency until mld-1966. _ Eco

nomic unity was further strengthened by EACSO (East. African

Common Services Organization) in a common administration of 

railroads, harbors, telegraphy, posts and avlati.on.

The 1960's saw a heated debate over EACSO, due to 

Kenya's advantage in the greater development of Industry.

Although a new -treaty greatly altered the cooperation pattern

in 1967, the earlier basis for cooperation has not been cast 
108

aside. 

failed, 

tloned,

unity in higher education. Each college has specialized in 

one or two professional areas and students from all three 

countries go to the college where they can best get the work 

they need. There are numerous mutual research projects, 

chiefly in the areas of public health, fisheries, and the 

like.

However, attempts at political federation have 

Besides the form of mutual activity already men- 

the University of East Africa has been a symbol of109

British policy in the 1920's was geared toward a 

political and economic union among Kenya, Uganda, and Tanga

nyika, although the actual cooperation accomplished was 

limited to the economic area. Yet East Africa has had much

108
See Overview, Part 2.-5

109'
See Introduction.
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more cooperative effort between sovereign nations than most 

other areas of Africa, and In many respects, more than other 

parts of the world—there being few examples of a common mar

ket until the coming of the European common market following 

World War II.

The common use of English served as a potent force, 

under British rule to unite the elites of the three countries, 

and survives as an important factor at present, 

tistlcs are unavailable as to the number of East Africans who

Kenyatta and Obote

Precise sta-

use English, and to what degree they do so. 

both make frequent use of English in their speeches: and

Nyerere, while emphasizing Swahili as the national language, 

has recognized the utility of English in secondary and higher 

education, in newspapers and in other areas of national life.
110

Postulate 7

Young Africans who go abroad for a higher educa
tion and then return to their native landy will usually 
become community or national leaders.

The development of western education at any level

It really got under wayis relatively recent in East Africa, 

only after 1900, and its greaitest development took place in 

Studies show that relatively few East Africansthe 1920*s.

reach Grade 12-; thus the small'number going abroad for col

lege will naturally be a substantial part of the' educated 

■ elite and almost certainly among those qualified for national

110See Part 2 of the Overview.
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111
leadership. Goldthorpe shows 

i. system—including both Christian mission and government

the enrollment in the school

schools—for as late as 1958; these data reveal the phenomenal 

, attrition rate in the secondary education in East Africa.

The data in Table 2-1 Illustrate this high rate of attrition 

in the student population from primary to Grades 10-and 12:

J5.TABLE 2-1

ATTRITION RATE OE EAST AFRICAN STUDENTS

Boys Girls

113,380 55,760Primary 1 
Grade 10 
Grade 12

98i} 149Kenya
614 42

28,24448,196Primary 1 
Grade 10 
Grade 12

89800Uganda
41581

' 67,903
1,276

39,358Primary 1 
Grade 10 
Grade 12

Tanganyika 102
163 11

These data are adapted from Goldthorpe, p. 6. 
Source: Reports of the Departments of Education of Kenya, 

Uganda and Tanganyika for 1,958.

It is difficult to place these figures in their 

demographic setting, as the nearest over-all population fig

ures are for 1961, three years later; however, for sake of

.• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
College Students, 1922-1960, East-African Studies Series No. 
17. Nairobi: 1965, Oxford Unlv. Press for.East African In
stitute of Social Research.

E. Goldthorpe, An African Elite: ■ Makerere

'• -i'
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comparlsonj the census figures for I96I, rounded off, may
112

sarve this purpose:

7,287,000
6,8^5,000
9,^104,000

Kenya:
Uganda:
Tanganyika:

Africans comprise 97.5 percent of the total popula-
_ 113tion of these countries.

“ As Goldthorpe notes, the policy of the colonial 

government. In East Africa was to send European and Indian su- • 

Until the 1940's. East Africans going abroad 

Jomo Kenyatta was one of the first; 

he went to England under a private scholarship in the twen-

The first three Africans to be financed by the colonial 

government went to England in 1946; in 1954 Kenya had one 

hundred and ten students studying abroad, mostly in England 

and India; as for Tanganyika, in 1953-54, the number of stu

dents abroad were so few that biographies of each were com-

By.the end of the fifties, the number of East African

dents abroad.

to- study were very few.

ties.

piled.

students studying abroad had greatly increased, as the follow

ing figures for i960 will show:
114

112
Data taken from East African Services Organiza

tion, The East African Statistical Review, No. 3, (June,
1962).

113For later demographic data see Chapter III,
Part 2.

114Adapted from Goldthorpe, op. ■clt., p. 18. (See
also pp. 16 and 18).
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Studying InCountry of 
Origin

Kenya
Uganda
Tanganyika

EnglandUnited States

73
80-9029
2622

Evidence gathered in 1969-70 from the embassies of 

Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania In Washington, D.C. shows that 

several hundred students were studying In the United States 

from each of these countries In that school year.

Goldthorpe comments that In East Africa:

Study abroad, rather like the grand tour of renais
sance Europe, came to be regarded as an Indispensable 
part of the education of a fully, educated man. 
ships abroad tended to become part of the stock In trade 
of African political patronage, and cases were not un
known of men and women being sent abroad to train ’for 
careers which they had no intention of pursuing, or for 
courses equally available locally, apparently In recog
nition of political or other services rendered to a chief 
or other persons'.of Importance. ^^5

Scholar-

Thus, those having studied abroad constituted a 

privileged elite, who with their knowledge of English could 

and did engage effectively In the politics of Independence.

In the last two decades the larger tribes of Kenya and Uganda,, 

such as the Kikuyu, Luo, and Baganda have dominated student 

groups going abroad, while Tanzania, having numerous small 

tribes, has wider distribution across many tribes in its 

student group studying abroad. '

Although Goldthorpe's study-“deals with the pre

independence era of East Africa, the general trends in the

^^^Ibld.., p. 20.
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attrition rate in education have continued; however, greatly

(See Tableincreased enrollments in all schools exist today.

TABLE 2-2

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT IN EAST AFRICA 
(Figures are for 1968 unless otherwise noted)

b c
Uganda (*66) TanzaniaKenya^

First level: 1,209,680 
Second level:
General 
Vocational 
T.eacher 
Training 

Third level:
Overseas

564,190
98,129
(90,904) 
C 3,128)

855,000
28,300109,867 

(101,361) 
( 1,872)

( 6,634)
5,967
2,800 ('65)

( 4,097)
1,593 P67) 
2,500 (»67)

3,220 
912 ('66) 
807 (’66)

^United Nations Statistical Yearbook, for I969,
p. 726.

^Ibld., p. 736._ _  Another source, Allison Butler
Herrick, Area Handbook for Uganda, I969, gives the total for 
1966 for primary and junior secondary schools as 633,546,
(p. 122). Also Statesman's. Yearbook, 1970-71, p. 463, gives 
633,546. In 1968 the Minister of Defense stated that over 
one million children were enrolled in Uganda's primary 
schools.

c
Allison Butler Herrick, et' al., Area Handbook for 

Tanzania, Washington, D.C.: 1968, U.S. Govt. Printing Office,
p. 160.

Part of the high drop-out rate in the schools of 

East Africa is due to the practice, especially in Tanzania, 

of providing terminal courses in primary grades for large 

numbers of pupils—that is, not preparing them for secondary
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schools but expecting that they will enter the labor force 

Immediately. However, most of the sharp drop in enrollments 

after primary level is due to the lack of schools and teach

ers. For example, in Tanzania in 1967, only 50. percent of 

the school-age children could be accommodated in primary 

schools to begin with, and only 10 percent of these could be 

admitted into secondary schools.
116

The general trends in the development of this stu

dent elite have continued to the present time in East Africa. 

Practically all of the top leaders have had a foreign-bassed 

education, and as more students have gone abroad, even the 

lower echelons in national and community affairs have been 

filled with such graduates. 117
Foreign-educated Africans have 

recently filled, many positions as principals and teachers in

secondary schools and colleges. Such posts carry with them 

prestige in the community and mean that the Incumbents can 

Influence local politics and’ other areas of economic and 

social life. One notable feature of this situation is the 

youth of high officials. Tom Mboya became a cabinet official 

in Kenya after extensive study in the United States while 

still in his twenties; Nyerere became Prime Minister of 

Tanganyika in his thirties, and President at the age of forty.

116
Ibid., p. 148.

117Evidence shows that the stream of African stu
dents has peaked in the United States and may now be on the 

Many sources of foreign aid to finance such studydecline.
have dwindled. There is also an attitude on the part of 
African leaders that more higher education should be provided 
in their own countries.
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Thus the great need of leadership, coupled with the 

relatively few highly educated people In East Africa, result 

In an unusually great importance being attached to the under

standing of African students who study abroad, since they in

evitably become leaders in one way or another upon their 

return to their countries.

Postulate 8-

The ^vevailing political philosophy in East Africa 
is African Socialism.

Much has been written about the concept of African 

Socialism; many western authorities appear to question its

But■within thevalidity, saying it is vague and theoretical, 

last three or four years, Nyerere, at least, has spent much 

time and effort not only proclaiming the idea of African
/

Socialism, but endeavoring to put its theory into practice 

through various self-help projects, using the concept of 

"people-centredness" as opposed to "profit-cent.redness.

119

„il8

writing in 1964, called 

African Socialism "unanalyzed abstractions." They felt at

Prledland and Rosberg,

that time these concepts were vague and generalized.

118
Ndabaningi Sithole, African Nationalism, New' 

1969, Second Edition, Oxford Unlv. Press, p. I89.York:

119William H. Prledland and Carl G. Rosberg, Jr., 
African Socialism, Stanford: 1964, Stanford Univ. Press,
pp. 2-3.
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Though African Socialism is neither a precise ideology 
nor a specific guide to action, it is nonetheless a set 
of dimensions to which Africans will give specific con
tent as they work out their problems on a day-to-day 
bas,is.

Since the, work of Priedland and Rosberg, much has

transpired in East Africa to Implenfent these "abstractions." 
Eloquent talk by Nyerere continued 

schemes have also come into effect*.

unabated, but certain 
120

In Nyerere*s words.

We want to create a socialist society which is based 
on three principles: equality and respect for human 
dignity; sharing of the resources which are produced 
by our efforts; work by everyone and exploitation by
none.121

;»■

The revamping of the educational system in Tanzania so as to 

produce students geared to socialist ideals is a major goal 

and has been started. Nyerere states.

The educational system of Tanzania must emphasize co
operative endeavor, not individual advancement; it must 
stress concepts of equality and the responsibility to 
give service which goes with any special ability, whether 
it be in carpentry, in animal husbandry, or in academic 
pursuits . . . our education must counteract the tempta
tion to Intellectual arrogance.122

Nyerere has often reiterated his belief that the 

exploitation of western capitalism must be phased out in

120
See Chapter VI.

121
Julius K. Nyerere, Education for, Self-Reliance, 

Dar Es Salaam: 1967, Govt. Printer.-* (Reproduced in Wilfred 
Cartey and Martin Kllson, The African Reader: Independent 
Africa, New York: 1970, Vintage Books, p. 237.

122
Ibid., p. 239.
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Tanzania, and he points to factors In African culture for 

his Ideas:

The foundation and objective of African Socialism 
Is the extended family. The true African socialist does 

' not look on one class of men as his brethern and another 
as-his natural enemies. He does not form an alliance 
with the ’brethern' for the extermination of the 'non- 
brethern'. He regards all men as his brethern—as mem
bers of his ever extending family . . .

Ujamaa, or 'family-hood,' describes our socialism.
■ It Is opposed to capitalism, which seeks to build a happy 
society on the basis of the exploitation of man by man; 
and" It Is equally opposed to doctrinaire socialism, 
which seeks to build Its happy society on a philosophy 
of Inevitable conflict between man and man.^23

The official alms of TANU In Tanzania Involve Ideals 

of African Socialism, Just as do those of the ruling parties

Tanzania has gone further In Implementa- 

Slnce 1964 when Tanganyika Joined with” 

Zanzibar to form Tanzania, UJ amaa has been heavily stressed:

In Uganda and Kenya, 

tlon of these Ideals.

President Nyerere, local and national party leaders 
and the press and radio constantly remind the people 
that development Is the duty and responsibility of all. 
Simple slogans such as "Uhuru na Umoja" (Freedom and 
Unity), and "Uhuru na Kazl" (Freedom and Work) are pro
moted to unite the nation Into a common endeavor . . . 
Nyerere's.socialism Is a synthesis of the African 
Socialism of Kenya, Ghana, Mall and others; It Is a 
moderate philosophy that retains traditional patterns 
of political behavior Insofar as they do not conflict
with econoirilc development.124

Nyerere has done more than talk, 

sharp measures against dissenters.

He has taken 

In 1966 university students

^^^Nyerere, Freedom- and--Unity ,1-967. op ^ clt.,

p. 170.
124

Herrick (Tanzania) et al., p. 264.
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protesting compulsory national service were moved from the 

University College at Dar Es Salaam for two years, 

volved more than three hundred students, two-thirds of the

The Arusha Declaration of 1967, besides for-

This in-

125 ■student body.

bidding officials to enrich themselves while in office, also

nationalized banks and some businesses. Schools were directed 

to implement the rules of self-sufficiency by growing food as 

well as instituting changes in curri-culum geared toward rural- 

life styles.
126

Tom Mboya's writings also reflect the concepts of 

African Socialism based on the importance of good human rela

tionships. He proposed a common brotherhood based on a rural 

life style, which involves communal land ownership. 127

Kenyatta does little talking in detail about African 

Socialism, but he clearly favors it. 

nationalism of forelgn-held interests, including the lands of 

white settlers, with fair compensation and by gradual means. 

This is actually being done. Kenyatta brooks little opposi

tion, especially from abroad. He sent Communist agents out

128
Kenyatta stands for

125
Tanzania, as well as Uganda subsidizes college 

students for their education. The students are expected to 
give service to the nation.

126
See William P. Llneberry, East Africa, Vol. ^10, 

Reference Shelf, New York: 1968, Foreign Policy Association, 
H. W. Wilson Co.

127 1963.See Tom Mboya, Freedom .and After, London:
Andr^ Deutsch, p. 163.

128
See. Jomo Kenyatta, "African Socialism and African 

Unity," in African Forum, .Summerj, 1965» American Society of 
African Culture, New York: Vol 1:1.
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of the country In 19^5 when they appeared to threaten political 

stability In connection with Russian support of the Lumumba 

Institute In Nairobi.
-■re

Kenyatta also batted down Chou En-lal 

when the Chinese leader visited East Africa In 1965 and re-

Kenyatta said thatmarked that Africa Is ripe for revolution.

"Kenya Intends to avert all revolutions Irrespective of their

origins."

Some non-Africans scoff at the Ideals of African 

Socialism, Insisting they do not face up to reality. 

Nyerere announced his nationalization policy In 1967, one 

authority wrote:

When

"There Is little money In'Dar Es Salaam to 

pay those whose companies have been nationalized, whatever the

president may In all sincerity say about Intending compensa-
,,,129

tlon to be 'full and fair.

^^^See."Atlantic Report: Tanzania," In Atlantic;
219:34 (June, 1967).



CHAPTER III
- ■ '

OVERVIEW: PART 2
(

For the three-nation region under study, this chapter 

is concerned with geography and people, with recent national 

developments, and with three interrelated problems affecting 

national development on which the investigation focuses; 

namely, tribalism, lingua franca, and mass communication.

Geography and People

To the uninitiated, one surprising feature of Africa

East Africa, Includingis the large size of some countries.

Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania (incorporating Zanzibar) is one-fifth 
the size of the United States, comprising 683,020 square miles.^

Tanzania without Zanizlbar is four times'the size of Great

Britain, and is larger than Texas plus all of New England.

Kenya equals Prance and Belgium together, while Uganda is about

Another surprise is the cll- . 

Both are at variance

the size of the United Kingdom, 

mate and to some extent the terrain, 

with the usual stereotype which depicts an Africa of dense 

tropical forests, hot humid climate, and one kind of people—

Actually, much of Africa is a gigantic elevated plateau 

tilted to the southeast and having scant rainfall—which is

black.

^William A. Hance, The Geography of Modern Africa, 

1964, Columbia Univ. Press, pp. 376.New York:

59
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also unreliable. Many of the various racial types of mankind 

are found in Africa—by no means are all of them black. This 

description fits much of East Africa. Except for a coastal 

strip and certain portions of the northern shore of Lake Vic

toria mainly in Uganda, rainfall is generally less than suffi

cient for good agriculture, but temperatures are greatly 

moderated by the elevation. Thus Nairobi at 5000 feet above

sea level enjoys a year-round temperature comparable to that.

The Great Rift Valley, one of theof Denver in late spring, 

truly magnificant geological features of the world, slashes 

southward across the area, producing many long, deep lakes, 

such as Lake Tanganyika and Lake Nyasa, while the high central 

plateau including Lake Victoria and Mt. Kilimanjaro, and the 

lush coastal area Illustrate the varied features of the land

scape of East Africa.

It is apparent that the basic geography of the three 

nations is generally advantageous for economic development 

and support of populations many times larger than those pre

sently occupying the area. If, then, other conditions are 

favorable, these nations have the opportunity for modernization 

and full-fledged national development.

The varied landscape mentioned above is matched by

There are four main groups inthe diversity of the people.

East Africa, the first of which are Africans, comprising 97.5
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2
percent of the population, 

jiumerous tribes, 

such as the Baganda and Banyoro, prior to the European con-

Great variety exists among the 

Some had well organized political kingdoms,

quest; others were acephalous groups with little apparent co- 

Some by tradition have been farmers; others exhibit

Clashes between these

heslon.

a highly developed cattle culture, 

diverse societies were often frequent and prolonged In pre-

colonlal times.

The second major population group Is usually termed

Indian or Aslan. They Include Hindus, Pakistanis, and Goans,

and are often descended from people brought Into Africa by the

British as railway workers and soldiers, although quite a few

have come temporarily In the years following World War II to

be teachers. Those Aslans became the entrepeneurs of-large
»

areas of Africa, often amassing wealth as shopkeepers and

traders; many hold clerical and professional jobs. They are
3

envied and resented by Africans.

2
The latest population figures (for I969).

10,506,000 
9,500,000

Kenya: 
Uganda: 
Tanzania

Mainland: 12,557,000 
369,000

Source: . United Nations Demographic Yearbook for I969, pp. 136-

ff 137.

Zanzibar:

I
^The position of Aslans Is precarious In the Inde

pendent countries of East Africa. In 1968 thousands tried to 
flee to Britain from Kenya, since they held British passports. 
■Britain has turned many away. The Africanization programs In 
Kenya, Uganda, an.d Tanzania, are aimed partly at loosening the 
economic, hold Aslans have had In those countries. Aslans 
usually do not participate In African life; they often speak ' 
their own languages and start their own schools and bring 
brides from their ancestral lands.
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The third population group are the.Europeans, most

umerous in Kenya, where early in the twentieth century large

One third of allgroups of white settlers were granted land.

Europeans in East Africa live in and around Nairobi and thus

are highly concentrated. Since independence there has been a 

steady migration out. Most Europeans are British, although 

there is a sizable Greek population in Tanzania^ and a scatter

ing of Americans and United Nations personnel.

Arabs constitute a fourth- population group—a small 

minority concentrated along the coast and in Zanzibar, where 

their presence predates the Portuguese explorers by many cen- 

The Arabs brought Islam into East Africa, where itturles. 

flourishes today.

distribution of population reflects the avail

ability of good land and sufficient rainfall; thus the area 

around Lake Victoria and the highlands area are the most 

densely populated. Besides low rainfall and poor soil, one 

of the main causes for large areas being uninhabited is the 

prevalence of the tsetse fly. Other than the three capitals 

of Nairobi, Kampala, and D^-r Es Salaam, only Mombasa consti

tutes a large urban area in East Africa. Distances are tre

mendous and the logistics of communication whether by road, 

railroad, telegraphy, telephone, or airways present very dif- 

flcult problems at this stage of East Africa's development.

The

1

I|
The town of Mwanza.with a population of 34,559 is the 

•third largest city in.Tanzania, and is a center for education 
as well as up-cou-ntry political activity, 
from the capital city of Dar Es Salaam on the coast. 
road, stretches of which are unpaved, one railroad and one 
airline go to Mwanza from Dar Es Salaam.

Yet it is 700 miles 
Just one

In the interior-one
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Recent National Development

Despite the problems of sparse population, few urban 

centers, great distances, inadequate transportation systems, 

lack of capital and technical skills, and a great majority of 

the people still illiterate and unsophisticated, the three 

countries of East Africa have made definite progress in their 

development since gaining Independence in ways often not dis

cernible from afar. 5

Lineberry writes:^

In Kenya the legacy of colonialism ds being overcome; 
no one can doubt that the white man in Kenya today fares 
far better than the black man under apartheid in South 
Africa—a tribute both to the native tolerance of Kenyan

In TanzaniaAfricans and to their willingness to forgive, 
a new austere and distinctly African brand of socialism 
is emerging which stresses self-help, co-operation, and 
an end to privilege for the "new class" of bureaucracy 
that has come to power in so many newly independent Afri- 

Uganda, though saddled with one-man rule andcan states.
sluggish economy, is evincing a co-operative spirit toward 
its neighbors and has thus far avoided the threat of a
military takeover.

Undeniably, East Africa has its problems. One-party 
rule, widespread poverty, and political scandal are as

can travel for hours by car and not meet a single person, 
either afoot or in a vehicle. Some of this country is unfit, 
for habitation due to poor soil, lack of water or tsetqe fly 
infestation. Much progress has been made in the eradication 
of the tsetse fly, which causes sleeping sickness; however, 
the tsetse fly remains a problem.

c *
^Tanganyika received her Independence in 1961, having 

-been under British mandate control since World War I. Uganda 
became independent in 1962, and Kenya in 1963; both of these 
countries had been British colonies since the .late nineteenth 
century.

?

^Lineberry, op. clt.,
pp. 3-^.
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3
rife there as in much of tropical Africa as a whole. 
Surrounded by troubled or trouble-making neighbors— 
Sudan In the north, the Congo in the west, white-ruled 
Rhodesia,South Africa, Mozambique in the south—Kenya, 
Tanzania and Uganda share a precarious stability in a 
setting fraught with dangers.7

Concomitant to these changes in political economy 

and Ideology, there was the "revolution of rising expectations" 

developing in most newly Independent countries after World 

War II; this wave of hope was followed closely by the "revolu

tion of- rising frustrations," according to Lerner. 8
People

in developing areas of East Africa who, via the mass media and 

otherwise, have some knowledge of the technology of the west 

have experienced both of these "revolutions." They have seen 

hope for change and progress but over a period of years many 

have become disillusioned because they themselves have received 
little real benefit.^

7
Interesting economic comparisons can be made between 

Tanzania.and Kenya and their alms and methods in economic de
velopment. Both countries compare closely in population and 
area. In 1968 their economic growth rates were estimated at 
6.5 percent for Tanzania and 6.7 percent for Kenya. The latter 
country has more industrial capacity, and it is significant to 
note that Kenya projects a 57 percent capital investment to 
come from private and foreign sources, while Tanzania alms at 
66 percent from st'ate-fowned or controlled sources. (See Africa 
Digest, Vol. XVII, No. 4, August, 1970, p. 79.)

Lerner and Schramm, op. clt., pp. 316-317.

9. Leaders of some nations are becoming uneasily aware 
that GNP and other Indices of economic development are too 
narrow as gauges for over-all national progress. The expecta
tions of stages of economic growth have not materialized. So- . 
clal problems must be integrated more fully into development 
planning for the seventies. (See Itzhak Galnoor, "Social•In
formation . for What," in The Annals of the American Academy of 

,Political and Social Science, Vol. 393, (January, 1971).

8
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While the decade of the sixties began with an 

increased interest in aid to Africa, especially from the United 

States, the war in Indo-Chlna soon lessened the American aid 

program elsewhere. - As American aid declined in Africa, and 

as Russia's earlier interest there also was on the wane, the 

Interest and foreign aid of Communist China was steadily grow

ing. Nyerere visited China, entertained Chou En-lal in 

Tanzania,, and accepted various ty-pes of aid from the Chinese. ^ 

Today China is engaged in constructing a twelve-hundred-mile 

railroad from the copper mines of Zambia across Tanzania to 

Da:c^ Es Salaam, giving a-new outlet to world markets, unfet

tered by white-ruled Rhodesia. Yet there is also in East 

Africa a note of caution developing on the part of leaders in 

dealing with China, and the Chinese call to revolution for 

Africa's masses has not been received with enthusiasm.

Economic cooperation among the three East African

nations is considerable, although political federation is

Following meetings among the top leaders, the Eastlacking.

African Community was Inagurated December, 1967, at Arusha,
11 The former EASCO was used as a basis and head-Tanzanla.

quarters were placed at Arusha, thus removing Kenya's usual

A special minister of cabinet rankadvantage of dominance, 

from each of the three countries and the heads of state make

up a political policy body, while a legislative assembly com

posed of an equal number of representatives from each country 

can legislate on common matters. This organization is open

^^See reference to Kenyatta and Chou-En-lal p. 58. 

^^Herrlck, (Uganda) op. clt., pp. 203 ff.
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to other Interested countries, and Zambia as well as Ethiopia 

have made overtures toward joining.

A development bank and posts-and telegraph adminis

tration are located in Uganda, while the harbors■authority is 

in Tanzania; Kenya remains the headquarters for airways and 

railroads. Thus a type of decentralization has been effected, 

which is more satisfactory to the less developed countries of 

Uganda and Tanzania. A mutual arrangement whereby transfer 

taxes are employed to promote industrial■development is also 

in effect. If one of the member countries has a deficit in 

the'‘manufacturing of a certain product, that country can tax 

Imports from the other members to make up the deficit. . There

are. no other internal tariffs within East Africa, and a common
12 .

customs and Income tax service also operate.

Three Interrelated Problems

While the three East African countries have individ

ually and cooperatively made progress toward modern national 

development, they are still emerging and have far to go before 

becoming modernized and mature nations. Among the many prob

lems their national leaders face are three peculiarly inter

related ones that are of special concern to this study, 

are the problems of tribalism, lingua franca, and mass com-

In various ways', these same or analogous problems 

are found in many emerging or underdeveloped nations.

These

municatioris.

This

12
A detailed analysis of the East Africa common 

market is found in Philip Ndegwa, The Common Market Develop
ment in East Africa. Nairobi: 1968, Second Edition, East 
African Studies 22, East African Publishing House.
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study is undertaken with the belief and on the premise that 

the interrelationships between these problems—or variables—

found in this study will tend to exist to greater or lesser 

degree between the same or analogous problems in other like 

countries. Further, it is believed and postulated that the 

successes and failures of coping with these three Interrelated 

variables by the leaders of East Africa will- have useful les

sons for leaders, of other emerging or underdeveloped nations. .

Tribalism

Tribalism is a canker sore eating out the heart of 

Africa as in .no other part of the world. Witness the recent 

Nigerian civil war. The murder of Tom Mboya in 1969 set off 

a spate of violence in Kenya, resulting in the demise of the 

country's only opposition party. His murder was undoubtedly 

trlbally related, if not inspired. The ancient bonds of

tribesmen, who experience the cohesion of common ancestry, 

language and rituals, often overcome an African's allegiance

This feeling

Trlbal-

Since so much of Africa abounds

to a nation-state composed of diverse tribes, 

is by no means confined to the illiterate villager. 13

ism is a way of life for many.

in small tribes, no viable African nation-state could be es-

A way to bind tribes to-tabl-lshed consisting of one tribe, 

gether must be found.

13
I asked my college students in Tanzania what coun

try they came from. (Students come frbm all over East Africa 
to colleges.) Some students replied, "Sukumaland"—this is 
an area within Tanzania,but is not even an official province. 
To the Sukuma, this response reveals his instinctive tribal 
loyalty.
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There are peculiar facets of the problem of tribal 

loyalties existing in each of the three East African nations; 

■these facets will be explored in more detail later in this 

study. In general, it is patently clear that in the entire 

area of East Africa forces of trlbal'tenslons have Increased 

in recent months, particularly in Kenya in the aftermath of 

Mboya’s murder, (see page 29), and in the recent overthrow of 

Obote in Uganda. African Intellectuals and political leaders . 

are strongly aware of the tensions. B. A. Ogot, head of the 

History "Department at Nairobi University College, thinks that 

these .tensions do not necessarily h^ve to be disruptive.

Tribalism could be positive if people were proud of it 
and used it to create something bigger from diverse back
grounds. We must start with tribal cultures . . . Dawn 
can only fall after midnight. This looks like midnight. 
We were too unrealistic and expecte.d too much (of inde
pendence) too soon.^^

Some constructive steps are being taken in the 

countries of East Africa to overcome tribal problems.

Uganda, the army commander. General Idi Amin, who overthrew 

the "Obote regime in January, 1971, has not established a 

strictly military rule but has appointed 16 civilians to cabi

net posts, out of 18 positions; these selections reflect a 

wide cross-tribal representation, thus alleviating many fears

Nyerere, who has made great strides in

In

of tribal, favoritism, 

overcoming the manifestations of tribalism in Tanzania, curi

ously enough was the first African leader to recognize the 

new state of Biafra, now defunct, which was the result of

14
As quoted by G. C. Mlnielier, "Tribalism: 

Resource," The Houston Post, February 21, 1971, p. 12.a.
African
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bitter tribal warfare In Nigeria. Nyerere, by promoting 

Swahili as the national language hopes to reduce tribal ten

sions. There Is a stern Puritan streak running throughout 

many of the national policies In Tanzania, exemplified In the 

recent order that the proud Masai tribesmen must henceforth 

wear trousers Instead of the scanty shuka, which exposes most 
of the buttucks.^^ It may be that Nyerere Is striving f6r a 

respectable society In the eyes of the world, instead of en- 

hanclng the stereotype of the "naked African tribesmen."

Thus, while leaders and the educated elite continue

to deplore tribalism, and attempt ways to defuse Its power,

Tom Mboya showsthe tensions remain and pervade East Africa.
^16 

that the independence struggle brought with It the first 

real effort to Introduce a national movement to replace various

Seven years after Mboya's analysis,'the

Traditional ideas

tribal loyalties.

process continues., with varying success, 

of land tenure are being used In cooperative schemes with some

results. The introduction of money economy, the removal of

many people from rural areas to towns for work, have surely

But as Mboya notes, despitehad effect on tribal loyalties, 

all the effort thus far in overcoming tribal tensions and

attempting to bring all the citizens of the East African area . 

Into modern nation-states "... planning In all three coun

tries has been largely a centra:! exercise which has yet 'to be

15 p. 12.a.

^^Tom Mboya,, "The Impact of Modern Institutions on 

the-East African," in P; H. Gulliver, op. clt

Ibid * 9

p. 93.• 9
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17
appreciated by the man In the rural area."

==^2-* -
Lingua Franca

A second problem of great Importance, and of special

Interest to this study. Is the question of a lingua franca.

This question Is closely tied to tribal loyalties and the.very 
** ■ • '

multiplicity of languages enhances-the difficulty. Whlteley
l8

notes that- there are about one hundred sixty languages In-

Kenya,,Uganda and Tanzania—among a total population of twenty- 

six niilllon. The great majority of the languages are of the 

Bantu family, with about the same degree of relationship as 

exists within the Romance languages. But Nilotic and Cushltlc 

"languages also exist In the area, and they are totally dlffer- 

Only a very few languages are spoken by as many as one 

million people—the Kikuyu or Sukuma, for example, 

guages are known by only a, few hundred or a few thousand peo- 

At most, ten million speak Swahili as-a second language, 

mostly In Tanzania and Kenya.

ent.

Many lan-

ple.

In the realm of education the near-futlllty of coping

with the language problem becomes apparent. For example,
19

recognizes seven languages In primary education, butUganda

only one, Luganda, Is used as a subject for the Cambridge 

s6liool Certificate. Imagine the educational loss to- thousands 

of children .who do not speak one of the seven languages.

^“^Ibld., p. 97.

18
W. H. Whlteley, "Language Choice and Language 

• Planning In East Africa," In P. H. Gulliver, op. clt., 
pp. 195 ff.

^^Ibld., p. 106.
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Religious factors also enter in, since the Christian missions

have used certain tribal languages and thus developed them 

In much of East Africa Swahili is the language ofhighly.

trade and football, among other things,; English remains the 

language only of the educated elite. Whiteley further observes:

Efficient government requires efficient means of 
communication both within the State and outside it; and 
\£i3lle all three countries recognize that indispensability 
of^Engllsh as.a means of communication with the rest of 
Afri^ca and the world, there is less than unanimity with 

regard to the linguistic pattern of Internal communica- 
-tion. Uganda's problem is that she is a relatively small 
country and has a small number of languages which are 
held in more or less esteem ... In Tanzania, where the 
number of languages is large, where none of these has 
pre-eminent status, and where there is a conveniently 
long-established lingua franca, the choice may be simple 
but the"^implementation rather more difficult, despite 
repeated exhortation. This is the situation now that 
Swahili has been chosen as the national language. In 
Kenya, the number of languages is relatively small, but 
it Includes a number of large linguistically diverse 
groups, and furthermore a convenient lingua franca is
available.20

<6-

Thus, unlike some other African countries, where the 

language of the former colonial power seems to be the only 

feasible instrument for overcoming the tribal-based llnguallsm 

—Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania have a choice between the use of 

English and Swahili as a lingua franca. Neither language is 

known to .the majority , of the people, but at least they do not 

have overtones of tribal“loyalties to the same extent that

20
Ibid., p. 107.
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21 and Swahili of course avoidstheir other languages possess, 

the stigma of colonialism.

Mass Communication

The third major problem-affecting national develop

ment in East Africa which is of special interest in this study .

Not only the leaders of East Africa, 

but some African Journalists are quite aware of the part gov

ernment plays in the development of a truly African press.

Titus 'Mukupo of the Zambia information service notes that:

is that of mass media.

There are three important ways in which government can 
contribute to the development of an African press: by 
financing the establishment of genuinely African news
papers, the training of journalists, and the maintenance 
of a healthy political climate in which newspapers can 
thrive to the full advantage of the nations.22

The facts show that the East African press, in keep

ing with most of the rest of Africa, is beset with knotty 

probems, which are often intensified, not alleviated, by the 

suspicious attitude of government.
23

Hachten observes that

21The whole question of tribal llngualism is dis
cussed in detail in Heinz Klass, ’'Bilingualism and National
ism," in the Journal of Social Issues, Vol. XXIII No. 2, 
(April, 1967) pp. 39-47.

22Titus Mukupo, "The Government and the Press," in 
"Notes on the Symposium on the Press," Africa Report, Vol. 
11:1, (January, 1966), p. 4o.

^^Willlam A. Hachten, "Thd"'Training of African 

Journalists," in Gazette, Deventer, The Netherlands, Vol. XIV,
No. 2, (1968) p. 102-103.
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The new African political leaders are hypersensitive to 
criticism from expatriate or foreign journalists. There 
is an understandable desire to have a nation's own na
tionals man its media. Hence, the push for Africanization 
of news media exacerbates the urgency of training African 
journalists.2^

Considering the colonial legacy of the area, the

Alnslieprevailing attitude of leaders is not surprising, 

shows that newspapers in East Africa "from the beginning were 

vehicles for the culture and concepts of the rulers, with
25

considerable resources of white capital at their command."

So for more than sixty years the East African Standard was the 

voice of white settlers in East Africa, particularly in Kenya; 

the Tanganyika Standard established in Dar Es Salaam (1930) 

and;the Uganda Argus (1953) served the same purpose, in their

Clearly today, newspapers are an important 

source of information for the educated elite; most leaders 

recognize the influence of the press, which accounts for their 

wary attitude towards it.

e.

respective areas.

In addition to the problem of a scarcity of trained 

journalists and the continuing foreign economic control, the 

recent increase in the number of government and party publi

cations has hurt the privately owned papers. Lack of

24
Many schemes have been tried to train African 

journalists, the most effective of which is probably the Afri
can Training Scheme of the International Press Institute.
Since I963 it has given several six months courses in Nairobi, 
financed by the Ford Foundation. Two hundred journalists had 
been trained by mld-1967. Tanzanla-has a permanent training 
program. (See Chapter VI.)

25
Rosalynde Alnslie, The Press in Africa. London:

1966,. Gallancz, p. 99.
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indigenous capital, together with the high cost of raw materials 

such as newsprint, that must be Imported -across 5000 miles of 

ocean, add to the obstacles facing the press. Naturally, the 

lack of economic development results in extremely low levels 

of-advertising expenditure, which restricts financial success 

and weakens freedom from special Interest groups and from gov- - 

ernment Influence. The high level of Illiteracy hampers cir

culation, and the multiplicity of languages present the need 

for many editions. As Sommerlad notes.

Apart form a few mission periodicals, almost all papers 
are published from the three capitals of Nairobi, Dar Es 
Salaam, and Kampala. Distribution facilities are inade
quate and expensive, and only one or two of the major 
newspapers in each city achieve anything like a national 
.distribution. The rural population, therefore, are poorly
served.

No one has mustered the capital or skill to attempt 

competition with the long-established forelgn-owned Groups. 

Merrill observes:

The long-established East African Standard group has 
its East African Standard in Kenya, Uganda Argua in 
Kampala, and Standard Tanzania in Dar Es Salaam. All 
three are broadsheet mornings with separate editors; 
there is a Sunday sister paper, the Sunday News. published 
in Tanzania.

The East African newspapers (Nation Series) are 
owned by the Aga Khan. Established in 1959-60, the East 
African newspapers started with four newspapers. First, 
in February, 1959, came the Swahili weekly Talfa Kenya 
followed a year later by the Swahili dally Taifa Leo.

26 - ■>*'
°E. Lloyd Sommerlad, "Problems in Developing a Free

Enterprise Press in East Africa," in Gazette Deventer, The 
Netherlands, Vol. XIV, No. 2 (1968), p. 74. The whole issue 
is devoted to the press in East Africa.
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In March, I960, the Sunday Nation was launched and in 
October of that year, the Dally Nation started in Nairobi, 

The Dally Nation is the main paper in the seriesKenya.
today and there are now three weekly Taifas, one each 
for Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, all in Swahili . . .

. . compete with the Standard's Swahili weeklyThese .
Baraza . , . The Nation Series also publishes Tayfa Empya 
in Uganda. This is the vernacular (Luganda) version of 
the Daily Nation published in Kenya. Also aompeting for 
the readership in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania are 
government-owned and/or independent newspapers as well as 
church publications an(^thers.27

Although occasionally harassed, most newspapers in
28 d̂espiteEast Africa do not have to fear for their existence,

the climate of wariness they live in, provided they "write
„29

from a basic sympathy with the national effort.

As to other means of mass communication in East 

Africa, radio has been the most important medium, since it 

requires no literacy nor expensive Imported equipment. 

Donald Browne says that Africa as a whole has witnessed an 

increased emphasis on mass media due to three main factors:

^"^Merrlll, et al., op. clt., p. 282.

28
Nyerere nationalized the Standard Tanzania early 

in 1970,.saying it had South Africa interests, but he vowed 
its new editor would have "day to day" freedom subject only 
to Nyerere's personal directives. (See also Chapter VI.)

^^The words of Tom Mboya, as quoted by Rosalynde 

Ainslie, op. cit., pp. 222-23.

^^Most technical personnel in radio broadcasting
> jare still foreign.
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1. The desire to Imitate advanced nations.
The desire of the one-party states to increase their 
power.

The desire to use the media as a tool of 
modernization.31

2.

3.

On the continent of Africa each Independent nation

In Easthas a radio service and twelve have television.

Africa the national radio service.of each country-produces 

various language programs, details of which are found in the 

.discussion of the separate countries, 

up to two thirds of broadcast time.

cultural origin, and not all is African, by any means, 

and duties of citizens are stressed, together with news broad- 

Various experiments with television in some African 

countries have demonstrated the problems with visual seman-

Black and white Images may

All use music, often 

The music varies in its

Rights

casts.

tics, especially in village areas, 

not be regarded as real; enlarged mosquitoes used in teaching 

about the causes of malaria are sources of amusement, not

But these are minor problems compared to the eco-learning.

nomlc problems of television, such as the large capital in

vestment needed for broadcast facilities and the relatively

In contrast, radio is the under- 

Desplte the polyglot lan-

hlgh costs of receiving sets, 

developed country’s ideal medium, 

guage problem in East Africa, radio prospers in these countries.

31
Donald R. Browne, in Walter Emery, National and 

International Systems of Broadcasting, East Lansing: I969, 
Michigan State Unlv. Press, p. ^38.

32^
There is a very limited experiment 

with television in Konya and Uganda; plans are underway for 
■educational television at the University College in Dar Es 
Salaam for Tanzania.

Ibid P'-• >
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Browne says that "Africa Is perhaps the last great testing

ground of the thesis that broadcasting can be used purposefully
,,33to uplift society.

In subsequent chapters on the three separate coun- 

tries, other media will be mentioned. They are of less Impor

tance than newspapers and radio, but some, like Imported films 

which are shown In many towns In the whole East African area, 

have an Influence on the modernization and development of 

these.emerging nations.

In the three countries under study, evidence Is 

clear that the leaders are aware of the problems of tribal 

friction, the need for a lingua franca and the possible use 

of.the mass media to overcome these problems and to further 

national progress and development. The very fact that much 

Is said and written about the evils of tribal rather than 

national loyalties and the official attempts to further the 

use of Swahili or-^Engllsh In the educational systems, govern

ment circles and In other areas of national life Is proof 

enough of the reality of the problems themselves. An African's 

loyalty to his tribe Is usually bound up with loyalty to his 

language, and the educated elite have often found themselves 

torn between two worlds—the sophisticated world of the twen

tieth century In which English Is the true lingua franca, and 

the world.of the traditional village from whence he or his 

parents came—usually a small world that has little need for 

a lingua franca.

^^Ibld., p. 447.



CHAPTER IV

KENYA

This chapter presents the state of national develop

ment, tribalism, lingua franca, and mass communications in 

Kenya._ Special attention will be given to the interrelation

ships of these variables.

Kenya in many respects has progressed the most among 

^the three countries under consideration in its national devel

opment; yet it shares the plight of Africa as a whole in some
Rene Dumont says^ that problems found inof jits problems, 

other developing regions of the world are compounded in Africa 

—poor soil, scanty rainfall, prevalence of disease and mal

nutrition, and illiteracy—to name but a few. 

has been made, according to Dumont, because rates of mechanlza- 

tldn and industrialization do not allow African countries to 

go beyond a certain point of progress; the incipient population

A false start

explosion, due partly to Improved medical care and raising of

"Africa muststandards of nutrition, are fomenting disaster, 

simultaneously learn to use writing and money, the plow and

the centralize^-state (which Asia has known for a long time) 

while striving to grapple effectively with -the Industrial

^Ren'^ Dumont, 1969,False Start in Africa, New York: 
Trans, by Phyllis Nauts Ott, Second Edition Revised, 
Frederick A. Praeger, Chapter I.

78
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2
Revolution." Dumont feels that Improvement in agriculture 

should be an indispensable corollary to industrialization. 

The situation is not hopeless.

Men alone are responsible for the economic backwardness 
of Africa. The question is.which ones, Africans or 
Europeans—we forget too easily tl?at the white man ex
ploited the African shamelessly for centuries, through 
slavery, colonialism and economic exploitation.3

Hope, therefore, lies in the African leaders who are now in 

control of these emerging nations.

A number of important indicators of national devel

opment reveal the economic and social conditions in Kenya.

In 1966 Kenya had a gross domestic produce of 5.8 billion
‘ 4
(Kenya shillings). .Computed in i960 constant prices, this

results in a per capita figure of 6IO shillings, with a 5.2

percent average annual growth rate over a five-year period.

Kenya, with an area of 224,960 square miles has a total of
c

26,000 miles of roads, 

mileage in both cases is concentrated in the more densely pop

ulated regions, leaving vast areas unserved with any adequate

In 1964 Kenya had 6.4 percent of its 

(The estimated population

and 2144 miles of railroads. This

means of transportation, 
population engaged in wage labor.^

^Ibld., 21.P.

3
p. 32.

^Europa Yearbook, Vol. II, 1970, p. 799. 17.17 shil-

ings are equal to !£’ sterling. The shilling is worth 14^.

•-"Ibid • 9

^Statesman’s Yearbook, 1970-71, p. 470.

^Figured from tables in Irving Kaplan, et al _ _

Handb00k from Kenya, Washington D.C.: 1967, U.S. Govt. Print
ing Of ficeiPi 91.

Area» 9
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of Kenya In 196^1 was 9,200,000.) 

budget expenditure, Kenya for 1967-68 spent a total of $153 
^^^Tllion, which amounted to $15 per capita.

In the area of government

7

The latest population estimates (1969) for Kenya
8show a total of 10.5 million people, 

of 21 persons per square mile.

with an average density 
This density figure^lDb

- very

deceiving, however. Inasmuch as Kenya's people are concentrated

In the Nairobi, Mombasa and highlands areas. About 10 percent 

of the population is urbanized, based on towns of 2000 or more. 
Kenya has four cities of 25,000 or more population.^ These

includes" Nairobi (capital) 478,000; Mombasa 246,000; Nakuru, 

47,800 and Kisumu 30,700. (Figures are for I969.)

,7.5 percent of the population live in cities over 25,000.
Thus about

In 1968 Kenya had a primary school enrollment of 

1,209,680 and a total of 109,867 in various types of sec

ondary education; there were 4,967 students engaged in higher 

education in 1965 with an additional 2,800 studying 

(See also Table 2-2- page 52.) 

barely. 30 percent, despite the fact that enrollment in schools

overseas.

The'literacy rate of Kenya is

is steadily increasing and a number of books, newspapers and 

magazines are available.

For a clear understanding of the situation in Kenya 

today, a brief glimpse of its history is necessary. Although 

the early history and prehistory of Kenya is only now being

•7 ^ .

Figured from data in Statesman's Yearbook, I970-71,
p.■468.

8
United Nations Demographic-Yearbook,-'1969, p. .136. 

g ■
Statesman's Yearbook, p. 466.
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thoroughly studied, evidence at hand shows that by the third 

century A.D. iron-using cultures were already in the area, and 

that by 1500, there were present most of the direct ancestors 

of the modern etl^-e groups found today.

raising people—along with many ot;her tribes such as the Luo

The Masai—cattle-

and Turkana began a gradual infiltration into Kenya after 

1500. The Kikuyu, who were farmers', and generally acephalous 

in their organization also spread over the area of Kenya. 

Tribal clashes were frequent and the trend was towards concen

tration of power into the hands of'chiefs, in many tribes, a 

condition which existed when Europeans arrived on the scene 

in the late nineteenth century.

Oliver and Mathew point out that the first and par

amount interest of Europeans in East Africa was religion, and 

Christian missionaries were the pioneers in exploration of 

the area. By 1885 a partition of East Africa between Germany 

(which got clear title to Tanganyika) and Britain (which re
ceived Kenya and Uganda)^^*as effected. It was not until-1895 

that Britain formally established her colonies in Kenya and 

Uganda. Early rule was through a chartered company and was 

gradually replaced by direct government rule from Britain. 

Kenya was.not heavily populated at the time of the British 

take-over. According to Colin.Legum,
11 ■

a combination of

10
For the early.history of East Africa, including 

Kenya, see Basil Davidson, A History of. East and Central Africa, 
New York: I969, Anchor Books. Other definlTTlve works Include, 
Roland Oliver and Gervase Mathew, History of East Africa.
V.0I. I, Oxford, 1963. The Clarendon Press.

11
Colin Legum, (ed).Africa: A Handbook to the Con

tinent . Revised, New York: i966, Frederick A..Praeger,

p. 111.
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tribal clashes, drought, disease and the Arab slave trade had 

kept an effective check on the population; with the coming of 

British rule, tribal warfare was reduced and a fourfold in

crease in population occurred, resulting In great pressure on 

the available land.

White settlers preempted the best highland areas, 

aided by a colonial government largely sympathetic to them.

The African took little part in government, and thus were sown 

the seeds of the Mau Mau uprising, a half century later. 

Attacks on European farms caused the government to declare a 

state"'of emergency, which lasted eight years from 1952.

Mau Mau was to tear up the whole country and radically 
.re-shape the whole thinking on Kenya's future, 
oathlng ceremonies and its savage attacks, not least on 
fellow Kikuyus, are not to be excused, at the same time 
it is fair to record that Mau Mau broke the Government's 
complacency of the tlme.^^

While its

After the emergency Africans were given more representation,, 

and Kenyatta emerged from prison, the leader for Independence. 

Political parties arose—KANU (Kenya African National Union), 

formed by Kenyatta after his release from prison in I96I, and 

KADU (Kenya African Democratic Union). These two parties 

agreed to form a coalition after independence was granted 

December 12, I963. An Independent Republic was declared with 

Kenyatta as President and Oglnga Odlnga as ‘Vice President.

Kenya has gradually gone towards a one-party state. 

The leader of the opposition party, Oglnga Odlnga, resigned

12
Ibid.', p. 113.

^^Ibld., p. 115.
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his position as Vice President in 1966, setting up the Kenya 

People's Union party, which found its position precarious and 

finally dissolved in November, 1969, in the turmoil following 

Tom Mboya's assassination. As a public meeting was in progress,

Kenyatta, furious at taunts from''Odlnga's supporters, ordered
14

Odlnga's arrest, and KPU was outlawed, 

subsided, but the threat of further outbreaks is not dismissed, 

as the question of the succession-to the aging Kenyatta'becomes 

more and more urgent.

I .

The violence has

despite denial of tribalStanley Melsler shows that 

partiality in appointments, "Kikuyu dominance can be documented

easily. The President and six of his twenty-two cabinet lum
bers are Kikuyu; and the six ministries Include the two most 

prestigious—Finance and Foreign Affairs ..." There has been 

recently much resentful criticism of Kikuyu dominance by mem

bers of Parliament. But as Meisler points out such critics 

do not face facts. "The Kikuyus are the most modern tribe in 

Kenya. If all promotions and appointments could be controlled 

strictly by an objective computerized test of merit, the 

Kikuyus probably would still hold almost all the positions 

they have today.
„16

Yet Kenyatta makes a concerted effort to minimize 

the actual effects on tribalism in Kenya and attributes its 

worst manifestation to fanatics.

14
See Newsweek, November 10, 1969.

. ^^Stanley Meisler, "Tribal Politics-Harass Kenya," 

in Foreign Affairs, October, 1970: Vol. 49:1, pp. 116.

16
Ibid., p. 117.
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Such men are human residue—refugees perhaps—bewildered 
and unbalanced by the sheer vigour of the progress going 
on around them. They cling to tribalism not as a tactic, 
but because they are in need of refuge. Nationhood is 
too great a concept for them to"picture or pursue, and 
they are driven to reach back Into the womb of the past, 
seeking the protection of th'e old tribal associations in 
a misplaced and frantic effort to keep the modern world 
at bay.17

r •

Concentration of population on good lands has created 

an alarming situation in Kenya, where three-fourths of the

people, live on one-eighth of the land, largely In the south

land Is the main natural rewestern section of the country.
,v

source; "tribal affiliation Is still of some Importance, and

most Kenyans feel more comfortable with people who speak their

own tongue and share the same traditional values and symbols.

This becomes complicated when the multiplicity of tribes is 
19spelled out. 

population:

„18

Pour tribes clearly "have the majority of the

17Jomo Kenyatta, "The Emergence of Kenya," In Ency- 
. clopedla Brltannlca Book of the Year, 1970, p. 25.

18
Kaplan, op. clt., p. 5. 

^^Prom Census of Kenya, 1962.
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■I

1,6^12,065 
1,1^18,335 
1,086,409 

933,219 
538,343 

, 439,921
414,887 
341,771 
181,387 

• 170,085 
, 154,079
121,645 
109,691 

- 100,871 
983,234

Total 8,365,942

Kikuyu
Luo
Luhya
Kamba
Klsll
Meru
Mljlkenda
Klpslgls
Turkana
Nandi
Masai .
Ogaden
Tugen
Elgeyo
All others

.

■■ To further complicate the matter, less than one

fourth of the area of Kenya is actually or potentially agri

culturally productive. This land shortage accentuated ,the 

.trend to tight economic planning and the universal appeal of

"Harambee." The population is young, ethnically heterogeneous
20

and growing at the high rate of 3 percent annually.

Although Swahili is less well-known in Kenya than 

in Tanzania,' still it is the language most used as a second 

language.

Because Swahili is the indigenous language.of few and 
■ the second language of many, it is also apolitical and 
thereby of enhanced usefulness. Speaking Swahi'll is in 
no way an indication of an attachment to a single society, 
region or political party, a problem faced in many other 
African countries where the language of a dominant in
digenous group comes -to have political significance when 
it is a second language elsewhere.

20
Kaplan, op. clt 

^^Ibld., p. 144.

p. 73.* 9
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Swahili Is used In trade. In news reports. In communication 

between different tribes. In the courts and schools at the 

primly level.

of the Kenya government and the constitution requires English 

fluency for members of the national assembly.

■

However, English remains the official language

Although the vast majority of Kenyans are rural 

dwellers, they are also engaged In the money economy, for the 

most part; and many who hold down jobs In the city retain their 

ties to the land. The single largest employer In Kenya Is the 

East African Railways and Harbors Agency which has headquarters 

In Nairobi; It supplies vocational training, schools, medical 

facilities, adult classes, retail stores and recreation for 

Its employees. Nairobi Is the urban center for all of eastern 

Africa. Thus Kenya as a whole has more sophistication In 

western ways than her neighbors—Uganda and Tanzania.

Nevertheless, Kenya still has a high rate of Illit

eracy, and tribal loyalties persist.

Many of the values associated with tribalism—are the 
very ones desired for all the citizens of the new nation 
... a sense of adventure, a willingness to accept hard
ship In training for adult life, fidelity of the young 
to their peers and responsibility, patience and wise 
counsel of the older people.22

Tribalism Is constantly denounced by the government, yet of

ficials continue to appoint their own tribal brothers to posi

tions of public office.

Kenyatta has proceeded with Africanization of his 

country with some caution, saying that anyone Is welcome In

22Ibid., pp. 288-289, 383.
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Kenya who will be loyal to its principles and government, and 

Insisting that the acquisition of the lands of the white set

tlers must be done by gradual means, with compensation. This 

attitude does not appear to extend to Aslans who, as noted 

previously, have had to leave Kenya as they lost their jobs 

and businesses. Yet application of the Ideas of African

Socialism with Its emphasis on egalitarianism Is at least the
23

official aim of the government. •

.

Christian missions have greatly affected the history 

of Kenya, Including beliefs, education and the level of social 

services such as medical care; missions have been deeply in

volved in the development of the press. In all of East Africa,
2ii

but.especially In Kenya. The two leading Christian papers 

are The Target, in English, and Lengo In Swahili, both month-
' I o

lies; the Roman Catholics publish two monthlies In Kikuyu and
The monthly. The Catholic Times o*f Eastthe Klmeru languages.

Africa folded in 1964, but In 1966 a new bllinugual weekly was

started by the Catholic Church In English and Swahili, The 

Catholic Mirror. The Protestant papers are ecumenical in out

look and are Influential with general readers, while the Cath

olic papers are published In the heart of the former Mau Mau 

region, where It happens that numerous secondary schools exist.

■23
As set forth In Sessional Paper No. 10 of the first 

Parliament of Kenya, "African Socialism and Its Application to 
Planning in Kenya," 1965.

24 ■
Kaplan, op. clt. , quotes 1962 Census as showing 

60 percent Kenya. Africans said they were either Moslem or 
Christian. This was divided Into 20 percent Roman Catholic, 
34 percent Protestant and 6 percent Moslem (p. 262).
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Many students read the newspapers to their illiterate parents,
'25

thus multiplying circulations'of these papers.

Since the Voice of Kenya, the government-owned and 

operated broadcasting service, broadcasts in many regional 

languages as well as in Swahili and English, the influence of 

radio is increasing. Gallay notes that:

Transitor receiving sets have enormously stimulated the 
Influence of broadcasting all over the country. Since 
broadcasting stations cover the entire state . . . radio 
has become the medium supplying large groups of the peo
ple with information, and this is especially true of the 
older people who cannot read.^^

Meanwhile it is significant that the circulation of 
♦

newspapers in Kenya, where Nairobi is the news-gathering cen

ter of most of black Africa, has declined.
27 .

that in the years since the 1964 UNESCO survey of the world 

press, the number of dailies in Kenya have decreased from six

Merrill observes

to three and total circulation from 103,000 to the present 

85,&00. This declining trend is also found in other types of 

publications such as weeklies. 

flouriBiiing..ls the Illustrated fortnightly Reporter, that clr-

A notable publication still

culates throughout East Africa.

The Kenya news agency found in 1963, supported by' 

the government, provides English language news; but Reuters

25
Pierre Gallay, "The English Missionary Press of 

East and Central Africa," in Gazette, Deventer, The Nether
lands, op. cit., p. 130. (See also Roland Oliver, The Mis- 

' slonary Factor in East Africa, London: 1952, Longmans, Green.)

26
Ibid., p. 129.

^"^Merrill, et al. ,- op. cit., p. 284.
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still brings international news, which is carefully screened 

before distribution. This tendency to "manage the press" is 

in line with government action in deporting foreign correspon

dents whenever they criticize government policies to any appre

ciable extent. In recent years 'the editor of The Target, John 

Schofield, a Britisher, was forced to resign after his out

spoken editorials on Kenya’s one-party system. . Some Communist 

newsmen have also been deported. The Kenya Union of Journal- 

ists, beginning in 1962, is an attempt to organize journalists 

on a professional basis and has a major aim to further extend 

freedom of the press in Kenya.

•

Clearly, problems of tribal loyalties among Kenya’s 

people, the need for a widely accepted lingua franca for the 

business of government, education and national life as a whole, 

together with an efficient and effective system of mass com

munications are factors which must be accommodated and made 

to complement, not impede, each other on the road to national 

development.



CHAPTER V

.u
UGANDA

This chapter presents the state of national develop- 

ment-j tribalism, lingua franca, and mass communications in 

Uganda, with special attention given.to the interrelation

ships of these variables.

Uganda, the smallest of the three East African 

countries, has a higher proportion of good productive land, 

since the northern shore of Lake Victoria has an annual rain

fall of more than 40 inches; Uganda's equatorial situation is 

tempered by altitudes of over 4,500 feet in many areas, rising 

much higher in the Ruwenzorl mountains on the western border. 

It is a land of great contrasts and physical attractiveness, 
containing the. fabled source of the Nlle.^

The' important indicators of national development

largely reflect this physical and geographical situation.

1966 Uganda had a gross domestic product of 3.9 billion
2

Uganda shillings in i960 constant prices, 

this is 502 shillings, with a 5.5 percent average annual growth

Uganda, with an area of 91,134

In

In per capita terms

rate over a fiv,e-year period.

^Legum, op.- clt.', p. l4l.

2
Herrick, (Uganda) op. clt., p. 222. 

= 1£ sterling; the Uganda, shilling = l4^.
17.14 shillings

90
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O
square miles, has 15,000 miles of roads and 528 miles of 

Both roads and railways reflect the Importance 

of Uganda's one urban, area—in and around Kampala, near the

In 1966 Uganda had 3.2 percent of

(The estimated popula- 

In the area of govern

ment budget expenditure, Uganda spent a total of-$101 million 
in 1967-68, which amounted to $12.^1 per capita.^

railroads.

shores of Lake Victoria, 

its population engaged in wage labor, 

tlon of Uganda in I966 was 7,7,65,000).

The latest population estimates (I969) for Uganda 
show a total of 9.5 million people,^ 

of 40 persons per square miles.

with an average density 

This density figure must be

Interpreted in the light of population concentrations in 

Uganda, which center around the Kampala area, leaving the 

northern and eastern regions much more sparseTy populated.

Densities are largely determined by sufficient rainfall,
7

fertile soil, and absence of the tsetse fly.

5 percent of the population are urbanized, almost entirely 

in and around Kampala and Jlnja near the shores of Lake Vlc- 

Uganda has only two cities with more than 25,000

Between 4 and

8
torla.

3Ibid., p. vlll.

4
. Ibid., p. 360.

c
Statesman's Yearbook, 1970-71, p. 464.

^United-Nations Demographic Yearbook, 1969, p. 137.

7 - ■
Herrick, (Uganda) op. cit. , p. .67.

See page 90 of this study; also Encyclopaedia 
Brltannlca, 1968, Vol. 22, p. 464. No basis for defining 
urbanization, is given.

8
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These are Kampala (capital), whose metropolitan 

a^ea Includes Entebbe, with a population of 331*889, estimated 
1969^ and Jlnja with 47,298 people.

Inhabitants.

Thus about 4 percent 

of the population of Uganda live in cities of 25,000 or more.
.

In 1966 there were 564,000 pupils enrolled in pri

mary schools in Uganda, with 98,129 studying in various types 

of secondary education. There were i,593 students-ln higher 

education in East Africa, with 25000 students overseas in 

1967. (See also Table 2-2, page 52.) The literacy rate of 

Uganda is hard to determine with any accuracy since the govern

ment does not issue official statistics in this area. Mul

tiplicity of languages used in education further complicate 

this factor. Literacy among. Ugandans has been variously esti

mated at 25 and 40 percent, while one authority calls it "the
(See page 88, footnote 25..) The relatively highhighest in Africa." 

literacy is probably due to the prevalence of Christian mission

schools in the population centers around Kampala, where a very 

high percentage of the Baganda people have become literate as 

well as Christian.

The present situation in Uganda clearly reflects the 

history of the area, and a discussion of national development 

without a knowledge of this background would not be intelligible.

For at least 2000 years numerous tribes have roamed 

over the area of modern Uganda: the Bantu kingdoms of

9Statesman’s Yearbook, 1970-71 says "greater Kampala" 
has a 1969 population of 170,000, p. 462.

^^Herrlck, (Uganda) op. clt 114.., p.
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11 i
Bunyoro, Toro, and Ankole, in the south and west; 

to the north are the Nilotic tribes such as Acholl and Alur, 

as well as such Nilo-Hamltes as the Lafigo and Teso; the primi

tive nomads known as the Karamojohg Inhabit the northern bor- 

All told, there are about twenty sizable ethnic groups 

in modern Uganda, the largest being the Baganda, numbering 

over a million.

Buganda,

der.

The Baganda had the strongest of the early organized 

kingdoms, and controlled a sizable trade with the coastal Arabs 

in ivory and slaves prior to the arrival of the Europeans.

When iT. H. Speke, English missionary and the first European to 

reach the northern shores of Lake Victoria, arrived there in 

1862,. he found a highly organized political structure among
t

the Baganda, ruled by the Kabaka-Mutesa-. 

kingdom.

This was no mean

11„

tribe; "Ba" prefix denotes the collective personal name for 
the tribe, "Baganda." "U" Indicates the place of the Ganda— 
Uganda, an entity created by the British; "Buganda" means the 
traditional -kingdom of the Ganda.

Ganda" is a generic form, referring to a certain

12
The capital of the Buganda kingdom (located on the 

site of the present-day Kampala) had an estimated population 
of 10,000, as reported by Apolo Kagwa in Ekltabo kye Mpisa za 
Baganda, Kampala: 1905» Uganda Society 1952, pp. 292-97.
Abject homage was paid to the Kabaka by his subjects; he con
trolled an elaborate network of appointive officials in many 
districts and had a "fleet" of-more than 100 canoes on Lake 
Victoria; he also controlled the Arab dhow trade. The absolute 
authority of the Kabaka is Illustrated in l8'65 when he ordered 
the summary execution of about 50 African Christians; they had 
displeased the Kabaka by allegedly refusing his homosexual 
advances.. Pope Paul declared the 22 Catholic martyrs saints 
in 196^1. (See "A Sacred Safari for the Pope," in Time, Au- 

. gust 8, 1969.) See also Audrey I. Richards, The Multicultural
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Britain had great Intei’est in the area, since it 

^contained the source of the fllle, and she hoped to effect a 

link with Egypt and the Sudan via the river. Thus Britain 

acquired the area of Uganda in the partition agreement in 

1885. Various Christian missions were established, and 

British rule was established under the aegis of an imperial 

company headed by Frederick Lugard.’ Following violence result

ing from religious wars around the court of the Kabaka, Britain

ir*'

.

formally declared a protectorate with direct rule from England 

after 1894. Special treaties were made with the kingdoms of 

Buganda, Toro and Ankole, and they retained a privileged place

in the protectorate until Independence came in 1962.

The British began building the Uganda railway in

1896 from Mombasa across Kenya, traversing the difficult ter

rain of the Rift Valley; the line finally reached Kampala in
1931.1^

While the British considered Uganda the prize colony.

States of East Africa. Montreal: 1969, McGlll-Queen's Unlv.
Press, pp. 4.2-43.

For further readings in Uganda history see Oliver 
and Mathew, op. clt., David Apter, The Political. Kingdom in . 
Uganda, Oxford Unlv-. Press, 1961; Kenneth Ingham, The Making 
of Modern Uganda, London: Allen and Unwin, 1958; John Beattie, 
Bunyoro: An African Kingdom. New York: i960. Holt, Rinehart
and Winston.

13See page 9l.

14
Kenya was at first regarded as ah Impe'dlment to be 

crossed, since the Kikuyu and Masai tribes resisted colonial 
■rule; only later the Kenyan highlands became attractive to 
white settlers. Tribesmen regularly cut the telegraph wires 
to make copper bracelets, and lions on the track constituted 
one of the chief obstacles to railroad traffic in the early 

“ days of the railway.
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white settlers never came into the area to take up farming as 

pccurred in Kenya; thus agriculture remained in the hands of 

the small African farmer, who today produces the food crop of 

Uganda and prospers to a certain extent.
.

The Baganda continued their special position in in

dependent Uganda, the Kabaka, Sir Edward Mutesa, becoming the 

first President in 1963, with Milton Obote as Prime Minister. 

However, the uneasy relations between the Baganda and other 

tribes in Uganda continued to be a major problem in the new 

country; in I966 Obote acted to suppress the power of the Ba- 

ganda'i and the Kabaka fled to BritainObote became President 

under a new constitution adopted in I967.

*5.

It is ostensibly a 

parliamentary type of government with fundamental rights guar- 

anteed^o^ all citizens, but this is largely theoretical. No

political coalition is possible; thus the one-party state with

a strong central executive rules the country, and there are

Political awareness among 

"Despite the government's use of

many political prisoners in Uganda, 

the rural people is very low. 

radio and Uganda television as channels of civic education.

the political horizons of most Ugandans remained restridted
„16

to their tribal and ethnic groups.

Only about 5 percent of Uganda's people are urban;' 

two thirds are not reached by formal means of commune!ation, 

and agriculture, while productive in comparison to many other, 

areas of the underdeveloped world, suffers from lack of

15The Kabaka died in England in 1969, apparently a 
victim of alcoholism;

16
Herrick, (Uganda) op. clt., p. 199*
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diversity; the cash crops are almost entirely coffee and cotton. 

However, Uganda is largely self-sufficient in food; the second

Among other17
Five Year Plan is in operation and ends in 1971* 

aims of Uganda is the attempt to reorient the educational sys-
.

tern more toward Africa, reducing the influence of the British 

system, and to increase the percentage of university students 

obtaining their education in East ’Africa, rather than abroad.

Cw

Christian missions have played a very Important role

in the modern history of Uganda, providing school and hospitals 

as well as other services. Today Uganda is about 50 percent 

Christian, Catholics being more numerous than Protestants. 

Many of the important national leaders are of the Christian 

faith, while the number of Moslems and Hindus constitute a 

small minority in addition to those of tribal religious 

attachments.

The tribal situation in Uganda is dominated by the 

historical position of power held by the Baganda, who are the 

largest and most advanced group in Uganda.

Kabaka as President of the country in 1966, and a new. consti

tution has not solved the problem of resentment that is held

The removal of the

against the Baganda because of their privileged position of 

And it has certainly not made the Baganda satisfied.power.

Not only are the Baganda the most developed politically, but

they hold the most highly productive area of Uganda, around 

Kampala. Although they have lost their privileged position
• 'v

under the constitution, they continue to be an important po- 

• litlcal force to reckon with in the-development of Uganda.

^“^Ibld. , p. 223.
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Forty tribes cover 99 percent of all Ugandans,

, although, as noted previously, about twenty are numerically 
^^^ignlf leant.

Two-thirds are speakers of Bantu languages, 

but the Nilotic and'Sudanlc groups constitute an Important 

minority, who not only resent Luganda because It Is the lan

guage of the highly developed and powerful Baganda tribe, but 

also resist the use of Swahili since*It Is Bantu-based.

Herrick■notes

Thus

the language problem Is compounded in Uganda.

that in 1968 ". . .A majority of African language newspapers

were in Luganda and a considerable body of literature existed
„19in that language. 

taught as a subject In the schools; however, English is the 

medium of instruction, and is used almost entirely In the 

government. The Baganda are 30 percent literate In English, 

and most have been educated In Christian schools (75 percent 

are Christians), and have thus been In contact with the western 

world for a relatively long time.

Swahili is used by the army and also

The dominance of the Baganda traditionally was en

hanced by the British colonial system and the language problem

English was made the goal of anywas thus more complicated, 

educated person, and the-effect of this policy is being carried

President Oboteover, despite some tribal feelings against it. 

had Indicated his preference for Its use. In spite of the ob

jections raised by many that it is associated with colonial 

rule and the educated elite, not the common people. English 

is firmly established in Uganda for the present; Swahili is

18
See page 93.

^^Herrick, (Uganda) op. clt. , p.. 78.
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less important in Uganda than in Kenya or Tanzania.

Regarding mass communications in Uganda, the govern

ment owns and operates radio broadcasting, as well as some 

newspapers and periodicals. . It was estimated that there were

two million radio listeners and 200,000 readers of newspapers
20and periodicals in 1968.

educational programs and in classrooms. In 1968 there were

230 broadcast hours a week in English, 1^1 in African languages

and Hindustani. About 500,000 radio sets were in operation;

and the “Second five-year plan alms to Install several hundred

public receivers in village centers. The African language

programs include those on health, sanitation and agriculture.

In 1966, the'school broadcasting system went into 1000 schools;

one purpose was to teach English, since it is the medium of

‘instruction. The Uganda television service began in October,

1963; it is limited to the area around Kampala, but the plan

is to install television receivers in all community centers

where electricity is available. In 1967, of 7>500 sets known
21

to be in use, over half were owned by Aslans and Europeans.

Radio is used for civip and social

Besides the Uganda Argus and Tayfa Empya already,.
22

Munno, published in Luganda is the only Cathollc- 
23

Kampala, the capital city of Uganda

mentioned, 

owned daily in Africa.

20
Ibid., p. 211.

21Ibid., p. 16.

22See pp. 73-7^.

23The Christian press is rather well-developed in 
Uganda, at least as to circulation. Catholics predominate, 
having three printing works in Uganda and a large library in 
Kampala, periodicals in English and Luganda, as well as other 
tribal languages—including children’s magazines are published.
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has seven dallies In contrast to the three that are produced
oh

Uganda enjoys the highestIn Nairobi. Gallay states that 

rate of literacy in Africa, thanks to Christian mission schools.

long ago as 1959, the Baganda people had achieved a 75 per- 

cent Literacy. Thus with a high rate of literacy together 

with a large percentage of Christians, a ready market for 

printed material is at hand. The government pubLishes a number 

of periodicals and newspapers, including the influential party 

organ. The People—the voice of the Uganda People's Congress.

Printed matter from several sources may thus be

Of the three Eastavailable, but quality is another matter.

,African countries, it is possibly true that the state of free

dom of the press is most precarious in Uganda. There is fre

quent government interference, an example of which was 

mentioned.Obote was very critical of the press after the 

storming of the Kabaka’s palace by a mob in the I966 crisis. 

Obote declared that "pressmen will not be allowed to place 

obstacles in our path.

pr«ss enjoying the same responsibility, 

outspoken editors or newsmen will not be allowed to operate 

for long unless they are in fundamental agreement with govern

ment policy, even though, officially, a censorship system is 

not in existence in Uganda.

We cannot have a Government and a
„26

It is evident that

24
Gallay, op. clt., p, 13I.

^^The 'case of Transition editor, page 42, 

^^IPI Report, July, 1966, p. 3.
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Uganda appears to have high potential for the early

and.effective development of the mass media into an Important

tool in national development, with the existing facilities and

the added advantage of a relatively high literacy among her

people. The stumbling blocks are many,—Including the uneasy

political situation, persistence of tribal loyalties and jeal-
27

ousles, and the vexing problem'of languages.

27
A military coup occurred in Uganda on January 26,

. 1971j while President Obote was attending the Commonwealth 
meeting in Singapore. The chief of military staff. General 
Idi Amin, a long and close associate of Obote, took control; 
some violence occurred. At this writing the situation,appears 
quiet, and there were reports of the release of many political 
prisoners. Civilians have been appointed to most cabinet 
posts, as mentioned. Meanwhile, Obote has gone to Tanzania, 
where Nyerere has publicly defended him and deplored the events 
in Uganda. Reports from Kenya indicate a cautious acceptance 
of the new situation, but some authorities feel this event 
casts a. shadow on the East African Common Community. Only 
time will tell.



CHAPTER VI

TANZANIA

Thrs chapter presents the-state of national develop

ment , tribalism, lingua franca, and mass communication in Tan

zania, “with special attention given to the interrelationships 

of these variables.

In many respects, Tanzania is the least developed

of the three countries under consideration. Her estimated

per capita annual income is less than $80, which is low even
’ 1

for Africa; her natural resources are somewhat limited.

90 percent of Tanzania’s people are engaged in agriculture, 

and 80 percent are illiterate. However, concerted efforts are 

being made to improve the level of life for the average Tan

zanian.

try to reach the moon.

Over

President Nyerere has said that "while other nations
2

we are trying to reach the village."

The various indicators of national development show 

that Tanzania is facing great economic challenges.

Tanzania had a gross domestic product of 4.6 million Tanzania

In 1966

^Gold and diamonds are found in Tanzania, but their 

production accounts for only about 3 percent of the gross 
■ domestic product.

2
Leon E. Clark (ed) Through African Eyes. (A Series) 

Nation Building: Tanzania and the World, Vol. VI, New York: 
1970, Frederick A. Praeger, pp. 11-12.

101
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O
shillings in i960 constant prices.

-^^s 447 shillings, with a 4.7 percent average annual growth 

rate over a five-year period.

362,844 square miles (including 1044 square miles in Zanzibar
■ »-*

and Pemba), has 25,000 miles of roads and I600 miles of rail- 
ii

This transportation system reflects the .concentrations 

of population around Dar Es Salaam and Tanga on the coast, 

Kilimanjaro region near Arusha and the Mwanza region on the 

shores of Lake Victoria.
'5its population .engaged in wage labor, 

tion of Tanzania in I966 was 11,760,000.) 

government budget expenditure, Tanzania in 1967-68 spent a 
total of $149 million which amounted to $12.1 per capita.^

In per capita terms this

Tanzania, with an area of

roads.

In 1966 Tanzania had 2.9 percent of 

(The estimated popula- 

In the area of the

The latest population estimates (I969) for Tanzania
7 '

show a total of 12,926,000, with an average density of-34 

persons per square mile, 

as already indicated and there is the additional factor that 

density on the island of Zanzibar is very much higher—over

By the I967 census Tanzania is 4.8 per-

Population densities are concentrated

. ^
340, per square mile, 

cent urbanized-fthat is, using a base of towns with 8OOO or

3
Herrick, (Tanzania) op. clt 

shillings = 1£ sterling.

ll
Ibid.,

_ _ _ _  1968, p. 274.
The shilling is worth l4^.)

(17.17• >

p. X. A

^Ibld., p. 380.

^Statesman's Yearbook, 1970-71. p. 447.

•\
N

7
United Nations Demographic Yearbook, p. 137.
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8
Tanzania, including Zanzibar has six cities 

-^with more than 25,000 inhabitants (1969 estimates), 

include the following:

more inhabitants.

These

•*. .
Dar Es Salaam (capital)
Tanga
Mwanza
Arusha
Moshi
Mbrogoro
Zanzibar City

272,821 
61,061 
3^1,^559 
32,452 . 
26,853 
25,262 
68,490

521,498^Total

- Therefore about 4 percent of the population of Tanzania lives 

in cities of 25,000 or more.

In 1968 Tanzania had primary school enrollment of 

855,000, with a total 31,520 studying in various types of 

secondary education. There were 912 students in higher educa

tion in East Africa in I966 and 807 students abroad in that
As noted, (page 101) literacy in Tanzania is 20 percent.year.

The largest of the three East African nations, both 

in population and geographical area, Tanzania has a

. . . homogeneous population. More than 99 per cent of 
mainland Tanzanians are African. The remainder Include 
80,000 Aslans from’India, 25,000 Arabs and 15,000 Euro
peans. The religious composition of the mainland is 
roughly “^5 per cent Christian, 3I per cent Muslim, and 
44 per cent traditignal African religious.

8
This percentage of urbanization refers- to mainland 
See.Herrick, (Tanzania) op. cit., p. 73.

Q

United Nations Demographic Yearbook, I969, p. 192 
gives the figure on Dar Es Salaam; Whitaker’s Almanack, 1971, 
p. 769 is the source for data on the other five cities.

pp. 13-14.

Tanzania.

10
Ibid • 9
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There are more than 120 tribes In Tanzania, the 

^ajorlty of which are Bantu, but some are of Nilotic" and 

Hamltlc origins.*-r>

■ No one tribe. Is In a pq^sltlon to dominate the rest; the 
largest Is the Sukuma, being 13 per cent of the total 
population. In some cases the tribes are split by In
ternational boundaries—for example, the Masai, who live 
In both Kenya and Tanganyika.

The multiplicity of tribes, together with the widespread use 

of Swahili, have been the factors that lessen the dangers of 

tribal separatism In Tanzania, despite the continuing Intermlt- 

tant conflict at local levels over cattle and land.

‘ Much of inland Tanzania Is a high and dry plateau,

with rugged highlands in the south, a lush green coastal strip.

and Africa'a highest mountain, Mt. Kilimanjaro, rising ,to over 

19,000 feet. Rich volcanic soil on the slopes of Kilimanjaro 

supports a thriving coffee production, while the shore of Lake 

Victoria has the largest concentration of population, 

have been few white settlers on the land In Tanzania, chiefly 

bec'ause of the hardships of long distances, lack of water, the 

prevalence of the tsetse fly, and dearth of Interest In this

There

vast land, largely unknown to the outside world for so many 

years.

The history of Tanganyika Is unique in one respect; 

recent fossil-finds indicate that man may have originated in

11
Legum, op. clt., p. 129. The partition of East 

Africa In I885. cut across tribal lines in a very arbitrary 
fashion partly out of Ignorance, on the part of the European 

, ‘ powers, and partly for their convenience.
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12
The discoverythe area of Olduval Gorge in northern Tanzania, 

lij 1959 by Dr. Louis Leakey and his wife of a human skull frag- 
^^^ent, subsequently dated at 1,750,000 years has aroused the

Interest and excitement of scientists everywhere. Later dls-
i". ■ 13coveries in East Africa have reinforced these early findings.

For at least 2000 years, Arab and Chinese traders 

have been in touch with East Africa, and the ancient African- 

Arab.city of Kllwa on the Tanzania coast flourished long before 

Europeans reached the scene. The Islamic faith was brought 

by the Arabs in the eighth century, and a Swahili culture be

gan to "develop in the coastal region. Arab slave traders went 

Inland in search of ivory and slaves, carrying the trade lan- 

guage with them. The Portuguese at the close of the fifteenth 

century in route to India found this culture, and set up their 

own trading posts, thus effectively putting the Arab civiliza

tion into a decline. The Portuguese controlled the coast for 

two hundred years, making little attempt to go inland. It 

was not until 1857 that Richard Burton and John Speke went 

inland in search of the source of the- Nile. Thus the coast

of Tanzania has been known to outsiders for 2000 years, the
l4

Interior little more than a century.

12
See Sonia Cole, The Pre-History of East Africa, 

1963, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, for a comprehensive 
account of this subject.

. London:

? 13For further discussion on this see L. S. B. Leakey, 
Olduval Gorge, 1951-1961, Cambridge: 1965, Cambridge Unlv. 
Press, Vol. I.

14
For further historical studies, see Basil Davidson, 

op. clt., Oliver and Mathew, op. cit^, Vol. I; V. Harlow,
E. M. Chilver, and A. Smith (eds) History of East Africa,
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The Germans were the first to colonize the interior 

In 188^, a German society for colonization 

signed treaties with six African chiefs, and by I89O the Ger

man East Africa Company had control of the whole area which 

included Tanganyika, Burundi and Rwanda. Following World 

War I, Britain got Tanganyika as a mandate, from the League of 

Nations. There was a gradual ‘movement toward independence in 

the fifties, led by Julius Nyerere. He became the first Prime c. 

Minister at independence, December, 1961, and later President, 
heading the political party which he Insired—TANU.^^

of Tanganyika.

Tanzania has become a one-party state by the delib

erate action and promotion of TANU and the ideas of African 

(See Chapter III, Part 2.) In January of 1964, 

updated when Zanzibar joined with Tanganyika, Nyerere appointed 

a presidential commission to study recommended changes in the, 

constitution, making a "democratic one-party state" a reality. 

Many of the recommendations made by this commission under the 

guidance of Nyerere are in fact in operation in Tanzania.

Socialism.

Vol. II, 1965; R. Coupland, East Africa and Its Invaders, 
London: 196I, Oxford Unlv. Press; and Pawn W. Brodle, The 
Devil Drives, New York: 196?, W. W. Norton and Company 
(A Life of Sir Richard Burton).

15
As noted earlierj Tanganyika joined with Zanzibar 

to form'the country of Tanzania in 1964. Our study is con
cerned only with mainland Tanzania or the former Tanganyika, 
since Zanzibar has not been Integrated into the larger area 
in-more than a very superficial manner, and since the people 
and problems of Zanzibar constitute^a different milieu. (A 
recent informative work on Zanzibar is S. G. Ayany, A History 
of Zanzibar, 1934-1964, DarEs Salaam: 1970, East African 
Literature Bureau).

16
See page 20.
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Work and equality for all citizens were emphasized in the 

-v^uiding principles.

The nation of Tanganyika Is unalterably opposed to the 
exploitation of one man by another, of one nation by 
another,/-or one group by another. It Is the responsibil
ity of the State therefore to take an active role in the 
fight against colonialism wherever It may exist, and to 
work for African unity, and for world peace and inter
national co-operation on the basis of human equality and
freedom.17

The principles of Uj amaa are basic to the elaborate
18

and detailed Tanganyika Five Year Plan established in 1964.

In the crucible of experience the attempt to increase agricul

tural production by bringing farmers together and teaching 

them modern methods failed in the first plan. The cry began 

for self-reliance and the taking of knowledge to the people
t

where they are. An even larger slice of the 1970-1975 Five

Year Plan is given to agriculture (21 percent of total expend
iture),^^

but the approach has shifted to voluntary villages

Some are in operationestablished on a self-reliance basis.
• 20

today.

17
Report of the Presidential Commission on the 

Establishment of a Democratic One-Party State, Dar Es Salaam: 
1965, Govt. Printer, p. 3.

18
Tanganyika Five-Year Plan for Economic and Social

1964, Govt. Printer.Development, Dar Es Salaam:

19Clark, op. clt., p. 60.

20
Communally-worked land is the basis for such vll-

Seelages; about 600 are in existence throughout Tanzania.
Frederic Hunter, "Tanzania Dally Seizes Watchdog Role," in The 
Christian Science Monitor, February 7, 1970.
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j
Bienen (1967) has made a definitive study of

21
^Tanzania's one-party system and the operation of TANU.

states that the organization was strong prior to independence, 

a.pd that by 196I Nyerere would no longer tolerate the power 

of various tribal chiefs. They had been used by the British 

to control local government. Bienen notes that many studies

He

of one-party systems begin and stay at the top level, and thus 

neglect the local organizations.

thorough and realistic analysis of the political situation.

There is real

This is unfortunate for a *5^

"Pressures for change are common from below, 

evidence that a rising level of expectations is forcing leaders
22

to formulate economic and social policies to meet grievances. 

There is also indication that these grievances are being met.

The 1970 general election in Tanzania 

resulted in overwhelming support for Nyerere and his govern

ment .

at least to some extent.

Two candidates, both of TANU, ran for each parliamentary 

seat; President Nyerere was the only candidate for the Presl-

The system forbidsdency, but the voters could vote him out. 

candidates from running who own shares in private companies

or own rent-houses; no appeals may be made to race, religion
23

or tribe in campaign speeches.

While tribal loyalties in Tanzania are not as dis

ruptive as those of Kenya and Uganda, they are not entirely

21Henry Bienen, Tanzania Party Transformation and 
Economic Development, Princeton: I967, Center of International
Studies.

^^Ibld., p. 266.

23Frederic Hunter, "Tanzania Elections Strengthen 
Nyerere," in The Christian Science Monitor, Nov. 4, 1970.
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Foreliminated. Geography plays a part In the situation, 

example, the Sukuma, the largest tribe in Tanzania, are located

on the shores of Lake Victoria, hundreds of miles inland from 

the capital at Dar Es Salaam. The Sukuma do not dominate 

national polities; in fact they supply relatively few members 

of the government. The Chagga tribe whose home is in the area 

surrounding Mt. Kilimanjaro are the fifth in size, but are the 

wealthiest tribe, and have the highest standard of education. 

They do hold many important government positions. Nevertheless, 

Tanzania does not face the bitter tribal tensions that plague 

other African states in their struggle to achieve national 

unity.

Tanzania does experience tension between Asians and 

Less than 2 percent of the population are i\rabs or 

Aslans, but^-they still effectively control much of the economy. 

In Dar Es Salaam, virtually all the shops are owned by Aslan 

merchants; Aslans are deeply resented by Africans, who do not

The seeds of violence exist in this uneasy

Africans.

mix with them.
24

so’clal and .political milieu.

There is little tribal llnguallsm in Tanzania, partly

because of the multiplicity of tribes and tribal languages.

Swahili is- None is in a dominant position to cause trouble.

readily accepted by most of the population as a working lingua
25

the establishment of a nationalfranca. Whlteley notes that

24
See James B. Alexander, "Tanzania Restive Astride 

Social Rift Between Asians, Africans," in The Christian Science 
Monitor^ August 8,, 1969.

^^Whlteley, op.' clt., p. 116.
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language by a nation Involves two aspects—ideological and

itechnological. To implement the ideological aspect, the image

of the language must be kept before the public eye. This is
2 6

In the technological phase, courses

Tanzania faces the

. be.lng done in Tanzania, 

in the-education system must be provided, 

practical problem of-an acute shortage of teachers, as well 

as proper Swahili reading materials. Specialized words for 

modern education are scarce in Swahili and must be Invented 

and integrated into the language. Native speakers with the

technical education and ability for this task are in very short 
27supply.

As late as 19^7j mass communications in Tanzania,

actually affected only the educated elite and about 5 percent 

of the rural population. The baraza, or village meeting, is 

an important word-of-mouth type of rural communication, and

it is being used to get support for government programs, 

the mass media, evidence shows that radio far outweighs other

Listenership in 1967 was estimated

Of

types of communication, 

atone third of the total population; the press was second in

terms of effect. Recent surveys indicate that literates

26
In addition to the constant use of Swahili;

Nyerere has ordered government publications, once Issued only 
in English, to be published also in Swahili, while'government- 
owned newspapers and periodicals are in Swahili. Frequent 
visits by education officials to regional schools and colleges 
always involve elaborate speeches and programs in Swahili.

27
Ibid., p. 117. 

in Swahili was Shaaban Roberts, who died in 1962.
One of the most talented writers
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regard the press as the best news source, while radio is 

"Second best. 28

A Ministry of Information supervises radio and dis- 

. seininates its own information to publicize government policy

Radio Tanzania operates four separate services 

for domestic listeners, all involving much popular music and

English and Swdhili are the mediums used—

2-9
and actions.

many newscasts.

Swahili being the language for educational broadcasting to the 

Unlike Kenya and Uganda, Tanzania does not broad-schools.

cast tribal-language programs, a re-flection of the determina

tion to promote national unity. Television has had no Chance 

to show,its influence in Tanzania as yet, although plans are . 

being made, as Indicated, for educational television from the 

University College in Dar Es Salaam. Other programs in radio 

education are also being expanded. 31
1

In all three countries of East Africa foreign radio

The British Broadcasting Corporationbroadcasts are received.

P fi *
Herrick, (Tanzania) 1968,•op. cit. , p. 247.

29Tanzania Information Services publishes a succinct 
annual report on the number and extent of public information 
services - that are provided; it is printed in both English and 
Swahili: Taarlfa ya Mwaka (Annual Report).

30See.B. W. W. Welsh, "Educational Broadcasting in 
Tanzania," for details on all the types of educational broad
casting. (Gazette, Deventer, The Netherlands, Vol. XIV, No. 2, 
1968).

31 "Recent programs in adult education have been
,greatly•expanded by the employment of-radio tutors by Radio
Tanzania; they operate from four main centers in Tanzania and
conduct training for local radio forum leaders in villages.
(Jane and Idrlan Resnlck, "Tanzania Educates for a New-Society,"
Africa Report, Vol. l6, January, 1971, pp. 26-29.)
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has the largest audience, with the Voice of America, and 

Russian and Chinese broadcasts also operating. Tanzania, be

cause of the wider knowledge of Swahili, probably has more lis

teners to the Communist Swahili broadcasts than do Kenya or 

Uganda.
r

The press In Tanzania plays an Important role also 

In the communications field, greatly affecting the Ideas and

"In 1967, the mainland (of Tanzania)life of the educated.

had four dallies, four weeklies, three fortnlghtlles and about

Totaltwenty monthlies, quarterlies and,other periodicals, 

circulation of all publications was estimated at over

The government-owned Nationalist competes with,,32.300,000.

the Tanzania Standard. Uhuru Is the Swahili version of the 

Nationalist. One of the most Influential papers In Tanzania 

Is the Catholic fortnightly In^ Swahili—Klonglzl; It provides 

good news coverage and Is read by many leaders.

On February 7, 1970, the Tanzania Standard was taken
33

over by the government of Tanzania.

date, appearing In the Standard, Nyerere outlined the purpose 

of the take-over.

In an editorial of that

In accordance with the Arusha Declaration, It Is clearly 
Impossible for the largest dally newspaper In Independent 
Tanzania to be left Indefinitely In the hands of a foreign 
company . . . the new Standard will give general support 
to the policies of the Tanzania government, but will be 
free to Join In the debate for and against any particular 
proposals put forward for the consideration of the peo
ple, whether by government, TANU, or by other bodies . . . 
The Standard editor will be appointed by the president

^^Herrlck, (Tanzania) op. clt., p. 251. 

See page 75*
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and will have full autonomy In the day to day operation 
of the newspaper . . . the new Standard will endeavour 
to spread an understanding about socialism in Tanzania 
among 'its readers.3^

It is therefore evident that the one-party state 

seeks to prevent any criticism by the press that would under

mine the political power of the ruling party. Tanzania has 

acted more than once to prevent such criticism; the nationali

zation of the newspaper with the highest circulation is but a 

step to'solidify over-all supervision of the mass media. To 

further this policy, Tanzania runs its own journalism training 

cente'r near Mwanza at Nygezi. The eighteen-month course pro

vides high school graduates with a practical course in the 

arts of writing as well as background knowledge of related 

social sciences; it is actually the only comprehensive jour- 

nalism training course in East Africa. Tanzanian students

have also attended the IPI program in Nairobi from time to 
35time.^^

•\ .

Tanzanian leaders have made a determined beginning 

in'using the mass media that are at hand and can be readily 

provided, such as the print media and radio, 

government seeks to use the press and broadcasting to further 

not only the education of Tanzanian youth, but the proclaim;^' 

ihgof the nation’s one-rparty principle of'government, and to 

further national development.

The national

34
See "Implementing Arusha," Africa Report, 

Vol. XVII, No. 2, April, 1970.

35See page 73j footnote 24.



CHAPTER VII

TRIBALISM, LINGUA FRANCA, AND MASS MEDIA RELATED

TO NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT BY COUNTRIES

This chapter presents first a basic typology of 

national development and then applies It to the three countries 

of East Africa, establishing a rank order of national develop

ment for Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania. This rank order Is based 

•on Indicators other than the three independent variables— 

tribalism, lingua franca, and mass communication—which are 

the focus of this study. The three Independent variables are 

then examined for their relationship to the rank order of the 

three countries In national development. The analysis comes 

to a focus on the four hypotheses posed for the study. The 

Interrelationships between tribalism, lingua franca, and mass 

communication are dealt with In the Interpretations of the 

results.

Typology of National Development

In working towards a typology of national develop

ment of the three countries of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania, 

three stages of analysis are useful for clarity. The first 

stage encompasses a basic typology as illustrated In the fol

lowing paradigm .(Figure 7-1):

114
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Indicators Relative
DevelopmentCountry b da c

A High High High
/

B

C Low

Paradigm of National Development

(Adapted from Daniel Lerner, The- Passing of Traditional Socl- 
ety_, op. cit.. Third Printing, 1966, p. 90.)

Pig. 7-1.

The second stage in the development of the typology 

includes the data concerning the four indicators used in the

analysis of national development in Kenya, Uganda, and Tan

zania. These four indices are literacy, education, urbaniza

tion and industry. These statistical data are presented in 

To compare industrial development, the four in

dicators selected are employment as an index of human resources.

Table 7-1.

roads as an index of transportation, government expenditures 

budget as an index of financial resources, and gross domestic 

product (GDP) as the overall index of production of all goods 

and services annually. The employment statistic used in , 

Table 7-1 shows the relationship of total employed to total

population for each country, and on this index Kenya ranks 

first, Uganda second, and Tanzania third. To be comparative, 

roads need to be related to total square miles (size) of the

country; the ratios put Uganda first with a ratio at .166, 

Kenya second at .116, and Tanzania third at .070. Government budget 

figures and GDP need to be related to population for ccnparatlve purposes.
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TABLE 7-1

INDICATORS OF NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT V

Data on Statistical Indicators

Urbanization® '\Industry

Employment'^ 
(percent of 
population)

fPopulation of 
Cities >25,000

Percent of 
Total Pop.

GDP0. 
(billions of 
shillings)

Govt. Budget 
(millions of 
dollars)

Education^aCountry Literacy 
(percent)

eRoads
(miles)(1969)

(1968)
Primary: 1,209,000 
Secondary: 109,000 
Other: 4,967

(1966)
Primary 564,000 
Secondary: 98,129 
Other:

(1964)Kenya 30± 802,000 7.5 6.4 26,000 153 5.8

(1966)379,187'^ 
(217,298)

Uganda 25-40 4 ■ 3.2 15,000 101 3.9
1,593
(1967)

(1968)
Primary: 855,000
Secondary: 28,300 
Other:

(1966)
20tTanzania 621,498 4 2.9 25,000 149 4.6

912
(1966)

1

®Sdur^: Kenya: Kaplan, op. c/f., (see p. 80 of this study): Uganda: (see p. 92 of this study); Tanzania: (seep. 101 of this study); Herrick (Tanzania) op. cit.. p. vlii of 
Herrick gives a lower literacy figure; 10-15%.

b 'Discrepancy occurs over conflicting figures for population of greater Kampala.

•Source: United Nations Demographic Yearbook for 1969A p. 192. Whitaker's Almanack, p. 769. Statesman’s Yearbook 1970-71, pp. 462 & 466.

‘^Sources: Kaplan, op. cit., p. 91; Herrick (Uganda),op. c/t, p. 330; Herrick (Tanzania), p, 380.

^Statesman’s Yearbook, 1970-71, p. 470; Herrick (Uganda), p. vlii; Herrick (Tanzania), p. x.

^Calculated from data in the three area handbooks and other sources given on this page. Conversion from local currency to U.S. dollars according to official exchange rate. 

^Europe Yearbook, Vol. II, p. 799; Herrick (Uganda), p. 222; Herrick (Tanzania), p. 274.

flflura includes higher education of various kinds in the countries of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania, not overseas. The overseas student figures include many levels. 
(See Table 2-2, p. 52.)

M
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Kenya has the highest budget on a per capl'^a basis and Uganda

On GDP, the per capita index

Combin-

^nd Tanzania are about equal.

ranks. Kenya first, Uganda second, and Tanzania third, 

ing these four relative indices, the resultant industrial

index ranks Kenya first, Uganda second, and Tanzania third.

The final s-tage in determining the typology consists 

of an ordinal ranking of the three countries with reference 

to national development according to the statistical indicators 

presented in stage two. The following table-shows these 

rankings:

TABLE 7-2

RANK ORDER IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Ordinal Ranking by 
Statistical Indicators

Overall
Relative
Development

Liter-
Country acy

Educa
tion

Urbanl- Indus- 
zatlon try

Kenya 2 1 1 1 1

3*Uganda 2 2 21

2*Tanzania 3 . - 3 3 3

*Doubtful order.

On the whole there is a consistency in the rank

The most notable exception is the ranking of Kenya

This sit-

order.

secpnd and Uganda.first in the factor of literacy, 

uation may be due to the'high concentration of urbanization 

within one area in Uganda> around Kampala. Since this region
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was the site of the densely populated kingdom of Buganda of 

earlier cenj^rles, the missionary efforts from Europe and 

America were focused In the area for the development of mis

sion schools, along with the teaching of Christianity. This 

effort was hl'ghly successful In that a very high percentage 

of the Baganda people .today are both literate and of the Chris

tian faith. (See chapter on Uganda.) Newspapers and other 

publications■have been developed In Various tribal languages, 

especially by the churches, and these periodicals also appear 

to have encouraged a higher rate of literacy. While Important 

In the-whole picture of national development In Uganda, this 

Instance of Uganda's advantage over Kenya does not affect the 

overall rank order of the three countries regarding national 

development.

The relative rank order for urbanization concerning 

Uganda and Tanzania Is another factor that needs explanation. 

The urbanization figures for Uganda are somewhat confused, as 

Indicated In Table 7-1, and the situation Is hard to assess

Other evidence seems to support the judgmentwith accuracy.

that Uganda should be ranked slightly behind Tanzania In ur-

As It stands In the table, the order Is doubtful.banlzatlon.

There Is evidence from the history of the East Afri

can region to show that the level of national development

within the three • countries has been affected by their various 

experiences under colonial rule. Certainly the presence of 

^a large colony of European settlers In the highland areas of 

'Kenya—a situation not existing In Uganda nor Tanzania—has 

meant that Kenya even before independence had such socio

economic amenities as roads, railroads, schools, newspapers.
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as well as other means of communicationj to a greater degree 

t^an either Uganda or Tanzania; these facilities were there

Many of these same

amenities are now useful to Kenya as an Independent nation. 

This factor sliould not be over-emphasized but probably it does 

play a part in the plc.ture of national development in East 

Africa, particularly helpful to Kenya.

White settlers.primarily to serve th

Tribalism, Lingua Franca, and Mass Com
munication in Relation to the Rank 

Order of National Development

Tribalism

In the earlier discussion of the effects of tribalism 

in East Africa it was pointed out that tribes are mainly in 

opposition to each other over land, language and other matters 

of personal Interest, rather than being in opposition to the 

state Itself. (See p. 2^ ff.) Data show the different levels 

of this competition within the separate countries of Kenya, 

Uganda, and Tanzania, and how it affects national development 

in various ways, both, negatively and positively. (See 

Table 7-3.)

As the second hypothesis of the study focuses on 

"tribal tendencies negative bo national development" with 

respect to the effects of mass media and of lingua franca in 

overcoming these hindrances, the final ranking of the three 

countries will be in the direction of the weight of the over- 

In this sense, the factor dealt with goes be-all evidence.

yond tribalism and includes other effects caused by the exlst-

In whichThe key question is:ence of many or few tribes.

N
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TABLE 7-3

TRIBALISM AND OTHER TRIBAL EFFECTS

Positive EffectsNegative EffectsCountries

Government is officially'’ 
against tribal favoritism

The dominant Kikuyu'’ are 
responsible for much of 
nation's progress

/
Kenya One-tribe dominance, 

educationally and 
politically (Kikuyu) 
Creates a Jealousy^

Tribal favoritism in 
government appointments

"Gradually gone 
party state

to one-

Baganda with high'' literacy 
rate have increased the 
strength of nation

One tribe dominant:° 
Baganda; they have the 
most political and eco
nomic power

One-party state reflects® 
dominant tribe

Uganda

Tribalism partly respon
sible for overthrow of 
Obote: result is an 
apparent lessening of 
Baganda dominance

Second in number of dif
ferent tribes and lan
guages to cope with

No dominant tribe to® 
assume strong leadership

Many tribes so that® none 
can dominate and create 
dissensions

Tanzania

Has by far the largest 
number of tribes and 
different tribal languages 
to cope with

One party state reflects 
effort to reject negative 
effects of tribalism

'’page 83 of this study.

®Page 104 of this study.

Data on dominant positions of tribes are as follows:

14 tribes having at least 100,000; 4 have one half of total 
population; Kikuyu largest (see page 85 of this study).

°Page 95 of this study.®Page 83 of this study, 

‘'page 96 of this study.

NOTE:

Kenya:

40 tribes constitute 99 percent of population; 20 sizeable 
tribes; Baganda largest (see page 97 of this study).

120 tribes, none dominant; Sukuina constitute 13 percent of the 
total population (see page 104 of this study).

Uganda:

Tanzania;
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country does mass media (also lingua franca) have the most 

work to overcome tribal tendencies hindering national develop

ment? Tanzania has the most work insofar as hindrances to 

education, to communication, to national commerce and industry, 

to travel,/and other aspects of national development. In this 

sense, it is rated 3. Similarly, Uganda is rated 2, and 

Kenya 1.

Lingua Franca

The nature of the language problem is clearly re

flected in the multiplicity of native languages in East Africa. 

Both English and Swahili have support as a lingua franca. 

Leaders recognize the necessity of some common means of com-

(See

In the realm of newspapers and education'this

It is recognized that without a 

common language little progress in nation-building can be 

made.

munlcatlon as was pointed out earlier in this study, 

p. 36 ff.)

need is most urgently felt.

Mass Communication

There is a consensus of opinion on the part of Afri

can leaders as well as other authorities that radio is the. 

prime medium for the building of national unity and progress

However, the print media, especially news

papers and magazines, are clearly an Important factor as well.

in East Africa.

The following tables sum up the factors of tribalism, 

lingua franca and mass communication in their effects on na

tional development in Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania;



TABLE 7-4

LIKGUA FRANCA AIK) NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
V

Lingua Franca
Countries Swahili English Other

Kenya Used In government^ and pri
mary education as medium of 
instruction

Official iang.^ of govt.; mem-' 
bers of Parliament must be 
fluent in it

'X

A second language for^ the 
majority of people

Used in newspapers*^ and mag
azines to some extent

Important in print‘d media and 
radio

Language of prestige and the 
educated

Used in police, army*^ and as 
subject in secondary schools

Uganda Official lang.® of govt.

Language of the educated Tribal lang. in 
primary education

Important in print media
Luganda language 
in radio, 
newspapers

Medium of instruction in 
middle, secondary schools, 
and the university

Tanzania Official national language
1

Medium'in primary schools 
and as a subject throughout 
school system Prestigious among educated

Important in newspapers, 
magazines

^p. 85 of this study.

^p. 110 of this study.

Note: About 10,000,000 Swahili speakers use the language well; possibly 90^ of the population of East 
Africa know it to some extent, mostly in Tanzania and Kenya. {See p. 70.)

'^p. 97 of this study.a °p. 86 of this study.

Sp. 109-110 of this study.

p. 86 of this study. 

®p. 97 of this study.

ro
ru
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TABLE 7-5

MASS MEDIA AND NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Medium
Countries

Radio Newspapers

" a
Some tribal- languages used in broad
casts; mostly Swahili and English
500,000 radio sets in^ 1968 (L)

Total circulation of dail
ies and weeklies:°

214,760 (1969)
Dailies:

10 per 100 persons^ 
Weeklies:

15.5 per 100 persons 
Large Christian press®

Kenya

Total circulation® of 
dailies and weeklies:

129,450
monthlies: 66,000 

465? in English 
Dailies:
7.5 per 100 persons

Uganda Uses many^ibal languages in 
broadcasts: also English and 
Swahili

2 million listeners^ 

509,000 radio sets (R)’^

(1969)

k

Weeklies: ’
8.5 per 100 persons

280,000 radio sets ln^'(1969) (L) 

500,000 to 600,000 (R) sets in
1967

English and Swahili; no^ 
tribal language

Largest English daily 
nationalized^ in
1970
Journalism training

Tanzania

Circulation of^ news-
130,000papers:

Magazines and news-
315.000papers:

4.3 per 100 persons 
for daily newspapers 

6.5 per 100 persons 
for weeklies

^Page 88 of this study.
^United Nations Statistical Yearbook for 1969. p. (L) are licensed sets;

(R) those not licensed. A radio purchaser is supposed to get a license.
^International Yearbook and Statesman's Who's Who, 1970. p. 3l6.

‘^Figured using 1967 population of Kenya at 10 million.
®Page 87 of this study. ^Page 98 of this study. ®Herrlck (Uganda), p. 2l4.

^Page 111 of this study.^Page 112 of this study..."

Uganda's 19^7 population of 8 million.

^Herrick (Tanzania), pp, 255-56; based on 1967 census of 12 million.

derrick (Tanzania),-p. 248. 
^ased on
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It is difficult not to overes’timate the effect of

Evidence abounds inmass media in the countries under study, 

stat^istics about increased hours of broadcasts ^ higher cir

culations in newspapers, and the appearance of hundreds of 

trarisitor radios in rural areas. Yet some surveys have shown 

that while many of the people in Kenya's urbanized areas are

reached by radio and/or newspapers, most in rural areas are 

not; as for Uganda, estimates show that two thirds of the 

population is not reached by any means of mass communication. 

(See p."95 of this study.) In Tanzania mass communication 

affected about 5 percent of the rural population in 1967> but 

one third of the population did have some access to radio.

(.See p. 110,) A rough judgmental rating of the three countries 

on separate media use is given in Table 7-6.

TABLE 7-6

COMPARATIVE RATING IN DEVELOPMENT OP MASS MEDIA

Medium

Country Radio Newspapers Television

Kenya medium low barely

Uganda medium lower barely

Tanzania medium lowest none

On newspapers, the circulation figures available 

'are somewhat harder evidence than the estimates of radio sets

The combined number of dallies per 100 

persons and weeklies per 100 persons is selected as the best

and radio listeners.
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Taken from Table 7-5,Index of newspaper use In each country, 

the tabulation below reveals a distinction between the three

countries on newspaper use:

Newspaper Circulation 
per 100 Persons 
(Dallies and Weeklies 
Combined)Country

Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

25.5

16

10.8

Assuming that the three countries have less of a 

‘difference in use of radio than in use of newspapers, and 

taking into account th’ht Kenya and Uganda have at least the 

beginnings of a television Industry while Tanzania- has none, 

the ordinal rankings on the variable of mass media for the 

three countries is therefore Kenya first, Uganda second, and 

Tanzania third.

Ordinal Ranking

The relative ratings and ordinal ranks for the three 

countries with regard to the factors of tribalism, lingua 

■ franca and mass media and their relation to national develop

ment are presented in the following table:

i
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TABLE 7-7'

RATINGS AND ORDINAL RANKINGS ON THREE VARIABLES 
OP NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Tribal Tendencies
y
Negative to Nat'l 
Development

Mass Media 
UseCountry- Lingua Franca

1* firstKenya high-medium

Uganda 2 secondmedium

thirdTanzania 3 high

*"1" = least

Pour Hypotheses

In this section, the four hypotheses posed as the 

focus for this study are presented in turn; a discussion fol

lows on the results of the data assembled thus far in relation 

to each hypothesis. An attempt is made to show the Interrela- 

tipnshlps existing among the factors of tribalism, lingua 

franca, and mass communication as found in the data.

Hypotheeis 1; The more developed mass media are in the ooun^ 
. tries of East Africa^ the greater the development of a lingua 
franaa.
Conversely3 the existence of a lingua franaa aids development 
of mass media in these countries roughly in proportion to the 
prevalence of the lingua franaa. ,

If we first compare Kenya and Uganda with regard to 

mass media and lingua franca, the data in the foregoing sec

tion tends to support the hypothesis. In concentration -of
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lingua franca, Kenya surpasses Uganda.

Kenya also surpasses Uganda.

100 people for newspapers (dailies and weeklies), to Uganda's 

16 per 100 persons.

In use of newspapers 

Kenya has 25.5 subscribers per

This difference may be due In part to 

Kenya's practice of publishing newspapers in lingua franca

—English and Swahili—whereas Uganda's newspapers are pub

lished in one lingua franca—English—and six tribal languages, 

with Luganda as the most Important tribal language. Kenya 

has fewer newspapers and larger circulations than the Uganda 

newspapers, therefore economizing on newspaper production in 

the industrial sense as well as in the professional sense. 

Regarding the latter factor, one organization of trained jour

nalists can communicate to larger audiences when a lingua 

franca also Increases understanding and exchange of information 

between tribes and across national boundaries in East Africa. 

Certainly Kenya newspapers have considerable.readership both 

in Uganda and Tanzania; this is partly because Kenya's large 

dally. The East African Standard, is the oldest of East Afrl-

ca's newspapers, and is read by a large proportion of the 

English-speaking population of all three countries, 

spread readership across boundaries in East Africa is also 

due to the ease of obtaining Nairobi newspapers in the urban-

Communication’

The wide-

ized area of Uganda and in northern Tanzania, 

by air and lake steamer (on Lake Victoria) is better between 

northern and eastern Tanzania and Nairobi, than between that

Thus,

comparatively highly developed English language newspapers in 

Kenya have had a substantial influence on the spread of English 

as a lingua franca in all three East African countries, es

pecially among educated people.

area of Tanzania and its own capital, Dar Es Salaam.
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Thus, the data and related'circumstances In Kenya 

and Uganda give support to the hypothesis linking mass media 

and lingua franca. But what happens when Tanzania is added 

to the total picture? It presents a result contrary to the 

hypothesis./ Tanzania is lowest in media use, particularly

newspapers, but it is rated highest of the three countries in 

lingua franca concentration.

It raises a doubt, but does not necessarily cause

A number of other factors enter

Does this outcome negate the

hypothesis?

abandonment of the hypothesis, 

in to-help explain why Tanzania has the least development in

media use and the highest rating in lingua franca concentration. 

It is more a case of "all other factors not being equal,"

, rather than the lack of any relationship such as postulated 

in Hypothesis 1. For example, the prevalence of a lingua 

franca in Tanzania is partly due to historical reasons, 

the colonial period Swahili was used much more extensively in

In

Tanzania in official government administration than it was in

Under Tanzanian Independence, Swahili 

has been made the official national language, but none has

The present campaign

either Uganda or Kenya.

been so sanctioned in Uganda or Kenya, 

by the Tanzania government through education, radio and print 

media to encourage use of Swahili has resulted in its spread

and use, even in the rise of newspapers and periodicals in 

Swahili with substantial circulation, as far as estimates tell

us.

More hours of broadcast time are. being devoted to 

Swahili programs than to English programs in Tanzania, thus 

materially cqntributlng to the spread of Swahili as the national 

language in Tanzania—and also increasing the use of the mass 

media, as people are exhorted to listen to Swahili broadcasts.
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When Independence came to these three East African countries, 

had Tanzania been up to the level of Kenya or Uganda in lit

eracy, education, and other factors Important to modernization 

of the nation, it is quite possible that Tanzania’s recent 

zealous effoijts to spread Swahili would have by now produced 

a degree of media use equal to or surpassing its neighbor

ing countries.

The greater the development of mass oommuniaa-Hypothesis 2:
tions in the countries of East Africa^ the more it reduces 
tribal tendencies that are negative to national development.

The greater the prevalence of a lingua franca in these coun
tries ^ the greater the opportunity for overcoming tribal tend
encies that are negative to national development.

Certainly tribal conflicts have negative effects on

Kenya’s progress, as noted in the chapter on Kenya, and also

However, Table 7-3 shows.theacknowledged by its leaders. 

dominance of the Kikuyu tribe contributes both positive and

' negative effects to Kenya. The Kikuyu have shown much initia

tive and effort to develop Kenya as a unified nation, ever 

since the days of the struggle for independence. The govern

ment, dominated by Kikuyu, uses only limited tribal language 

broadcasts, concentrating on Swahili and English programs.

-Tribal loyalties are usually closely connected with language 

loyalty, since each tribe has its own particular language as 

. a basic feature of its culture. By means of^this policy of 

limiting tribal language programs, as well as dlsc.ouraglng 

tribal language publications (only the Christian periodicals 

publish much in tribal languages), the government of Kenya is 

developing its mass media in a direction away from tribal
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loyalties that could be negative to national development.

Since the data indicate that Kenya ranks high-medium in the 

prevalence of a lingua franca (see Table 7-7), Kenya has a 

good opportunity for using this advantage plus her relatively 

superior development in use of the mass media (see Table 7-6) 

to overcome tribal tendencies negative to national development..

In Uganda, use of radio is medium, although data on 

radio use are uncertain, and this factor is difficult to assess 

with any accuracy. Tribal loyalties are strengthened rather 

than lessened by the practice of broadcasting in many tribal 

languages, in addition to Swahili and English. While these 

tribal language programs are in the minority in number of hours 

of broadcast time, their effect is one of decreasing, not in

creasing national unity. Thus, while both Uganda and Kenya 

are rated medium in radio use, Kenya clearly makes better use 

of radio to help reduce tribal tensions by the wider use of a 

lingua franca in programming. The different policies of the 

two countries in this matter can be partly explained by the 

attitudes of the dominant tribes in Kenya and Uganda. That 

is, in Kenya—as mentioned—the powerful Kikuyu tribe appar

ently desires a reduction in tribal conflict, while the 

Baganda, with their historical elite position, encouraged 

-and entrenched by British colonial policy, tend to remain 

fiercely determined to maintain their power and prestige in 

prjesent-day Independent Uganda. The situation in Uganda may 

change at any time, since the recent overthrow of .Obote leaves 

that country in the midst of uncertainty.
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Tanzania also has a medium rating comparable to 

that of Kenya In the development of mass mediaj but Is ranked 

third In use of piass media. (See Table 7-7.) Tanzania has 

seized the opportunity to overcome tribal tendencies by a 

determined effort to promote Swahili as a lingua franca; this 

phllcy Is being Implemented largely by use of radio and the 

print media, as well as In educational policies., Tanzania 

ranks high In the use of a lingua franca as well as third In, 

the negative effects of tribalism. (See Table 7-7.) This 

comparison Is probably significant 'In the relationship between 

a lingua franca and the use of mass media to defuse tribal 

conflicts. Another policy of Tanzania that reinforces this

IS.

■effort to use a lingua franca to dispel tribal frictions Is
(See p. 113.)the Journalists’ training program at Nygezl.

There the students are Instructed how to write In the medium

of Swahili.

Hypothesis S:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  The reoognition of the importanae of mass
media’s influence on national development is not widespread 
among leaders and potential leaders in the countries under 
study..

At this point In the study, the Ideas of present 

leaders of East Africa will be mentioned In relation to this 

hypothesis. Opinions of potential leaders will be analyzed In 

Chapter IX.

This Is the hypothesis that receives the least sup-

Whatport In the data that has been gathered for the study.

Is evident from the findings Is a great concern on the part of 

East Africa’s leaders that the mass media do not obstruct na

tional programs of development through adverse criticism.
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(See, separate chapters on Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania for 

details.)

It seems significant that Tanzania ranks the lowest

of .the three countries In most of the Indicators of national
/

development, and the factor of literacy Is a case In point, 

with relationship to the mass media. Tanzania with only 20 

percent literacy (Table 7-1) Is mounting the most- comprehen- 

slye educational program In East Africa via radio to reach 

school children as well as adults with organized educational 

programs. This Important fact Illustrates clearly that the 

leaders of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania are beginning to see the 

Important role of mass media In national progress. The Tan

zanian radio programs In education are quite realistically 

facing the Issue of Illiteracy and recognizing that radio Is 

the best medium available to overcome this barrier to 

development.

On the whole, the chief findings In relation to this 

hypothesis In all three countries are of two main types.

First, the leaders do recognize the potential of mass media 

In national development as shown through their statements and 

policies, and secondly, these leaders also feel great concern 

that the people of their countries are not misled or persuaded 

out of the path of socialism.

The prevailing political aonoepts in East 
Afriaa-'-Afriaan Sooialiam—greatly affect the attitude of 
leaders and potential leaders towards the.use and control of 

' mass media in national developmentf e.g.^ limitation on freedom 
of the press by government officials^ and legal and constitu
tional provisions.

Hypothesis 4:
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In this discussion we will deal with the findings 

j^s they pertain to attitudes of present leaders of the coun-

Opinlons of potential leaders withtries of East Africa, 

reference to this hypothesis will be dealt with in Chapter IX.
f

Although all three countries under consideration, 

to some degree, show'adherence to the ideals of African Social

ism, Tanzania under Nyerere has developed this political phi

losophy to the highest degree In East Africa, 

economic and social development program based on the ideals of 

African life as outlined In the writings of Nyerere is In 

operation in Tanzania, the details of which are discussed

These essential ideals

equality, human dignity, sharing of resources, and 

hard work by all people.

An extensive

earlier in this study (see p. 55 ff). 

include:

Clearly, in Tanzania, certain actions of the govern

ment asjvimplled in the data analyzed in this chapter, demon

strate the fact that use and control of mass media will be in 

line with the ideas of African Socialism mentioned. Neither

the'print media nor radio is free’to criticize openly the 

policies of the government or its leaders. Nyerere, in his

action nationalizing the most important English language daily

in Tanzania, The Tanzania Standard, has a clear intent to make

the newspaper a more effective instrument of national develop-
*

ment. Its editorial policies as well as the news it prints 

definitely reflect support for government policy. The Jour

nalism training program, already mentioned, has as its goal

to train Journalists in the concepts of African Socialism

In Table 7-5"totals of newspaper circulationnews reporting, 

in the three countries are shown, as well as the number of
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■ subscribers per 100 persons. In the breakdown of these data 

-^we find that government publications in Tanzania, particularly 

? in the Swahili language, occupy an increasing part of the print 

media. Such publications reflect in their content Nyerere's 

program for national development along the lines of the one- 

party state which will enforce the ideas of hard work, sharing 

of resources and the other facets of African Socialism. The 

goal is that no person will be exploited, but that also no 

one shall be allowed to escape hard work.

In the area of radio broadcasts, since they are 

entirely controlled by the government, there is an easy oppor

tunity to proclaim the tenets of the one-party state and this 

is done consistently in Tanzania.

provisions allowing free speech, but events have proved that 

persons who freely criticize the leaders or their policies 

are effectively silenced.

There are constitutional

Uganda, under Obote, followed a course of even more 

rigid restrictions on correspondents who dared to criticize

(See chapter on Uganda.)government leaders or policy, 

there is a larger Christian press in Uganda than in Tanzania

While

—which is not directly controlled by the government—evidence 

does show that the Christian press is not entirely free either. 

Radio in Uganda, as in Tanzania, is.a government monopoly; 

its programming, while reflecting to some extent the wishes

of the numerous tribal groups in Uganda, does to a large extent 

exhort the people to get in line with official government pol-

African'icy with regard to the development of the country.

Socialism is a less well-organized system in Uganda, .-and with 

Obote*s removal, may become even more nebulous than before.
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Kenya has followed a course of mild restriction on 

'^the press with fewer direct attempts made to use either the 

r print media or radio to espouse the Ideals of African Socialism 

than has been the case in Uganda or Tanzania. Yet Kenyatta 

makes frequent appeals in his public statements to the Ideals 

of "togetherness" and the necessity of hard work to develop 

Kenya along lines of African culture, taking only what is use

ful from western technology. Recent incidents of expluslon ■ 

of foreign correspondents•from Kenya have occurred, when these 

Journailsts criticized government policies or leaders. (See 

chapter on Kenya.) Therefore, while the organized activity 

of African Socialism, including the nationalization of indus

try and banks, as has occurred in both Uganda and Tanzania,

has not occurred in Kenya, a controlled press in a moderate

Probably the wider use of Englishdegree prevails in Kenya, 

in Kenya has limited the intensity of African Socialism in

Kenya. • In Tanzania, Swahili is the true vehicle for the pro-

Uganda also makes more use of 

English as a lingua franca than of Swahili, which may account 

for the milder effect of African Socialism in some of its 

aspects in Uganda.

clamatlon of African ideals.

*>



CHAPTER VIII
/

STUDENT SURVEY

This chapter deals with the survey of East African 

students in the United States and Canada. It explains the

importance of this elite group and how the attitudes of these 

individuals give some indications of what we may expect in 

the future regarding the Influences of tribalism, lingua franca, 

and mass communication on national development in East Africa.

The organization of this chapter-is divided into three main 

sections. First, the background of the survey is treated— 

explaining the rationale, the questionnaire, and the method

ology. The second section gives the size of the returns and 

their distribution by countries, and it elaborates on the 

demographic data of the respondents. In the third section a 

general overview of the findings is given in order to focus 

attention on the principal factors under study and their in

fluence on national development in East Africa. The following 

chapter deals specifically with fl][ldlngs related to the four 

hypotheses of the investigation.

136
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Background of the Survey

Importance of Group Surveyed

Goldthorpe's studies revealed^ that In the pre

independence era, very few East Africans went abroad for 

higher education. Many who did go became leaders in the in

dependence movements in their countries, and now occupy impor

tant positions in the new nations. The present student group 

who go overseas for study constitute a small but influential 

elite whose opinions and actions upon their return affect 

nation-building. Evidence Indicates that the number of stu

dents from Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania studying in America

probably reached a peak in the late sixties, and now appears
2

to be leveling off. But the fact remains that most newly 

Independent countries in Africa are headed by leaders who have , 

studied abroad, and it seems' likely that this will continue 

for some time to come.

Most East African students return to good positions 

in their countries where the need for skilled leaders is still 

great.

India and some other Aslan countries; these young people often 

stay in America where there are more opportunities for their 

knowledge and skills.

This situation is in marked contrast to students from

The Importance of this student group in America in 

the eyes of their countries is Illustrated in the policy of

^See page 48 ff.

2
See page 53, footnote 117.
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The embassies of Kenya,their embassies in Washington, D.C'.

Uganda, and Tanzania attempt to maintain a current list of-

their students studying in the Un^e4 States and Canada. 

These lists were the main source of names and addresses used

in"the present study; data were also secured from about two

The publication ofhundred sixty colleges and universities, 

the Institute of International Education, Open Doors, lists

foreign students studying in the United States and Canada by 

country and the geographical concentration in American colleges; 

it was found that the majority of East Africans were in col

leges in the midwest and far west. Other sources Included the 

USAID scholarship program. Much valuable help was given by 

all these agencies.

The Questionnaire

A three-page* questionnaire was devised, consisting

Personalof both open-ended and multiple choice questions, 

data items were followed by a sheet of questions concerning

use of mass media and the place of a lingua franca, together

with the problems of national unity and modernization within

Three different thirdthe students* respective countries, 

pages were prepared, each version being sent to approximately .

.one-third of the respondents, so that wider spread of questions 

could be asked, without using an excessively long questionnaire. 

The third-page questions concerned mainly tribal loyalties and 

the mass media. (See Appendix for the questionnaire.) The 

representativeness of the data gathered from different versions 

of page 3, which of course is supported by smaller numbers 

than from pages 1 and 2, is discussed in the Appendix. In 

general,.it can.be Inferred that data from page 3 is as
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representative as data from pages 1 and 2.

Great care was taken in the preparation of the ques

tions, making use of extensive experience with the Engllsh-

"Amerlcan-language ability of East African college students, 

isms” were hopefully avoided. Experiences with the pilot 

testing of African students revealed the need for some changes

in the questionnaire, which were made in the final form.
IS!.

Methodology of the Survey

Questionnaires were mailed in March, 1970, to col

lege students from Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania studying in 

■the United States and Canada with a short covering letter, 

explaining the purpose and procedures of the survey. (See 

Appendix.) No attempt was made to divide the number of stu

dents equally among the three countries; but, as expected, 

Kenya provided the largest group on the mailing list, with 

Uganda second and Tanzania last. Statistics show that the 

proportions on the mailing list approximate the proportions 

of'students in America from the 'three countries. The break

down of the mailing list was as follows:

Percentage-df TotalCountry Students

236Kenya
Uganda
Tanzania

50
140 30
9M 20

mo 100^Total

Reminder cards were sent after one month to those

falling to respond. These cards were written in Swahili with
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the hope of engendering Interest in reluctant respondents, and 

the results from this effort were quite good, 

completed questionnaires were returned, a gratifying response 

considering the fact that the respondents were foreign students 

engaging in-^’a strange procedure and having to use English— 

which for most was .a second or even third language.

In the end, 201

Regarding the return, evidence shows that Kenya is 

the most highly developed"of the three countries of East Africa 

in education and economic progress, yet Tanzanian students 

produced the highest percentage of answers to the question

naire—a return of 50 percent—and often the most articulate,

Uganda showed 43 percent and Kenya 35 per-detailed answers, 

cent return of questionnaires.

Compared-to the proportions to whom questionnaires 

were mailed by countries, the figures below indicate a re

sponse that was influenced by some factor other than chance, 

although this result had no unusually disturbing significance 

as far as this study is concerned.

Percentage of 
Total Mailed

Percentage Returned 
by Country

Number
ReceivedCountry

Kenya 50 35 93

30 43 60Uganda

48Tanzania 20 50

Concerning nonre-spondents to the questionnaire it was not

Many of the

students had probably returned to their countries without

feasible to seek further information on them.

. . .



Taking the number of envelopes 

returned unopened—35—and subtracting this figure from the 

total of questionnaires mailed out—470—we get a total of 

435 respondents who actually received the questionnaires; thus

leaving forwarding addresses.

a total of 46 percent of the respondents returned completed 

questionnaires. Of the 57 percent who failed to return the 

questionnaires, there is evidence to suggest that many of them 

may have been newly arrived students In the United States and 

Canada since only a small percentage—10 percent—of the stu

dents responding Indicated that they have been In the United 

Statqs or Canada for less than one year, 

this demographic data.)

(See Table 8-1 for

General Demography of Respondents

The student respondents represent a relatively ho

mogeneous group with regard'to such demographic data as sex, 

age, marital status, social class and occupation of father.

Of the total respondents, 86 percent are male, and 79 percent 

are In the 21 to 30 age bracket—l4 percent are above, and 

7 percent below that age bracket. A total of 70 percent are 

single. While 60 percent state that they are of the middle 

class, 12 percent give no class or Insist that no classes 

exist In their countr;#; of the remainder 23 percent consider 

themselves from a very poor class, and 5 percent say they are 

wealthy. Although 42 percent state that their fathers are 

farmers, there appears to be no relationship between that 

occupation and the class category; .28 percent say that their 

fathers are professional or In business, while 10 percent say 

government service; about 20 percent give no answer at all.
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An interesting feature of the data is that 57 percent 

of the respondents say they have been in America more than 
two years, indicating perhaps

in their countries than recent arrivals would ha.ve; yet many 

answers ref^lect an- awareness of happenings abroad, 

a.total of 33 percent who have been in America from one to two 

years, 1 percent under six months and 9 percent.:_from 7 to 12 

Since 65 percent have completed only secondary level 

of education prior to arrival in America, it is not surprising 

to find that 56 percent are seeking bachelor’s degrees] but 

a good number—l6 percent—are working for the doctoral degree; 

and-23 percent for the master’s degree.

less contact with current events

There is

months.

Approximately 5 per

cent of the respondents give no indication of what degree they 

seek, if any. Perhaps a significant fact here is that of 

32 students seeking the doctorate, 13 are from Tanzania, the 

country with the lowest literacy rate and the least economic, 

development.

The major fields of study show a wide distribution, 

with the social sciences encompassing 19 percent, physical 

sciences 18 percent, business and economics 11 percent and 

mass communication only 2 percent. The last figure seems 

significant in that many answers by the respondents reflect 

a decided opinion on the place of mass communication in na

tional development. The other 50 percent of the answers on 

major fields of study reflect a very wide distribution. In 

a related question on,what type of work the student expects 

to do upon return to his country,-a-significantly large pro

portion—47 percent—show education as their Intended occupa

tion. Politics or civil service is indicated by 18 percent, 

scientific or engineering fields by 11 percent, and l6 percent
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give other scattered fields; 8 percent are undecided.

■^30 percent receive financial aid, mostly from their governments.

About

E^rS^ The small group of female respondents display some 

striking features in their answers. A total of l6 out of 

27 respondents have education as an occupational goal, and 

5 have some type of medical practice in mind. These two cat

egories constitute 77 percent of the whole group. Possibly 

some feminist rebellion■against the status quo is reflected 

in that'of the 8 respondents out of 201 in the survey who re

fused' to indicate their tribe, 4 of them are women. They each 

make'"a point of suggesting that tribes are obsolete. Only 5 

women have scholarships. Table 8-1 summarizes these demo

graphic data.

Overview of the Findings

To get a better sense of the main directions and 

interrelations of the data gathered in the survey relative to 

tribalism, lingua franca, and mass media as influences on and 

as-affected by national development, this overview is selective

It also gives separate data for

Chapter IX

in presenting the findings.

different countries only when deemed significant, 

takes up the four hypotheses of the study and relates pertinent 

survey findings as well as other available information to each
I

hypothesis.

Tribalism, Lingua Franca, and 
, National Unity.

Although many of the students gave comments to vari

ous questions that reflect their devotion to the ideals of
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TABLE 8-1

STUDENT RESPONSES ON PERSONAL DATA (N = 201)

Category Percentage

/ 86Sex—male

Age
21 to 30 years 
31 and over 
20 and under

79
14
7

Marital status—single 70

Class status described

6oMiddle class 
Vejy poor 
Wealthy 
No class

23
5

12

Occupation of father

Parmer
Profession or business 
Government service 
No indication

42
28
10
20

Length of time in America

More than two years 
One to two years 
7-12 months 
Under six months

57
33
9
1

Degree sought

56B.A. or equivalent 
M.A. or equivalent 
Ph.D. or equivalent 
Other

23
16
5

Major field of study

Social sciences 
Physical sciences 
Business and economics 
Hass media 
Varied other fields

19
18
11
2

50

Occupation goal

Education
Politics/clvll service
Science/engineering
Other
Undecided

47
18
11
l6
8
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African Socialism and the denial of the presence of tribalism 

In their country, all but eight of the African students gave

Dozens of tribes were representedthe names of their tribes.

In the group of respondents, but predictably. In Kenya three 

tribes were named with much greater frequency, and one tribe 

was the most frequently mentioned In Uganda; Tanzania had

widely distributed answers, reflecting that country's numerous 

East Indians represented about 10 percent of the 

total, being 21 out of 201 respondents.

tribes.
>5*

Eighty percent of the students gave a tribal language 

as their mother tongue, many being represented. Only Luganda 

with 18 percent and Kikuyu with 13 percent were above the 

To percent level in frequency of mother tongues mentioned, 

corresponding with the numerical Importance of these two tribes 

In Uganda and Kenya respectively. Over half the respondents 

said Swahili was their second language, and more than 4o per

cent gave.'EngUsh as a second language, with better than 90 percent 

^ claiming good or excellent fluency in their second language.

■ (See Table 8-2.)

Swahili should be the national language, in their 

country, according to 64 percent of the students, with many 

from Tanzania insisting that in fact it is already a national, 

language.

as a.national language.

given reasons for selecting either English or Swahili as the 

national language were (1) that it is widely‘understood or 

easily learned and (2) that it promotes unity and avoids 

tribal conflicts.- Eighty-eight percent of the students be

lieved, that a national language would promote unity; and

Only in Uganda was English preferred over Swahili 

(See Table 8-3.) The most widely
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TABLE 8-2

LANGUAGES SPOKEN BY STUDENTS (N = 201)
■'H.

Percentage Speaking

East
Indian* OtherEnglish TotalClassification Tribal Swahili

80 6 • 5 100Mother Tongue 9

8^* li}Second Language 92

*Whlle all of these students were studying in the U.S.A. or Canada 
and therefore using English to some considerable degree, about 65 percent 
regarded some other language as their second language equal to English. )

**Total percentage greater than 100 because of large number of 
multiple answers for the second language.

-t
cr\

fi
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70 percent thought the mass media could help develop a national 

(See Tables 8-3 and 8-4.)language.

TABLE 8-3
/

PREFERENCE FOR NATIONAL LANGUAGE

Percentage by Countries

Total
NUganda TanzaniaLanguage Kenya

123 649671 27Swahili

English 4244 22020

61222 0‘ Luganda 0

668 2 11Multiple

3 22 2Other 1

45 19155Total number 91 ,

100101 100Total percent 100
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TABLE 8-4

QUESTION: CAN MASS MEDIA HELP DEVELOP
ONE NATIONAL LANGUAGE?

Response Percentage
/

Yes 70

No 12
?3

14Don't know

Already have a national 
language 4

100Total

Lingua Franca, Mass Media and 
National Development

While 88 percent of the students believe a national 

language will promote national unity, 75 percent believe that 

increased access to radio for the people "will help to reduce 

difference and create greater national unity." (See Table 8-5.)

TABLE 8-5

INFLUENCES FOR NATIONAL UNITY

Percentage

yesType of Influence No

88-National language 
(N = 108)

Increased acces? to radio 
(N = 184)

12

75 25

0
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English was far the most'popular language for 

newspapers read by the students, although Swahili was more

Even in Uganda, where the tribal 

language Luganda is widespread, Swahili outweighed Luganda in 

popularity for radio programs.

important in radio listening.

The significance of this find

ing is reinforced by the fact that Swahili is the most impor

tant language used in broadcasts in East Africa, according to

The. importance of ^English as the medium usedthe respondents, 

in films reflects the lack of a film-producing Industry in

East Africa—most movies being Imported from England or Amer-

(Seelea, and a few from India in the Hindi language. 

Table 8-6.)

In a question given to one third of the subjects in 

the survey i|i which they were asked which language programs 

on radio were listened to most by people in the respondent’s 

hometown (as contrasted to his country), results produced

English 5, Swahili 40, Tribal 30, 

Compared to figures in Table 8-6

the following percentages:

Multiple 23, and Other 2. 

for radio listening in the country, hometown listening to 

programs in’tribal languages was significantly larger, and 

English and Swahili programs somewhat less popular, 

servations may approximate the actual situation, but it may 

.also be true that the respondents’ observation on hometown

Both ob-

listenlng is more accurate than.that on nationwide listening.

While newspapers, in the opinion of the students, 

have less Influence than radio with the people, they believe 

.newspapers tend to have good availability; 46 percent say many 

newspapers are available in their hometowns, and 52 percent 

A total of 83 percent believe newspapers dosay some are.

Influence their readers regarding national problems.
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TABLE 8-6

language used in mass media

Language Used (Percentage)

Mass
Medium English Swahili Luganda Multiple Other Total

5n 18Newspaper 
(most read 
by students)

Radio
(listened 
to most by 
students)

Radio
(most used 
in respon
dents ' 
country)

Films
(most often 
used)

2H* 2 100
(N =.199)

2H 45 16* 69 100
(N = 199)

16 . 56 22*5 1 100
(N = 197)-

84 6 8*2 100
(N = 195)

*'Mentlons of more than one language in answering a question were not dls- 
They tend to reflect the same degree of differences found in singletrlbuted. 

mentions.

Wording differences in questions regarding data above are indicated 
with the classifications in the stub of the table.

Note: VJl
o

li
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In rating types of mass media for aiding national 

development, the respondents put radio first with 72 percent.

In influence on na-followed by newspapers with 19 percent, 

tional leaders, they think newspapers lead, and rate radio

“ second, the percentages being 36 and 2H percent respectively. 

But radio, in the opinion of 46 percent, is more influential 

with "ordinary citizens" than is the newspaper; and they be

lieve the next best means of Influencing the citizenry is by

(See Table 8-7.)word-of-mouth.

A total of 77 percent of the students thought that 

the mass media in America did give them ideas as to how such 

media might be used in developing their own countries, but a

large number had negative reactions to the kinds of ideas

Some of these ideas are mentioned later in this study.gained.

In the matter of government control of the mass 

media in their own countries, 55 percent said newspapers were 

both privately and government-owned, and a convincing 96 per

cent declared that government owns and operates all broadcast

ings service . The answers were more evenly divided on the 

question of whether government owns and operates the film in

dustry; 56 percent said it did, and 44 percent said it did not.

In response to the question asking if there should

be regulation of speech and press in the students' countries,

54 percent said "Yes," 

There was no equivocation on this question.

the pro-con dichotomy was nearly equal:

46 percent, "No."

Of those saying there should be such regulation, 24 percent

'believed that anything detrimental to the people or the leaders

Other types of regulations suggestedshould be forbidden, 

were widely distributed.
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TABLE 8-7
V

INFLUENCE BY TYPE OP COMMUNICATION

Percentage

Object of 
Influence

Word-of-
MouthRadio Newspaper Multiple Other Total

National
Development 672 19 3 100

(N = 93)

Leaders of 
Country 24 36 627 7 100

(N = 186)

Ordinary
Citizen >46 41 13 100

(N = 72)

M
U1ro

fi
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Importance of Mass Media 
Relative to Education

Notwithstanding the widespread usage and influence, 

of mass media Indicated by survey results, the respondents 

overwhelmingly put education ahead of mass media as to impor

tance in modernlzatlpn of the country. In fact, they also 

rated transportation more Important than mass media in this 

regard. Table 8-8 gives their answers to the question asking: 

Which of;three factors are most important to modernization of 

your country?

TABLE 8-8

IMPORTANCE OP EDUCATION, TRANSPORTATION, AND MASS MEDIA

Factor NumberPercentage

16988Education

Transportation

Mass Media

(Multiple answers, 
undistributed)

6 12

84

42
100 193

According to 80 percent of the respondents, tribal 

loyalties of pupils in secondary schools in their countries 

are now weaker than those of their elders; only 8 percent felt 

that such loyalties were strong and 12 percent saw-no differ- 

Slnce most school children go- away from home to board

ing schools in central locations, this question has some

In another aspect of the.tribal problem, 75 per

cent of the respondents thought tribal loyalties are weakened

§

ence.

significance.
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when people are urbanized, 

other.

These two results reinforce each

Interpretation

?•

Certain Important factors stand out in these data. 

Most respondents afe single, young males from the lower middle

class, with serious intentions concerning their higher educa

tion and what they may do with It upon their return to their 

countries. Less than a third receive scholarship help, and 

yet the majority have been In America since completing second

ary "school, and Intend to obtain at least a B.A. degree, with 

a considerable number aiming higher.
jS>-

A larger number of the respondents recognize the 

need of a lingua franca In East Africa; they are somewhat 

divided between Swahili and English for this purpose, with 

the former having the edge for the near future. Radio Is

clearly the medium very often mentioned as the most Important

for the modernization of the country, while newspapers strongly 

Influence .the literate and especially national leaders. Tribal

loyalties exist but are mlnmlzed in Importance by the respon

dents, this being most striking In the case of the Tanzanians

and less so in Uganda and Kenya. Education is an important 

theme running throughout the answers—being Important both In

modernization and as a subject for the mass media to emphasize 

in developing national unity. There is a measure of admiration 

for the technological progress seen in America, but also much

■ antagonism to the content and technique of the mass media In 

the United states. Most respondents show an attitude of deter

mination to further development of their countries along
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African culture patterns, taking'what Is useful from the west, 

and discarding the rest.

The findings which deal with Interrelationships of 

lingua franca, mass media, and national development all tend 

to be supportive of one another. Reflecting attitudes of 
future leaders of the three nations of East^Afrlca as they do, 

the results constitute a positive sign for future progress In 

national development and modernization of East Africa.

■ f-'-



CHAPTER IX

STUDENT SURVEY FINDINGS RELATED

TO POUR HYPOTHESES

The questions of the survey were not designed to 

provide- direct tests of the hypothe-ses posed In the study, 

but more to see If the East African students' knowledge and 

attitudes In these matters reflect understanding and support 

of the relationships expressed In the hypotheses. What these 

future',national leaders think In these regards will surely 

help shape national development In their countries to some 

appreciable degree.

Each hypothesis will be taken up one at a time, and 

related findings of significance will be Introduced and cross- 

related to other of the hypotheses where Important.

Hypotheeia 1: The move developed maaa media ave in the ooun- 
tviea of East Africa^ the gveatev the development of a lingua 
fvanoa.

Converselyj the existence of a lingua fvanoa aids development 
of mass media in these countries^ roughly in proportion to the 
prevalence of the lingua fvanoa.

Can Mass Media Help Develop 
,a National Language

Perhaps more significance will be attached to the 

data presented In this section If first a clear picture of

156
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the need for a lingua franca is drawn from the survey data. 

Asked what was their'mother tongue, I99 students gave forty 

different languages. These were as follows with the frequency 

of response:

Luganda
Kikuyu
Luhyia
Luo
Swahili
Kikamba ■
Haya -
Kipsigi
Runyankole
Lutoro
Lango
Sukuma
Kichagga
Kisii
Taita
Meru

Jilaragoli 
"Runyarwanda 
Ldsoga 
Kihehe 
Zanaki 
Jita 
Ateso 
Kiembu 
Nandi 
Elmolo 

- Lugbara 
Acholi 
Lunyole 
Lugisu 
Sarnia 
Nyamwezi

135 2 Igukuria
Pare
Kiporogo
Kinyaturu
Kirewe
Kingoni
Kinyiramba
Iraqw
Zaramo
Portuguese
East Indian
Other
Multiple

Total

25 2 1
14 2 1

1. 13 2
I12 2 1

6 2 1
6 ■1 1
5 1 1
5 1 1
4 11
4 171
4 51
4 51
3 1 .1992 1
2 1

Question 5 asked: Do you think that broadcasting 

and widespread use of newspapers and magazines in your country 

could,help develop one national language?

The distribution of answers show an overall strong 

affirmative appreciation of the relationship between mass media 

and development of a national language or lingua franca.

(See Table 9-1.)
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TABLE 9-1'-

MEDIA HELP DEVELOP NATIONAL LANGUAGE

Percentage

•Is National* 
Language'

Don't
Know

r‘

N NatCountry' Yes No

^ 88 k74 13Kenya 13 1
'a

58 1Uganda 5920 22 0

45 378 4 18Tanzania 0

26134 23 192Total N 9

14Total, % 10170 12 5

*Instead of .answering Yes or nine students wrote 
In that their country had a national language.

tNa = no answer.

The one large difference In the distribution pattern 

of the "Yes" answers Is the relatively lower figure for Uganda

While mass media develop-than for the other two countries, 

ment In Uganda almost equals that In Kenya and surpasses that 

-In Tanzania, the Ugandan students view mass media as somewhat 

less help to the-development of-a national language. This re

sult may be explained by their weaker'consensus as to what 

their national language should be'(see Table49-2) and by the 

less>j,concentratlon of- thei mass media In Uganda on. one or not 

more than two llnguas 'franca.

r .
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TABLE 9-2 ■

WHAT SHOULD BE THE NATIONAL LANGUAGE

Percentage

Country NEnglish Swahili Luganda Multiple Other

20 71 8Kenya 9110

44 6Uganda 2 5527 22

4596Tanzania 2 20 0

42Total .N 123 12 3 19111

64 6 6Total % 22 2 100

Table-9-2 shows that Swahili was the preferred na

tional language of 96 percent of Tanzanian students and 71 

percent of Kenyan students. Among Ugandan students, there 

, was not even a majority agreed on one language, English receiv

ing the largest percentage—44 percent, with the remainder 

spre'ad over more than four other languages. A part of the 

explanation for their lack of consensus on a lingua franca is 

undoubtedly due to the use of a larger variety of languages 

in radio broadcasts and printed periodicals in Uganda as de

tailed in Chapter VII.

This same picture of Uganda’s lingua franca problem 

is reflected by student answers to the question:

Which language is used most in radio broadcasts in your 
country?

The distribution of the answers in Tabid,9-3 shows that radio
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listening, in the opinion of the students, is spread across 

mo,re than five languages with none getting a majority of the

In Tanzania, 98 percent of the students say Swahili 

is used most in radio broadcasts, and 97 percent of Kenya stu

dents say Swahili is used most in radio broadcasts in Kenya.

isteners.

TABLE 9-3

LANGUAGE MOST USED ON RADIO BROADCASTS

Percentage Number of
English Swahili Luganda Other Mentions*Country"

2 11797 0Kenya 30

7678Uganda 1 35 20t

4798Tanzania 2 0 0

74 136 24020 10Total Mentions

8 4Percentage 31 57 100

Total number = 195.

*Number used in the table is based on number of
Numbermentions, which reflects numerous multiple answers, 

of students for each country were Kenya 91j Uganda 57, and 
Tanzania 47.

tMost of the "other" are probably "Luganda." Hovi- . 
ever, the phrase "tribal language" was used by the students; 
since 7 out of 10 respondents giving this designation "tribal 
language" are of the Baganda tribe, the probability is great 
that the phrase indicates Luganda.

?■
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Uganda students felt that radio broadcasts were 

actually working against the firm establishment of a national

broadcasts were so fragmented linguisti

cally. In this respect, the respondents thus Imply that, with 

the multiplicity of languages used In broadcasts In Uganda, 

the effectiveness of ..^e mass media as a unifying factor in 

developing a national language and In other respects Is at 

present slight. The following are some of the comments of 

Ugandan students:

. . . tribes listen to their own tribal broadcasts or 
prjogrammes.

People tend to stick to their own languages since each 
tribe has a radio station.

Broadcasts are made in most languages and each group of 
people listen to their own.

. . . There are 12 tribal languages used on Uganda radio. 
Each tribal language gets 15 minutes on radio in the 
time of national news . . . there is no language which 
is common in Uganda, so communication is very hard . . .

One of the questions asked of all students surveyed

was:

Do most people in your home town or village listen to 
radio?

Eighty-six percent said Yes and 14 percent said ^ (N = I89). 

When data on this question are related to replies to the ques

tion asking what language the home town people listened to 

most, the results show they think Swahili is preferred by a 

majority percentage and English the second choice.

The large degree to which the total subjects 

Swahili as the preferred national language and the relationship

see
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of this strong consensus to whether mass media helps develop 

a national language are revealed in Table 9-^.

In summary, the evidence from the student survey 

relating to Hypothesis 1 indicates the great majority have 

some appreciation of the mutual relationship between lingua 

franca.and mass medi^, and they understand that in the context 

of national development each tends to support the. other, 

this regard-, it could be inferred from the findings that stu

dent awareness of the lingua franca function of Swahili and 

English, particularly. Influenced their thinking.

In

t5i.

Hypotheeis 2A: The greater the development of mass aommuni- 
‘Oations in the countries of East Africa^ the more it reduces 
tribal tendencies that are negative to national development.

Hypothesis 2B: The greater the prevalence of a lingua franca 
in these countries, the greater the opportunity for overcoming 
tribal tendencies that are negative to national development.

Tribal Tendencies Negative 
to National Development

The direction of both parts of Hypothesis 2 views 

mass media and lingua franca as forces which help overcome 

tribal tendencies negative to national development, 

the data from the survey to bear on the hypothesis as a whole 

and more specifically on each part, the first step is to elab

orate on the meaning of "tribal tendencies negative to national 

development."

To bring

The most obvious and probably most far-reaching 

negative tendency in a tribe is for members to hold on to 

■ their tribal languages and their peculiar culture. The con

sequences of clinging to tribal language and culture tends to . 

be a barrier to communication with tribes in a nation with
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TABLE 9-^ \
>

NATIONAL LANGUAGE CHOICE AND MASS MEDIA HELP

Can‘'mass-media 
help develop na- 
tTonal language?

. National language should be

English Swahili Luganda Multiple Other N %
\

88 6Yes 29 10 0 133 71

8 7 5 1 '2 23 12No

5 23 12DK 17 1 0 0

Is national 
language’

t

8 40 10 7 0

)

3 18742Total N 119 12 11

Total % ■ 64 66 10022 2

H")
uo
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Other negative tendencies•areother languages and cultures, 

actually specifics of the barrier to general communication.

They include the fragmenting of educational effort and conse

quently the great reduction of general education, more espe

cially at higher levels. Another negative tendency would be 

prejudice against o^er tribes, and an Important example of 

prejudice that can hurt development of national unity is the 

favoritism often shown by a dominant tribe influencing the 

selection of local and national leaders from its tribal mem-

A more general symptom of prejudice would be failure 

of different tribes to understand and appreciate the needs.

This attitude comes very

bers.

problems and rights of one another, 

humanly from thinking more in terms of one's own Immediate

social group than in terms of the nation's Interest at large.

More specific facets of the lack of communication 

which are barriers to national development are the difficul

ties in administering national government, of developing na

tional commerce and Industry, of facilitating travel, and 

many other functions of a national society, 

too, would be the difficulty of accommodating the inward flow 

of rural people to urban centers; that is, the language bar

riers in polyglot nations, such as make up East Africa, would 

■ slow the development of urbanization.

A part of this.

Radio Helps National Unity

To obtain opinion directly on Hypothesis 2A, the

students were asked:

As more people get access to radio broadcasts in your 
country, do you,think this will help reduce differences 
and create greater national unity?
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The question focused on radio for the obvious reason that it 

is the only mass medium which comes even close to reaching 

3^-, half the population of each country. The, total response was 

a strong affirmative, 75 percent Yes, to 25 percent No, with 

l8^ students,, responding. On an individual country basis, 

substantial differences showed up in percentages of affirmative 

replies, ranking Tanzania-first, with 91 percent; Kenya second, 

with 78 percent, and^Uganda third, with 57 percent. (See 

Table 9-5.) This order cannot be definitely correlated with

TABLE 9-5

RADIO AND NATIONAL UNITY

Total.Percentage

Country Yes No N

^878 8822Kenya

^3 5^ 29Uganda 57

H2Tanzania 91 9 23

138 46 184Total N

Total % 75 25 100

development of radio listening by countries, as indicated in 

On the basis of the latest estimates of totalsChapter VII.

of radio sets to population, the countries seem almost even. 

But when the.concentration of broadcasts by languages for 

each country, as judged by the students (see Table 9-3), is. 

compared to student appraisal of the radio medium's effect on
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national unity in Table 9-5, the correlation is very high.
In radio concentration by language, Tanzania uses Swahili most, 

^^58 percent of the students said, with 2 percent indicating 

In Kenya, it is Swahili, said 97 percent, with 30 

.percent also indicating English on par with Swahili.

Uganda, counting multl^e answers, 78 percent of the students

English.

In

said English, 35 percent, said Luganda, and 20 percent said 

"tribal language." Thus, on language concentration for radio

broadcasts, the order is Tanzania first, Kenya second, and 

Uganda third. This is.the same order found in the results to

the question about the.effect of radio on national unity. 

(See Table 9-6.)
A

TABLE 9-6

RADIO: LANGUAGE CONCENTRATION AND NATIONAL UNITY

Rank Order

Language
Concentration

Influence on 
National Unity'Country

Tanzania 1 1

Kenya 2 2

Uganda 3 3

Total N 195 184

Asked Why, students who saw radio as a unifying 

force explained it more on an educational basis than any other 

Many felt radio programs can be used to further adultreason.

‘.1
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education in the areas of better methods of agriculture, in 

Increased literacy, and to inform people of plans and programs

This latter factor was often expressed in 

the answers, the majority of which expressed the need and 

'desirability of government continuing to control the contents 

of radio broadcasts for, the Important purpose of fostering and 

increasing a feeling of national unity and pride among diverse 

tribes which make up each of the three countries of East 

Africa.

^^.^.df the government.

To another question, many students responded in a 

similar--vein. They were asked:

In.what Important ways could any of the means of mass 
communication help in the modernization of your country?

Out of 124 who recel^ved the question, 107 responded and 79 

of the^-said education, in some variation or other.

35 answersv were closely related, keying on the idea of infor-

Next in frequency of response was 

"fostering of national unity, offered by 25 students,- and 

fourth in line was giving people political awareness.

Another

matlon dissemination.

As stated earlier in this chapter (page I65), 

radio was presumed to be the most Important mass medium at 

the present stage of the national development of East Africa. 

In this regard, the students were asked:

Which is trhe most important means of mass communication 
in national development of new African states?

Their answers leave no doubt that they favor radio, as shown 

Newspapers are definitely second, and otherin Table 9-7. 

media are scarcely mentioned.
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TABLE 9-7 '

MEDIA IMPORTANCE IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Percentage saying most Important

Maga
zines

Mul-
Pilm tiple

News
papers

r'

NCountry Radio

V •

- 8966 8Kenya 21 2 2

24 59 31Uganda 71 5

45 2384 4 4Tanzania - 7

36 4Total N 193139 2 12

6Total % 72 19 1 2 100

*Multiple answers of more than one medium.

Some light on newspaper's role and degree of influ- 

' ence in national development is given by the student response 

to the question:

Do you think newspapers have any influence on their 
readers as to what to think about national affairs in 
your country?

Table 9-8 gives the frequency distribution of their replies, 

according to degree of influence attributed to the newspaper 

medium.
%■
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TABLE 9-8

NEWSPAPERS AND NATIONAL AFFAIRS

Degree of Influence
Thr^ee countries 

Combined TotalNone Little Moderate Much

3634 75Number 3

484 45 100Percent 3

&
In answers to other questions, it becomes clear that 

the students see the newspapers as a medium of influence on 

leaders of the. country more so than on the people. This view

is understandable in the light of the limited circulation re-

(See Table 7-5.)lative to the size of the population.

Returning to the matter of using mass media to help 

educate the people, and referring to an assumption made in the 

beginning of this section, that the more varied and diffused 

the tribal languages in a country, the greater would be the 

hindrance to development of education, we can examine the 

answers to a question about the use of radio by type of pro

gram that should be emphasized and see if It reflects student 

awareness of the degree of educational needs in their countries- 

The question asked was:
V.

Below are four types of radio programs. If you 
were the manager of home broadcasts in your country, 
indicate the type of program you would emphasize most by 
ranking it "first.” Then rank the other second, third

S'
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and fourth, according to the emphasis you would £ive 
each type.

ADVERTISEMENTS

EDUCATION

NEWS

ENTERTAINMENT

Used on one of the alternate page 3’s In the questionnaire, 

57 students responded. Lumping together students from all 

three countries, and analyzing the data by weighting each 

first place four points, second place three points, and so 

on, th^ "if-then" picture as a whole shows the following re

sultant weight for each type of program:

WeightType of Program

19^Education

News 155

Entertainment 99

66Advertisements

These results show that students put educational type programs 

definitely ahead of the other types. By Inference, therefore, 

we can say that as a whole the East African students are aware' 

of the needs for educational programs, and it is reasonable 

to believe that the multiplicity of tribal languages is one 

of the factors contributing to their awareness of the need. 

More will be said about this point later.

The same rank order is found for each country sepa- 

While the number in each subsample for separate coun

tries is too small to support strong reliability in the

rately.
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analysis of data by countries, the weighted Index for separate 

countries Is shown anyway In Table 9-9. A weighted Index Is 

g>«--used In order to adjust for different size samples In each of 

the three countries.

h

TABLE 9-9V-
WEIGHTED INDEX BY TYPES OP PROGRAMS*

Country Education News Entertainment Advertisements

1838 13Kenya ^ 31

A3 24Uganda 27 9

2838 13Tanzania 23

*To derive the Index value, for each country the... 
weighted score was divided by the total of Its four scores 
and the result multiplied by 100.

It- has been assumed that If mass media are used to

educate, the effects help reduce tribal tendencies negative

In support of the validity of thisto national development, 

assumption, the student answers to the following question

give strong supporting evidence:

Do you think tribal loyalties of pupils now In secondary 
schools are stronger or weaker than those of the older 
generation?

The results shown In Table 9-10 make It clear that the stu

dents believe education weakens tribal loyalties.
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TABLE 9-10

EDUCATION AND TRIBAL LOYALTIES

Percentage

Not

Country NStro Difference Weakerr^ger

8 80 25 38Kenya .12

30 45Uganda 20 737
s

Tanzania 100 11 170 0

Of course, no one can attribute all the presumed difference 

to be due to education alone, but the question made education 

central in Importance, and it can be Inferred that it was 

probably the strongest factor influencing student answers.

In this regard', the following question recognizes 

that education leads to other factors that further reduce 

tribal tendencies negative to national development, l.e., 

mobility and the movement from tribal villages to urban 

centers:

As more people get education and go to towns and 
cities to seek work, do you think tribal connections, 
or loyalty to one's tribe, will be weakened?

The answers show that Tanzanian students are more acutely 

aware of the,difference such changes in education and mobility 

(See.Table 9-11.)

developed in education and a doubtful second or third in ur

banization, their appraisal of the degree of change expected 

is logical.

will make. Since Tanzania is the least
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TABLE 9-11

WEAKENING EFFECTS OF EDUCATION AND MOBILITY 
ON TRIBAL RELATIONS

Percentage

Country Yes No N

v ■
4960 29Kenya 31

<9.

3425 20Uganda 75

1710Tanzania 90 10

44 15 75Total N

Total % 10075 25

The gveatev the prevalenae of a lingua franoaHypothesie 2B:
in the countries of East Africa^ the more it reduces tribal 
tendencies that are negative to national development,

The close relation between lingua franca and mass 

media' has been treated in several previous parts of the study, 

and it was the primary focus of this chapter's first section 

dealing with Hypothesis 1. Student opinion strongly supports 

. the supposed relationship between lingua franca and mass media. 

In the first part of,this chapter's second section dealing 

with Hypothesis 2A—that mass media tend to reduce tribal 

tendencies ne’gat'ive to national development--student opinion 

also was found to strongly support that relationship. There

fore, it.is to be expected that student opinion will strongly 

support Hypothesis 2B. Such is the case in the student re

sponse to the question:
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As more people learn a national language, do you think 
that a stronger feeling of national pride and unity will 
develop?

The results, 'given In Table ‘9-1,2; are as expected, and they 

show -an even stronger support for the relationship between 

the development of a,national language and development of

s found In response to a similar ques-national unity than 

tlon relating Increasing availability of radio and effects on 

national unity.
)Si.

(See Table 9-5.)

TABLE 9-12

EFFECT OF NATIONAL LANGUAGE ON NATIONAL PRIDE AND UNITY

Percentage

%Country Yes No N

86 .iH 56Kenya

li]86 29Uganda

96 22Tanzania

9^ 107*13Total N

88Total % 12 100

^Question was on two of the alternate pages, with 
total number responding = 107.

pS'

The results in Table 9-12 are not differentiated In 

degree, and therefore there is no way to analyze the data to 

test for the concomitant variation hypothesized In 2A. 

one point, however. It'can be argued that since Tanzania has

On
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far more tribal languages than Uganda or Kenya, the Tanzania 

students should be more acutely aware of the need for a na-

tional language and should appreciate more the positive effect

Theof a national language on national pride and unity.

“• direction of Ihe results lend support to this line of thought. 

The data of course»^re not suited to any kind of sophisticated

statistical test.

Ki.

Student Comment

Taking Hypothesis 2 as a whole, it is enlightening 

to examine pertinent comments of the students, some of which 

came in response to Why questions, and some were voluntary.

Clearly, a large majority of the respondents—75 

percent—thought that radio broadcasts have a unifying effect 

on the people of their country. But 25 percent definitely 

said radio broadcasts will not help this problem. There was 

no equivocation on this question, which illustrates the emo

tional overtones involved. The comments on why radio broad

casts do or do not affect, the tendencies towards tribalism 

are quite interesting. Here first are representative comments 

on the positive side of the question:

Properly designed programs will instill a national spirit 
and bridge the gap between ethnic differences.

A,lot of disunity is based on ignorance and fear which 
needs good informative media to dispel.

- 'i
Because they will have understanding of government policy 
at national level and think themselves as a nation.

If they draw ideas and information from the same source, 
chances of distrust are minimized, common trend of 
thought and idealism emerges.
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Radio broadcasts help people to'unde'^rstand what government 
does and plans. They show or tell what is good for the 
people. It is part of education to those who do not- get 
into classes.

Of those saying that radio broadcasts will not en

hance national''unity, the following comments seemed significant:
\-

National unity vilrll depend largely on the attitude of 
the government toward its subjects (i.e. without 
discriminating)

There is no interaction or physical contacts.

People have very strong tribal loyalties; they always 
want their tribe to win.

Because people react to news differently . .

' Since 88 percent of the respondents stated that as

people learn a national language greater unity will result in 

the nation, it is Interesting to note some of the reasons for 

this opinion. The following are typical of comments uphold

ing this position:

I think-tribalism is due to a great extent on lack of 
understanding; a common language would break this barrier.

A good example is my experience. I identified more with 
the Baganda when I was young and had not been exposed to 
English. But now I look down on people who cannot raise 
their outlook beyond their tribal experiences and customs. 
I think I represent quite a large group in my thinking.

Simply, a Tanzanian speaks Swahili in the same way that 
a true Tanzanian is a socialist.

Various ethical [sic].groups will be able to communicate 
with each other and perhaps be able to share their feel
ings . Lack of-communication is one of the stumbling 
blocks towards our national as well as African unity.
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The minority view held that learning a national 

n^nguage does not aid unity and in fact may destroy It. 

example the following unusual remark was made by one 

respondent:

For
5

i.

For. Kenya English Is fast becoming the 'national* lan
guage. From mV observation a frightening normlessness 
and utter lack'^o’f pride is exhibited by the English 

speaking Kenyan. When speaking a vernacularthe same 
Kenyans speak,very emotionally about national pride and 

■ unity. Is it possible the new medium (English) is 
responsible for the change?

Two other negative comments on the relationship be

tween learning a national language and the development of 

national pride and unity are:

It Is very hard to shake the tribal loyalty, 
probably need is to educate the people to think ‘of them
selves as Kenyans rather than Kikuyus or Luos.

What we

The principal problem is not language but the need for 
emergence of honest public figures respected and accepted 
by all various tribes within the country. At present 
most' of the political leaders present believe (themselves) 
to be nationalists but actually they use their offices 
'as means of earning a living and fame.

The implication of these data is that tribal, tenden

cies are a fact of life In East Africa; they are affected and 

sometimes lessened by effort of the government operating 

through radio broadcasts and educational programs. A common 

language Is generally thought to be encouraged by the avail

able, means of mass communication, although almost nothing is 

said concerning the effect of newspapers, periodicals, or 

films on the question of tribalism. Clearly the Implication 

Is that radio is the most practical means of reaching the. 

ordinary citizen of the countries of East Africa, due to
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Illiteracy and other Inhibiting factors.

"A

The recognition of the importance of mass 
media’s influence on national development is not widespread 
among leaders and potential leaders in the countries under 
study..

Hypothesis 3:

V-
Previously Presented Data

Some data gathered in the student survey can be

applied directly to potential leaders’ recognition of mass 

media’s Influence. As for present national leaders’ apprecia

tion of mass media, a few inferences can be drawn from student

In Chapter VII some evidence on attl-oplnlon on the matter, 

tudes. of national leaders toward the Importance of mass media

was discussed in connection with Hypothesis 3 (see p. 131).

Much data has been presented in the two previous 

sections of this chapter which reveal that student apprecia

tion- of mass media is widespread, 

they read newspapers in their own country, and at least one

As to

All but two students said

fourth read .newspapers ih two languages equally well, 

use.of radio, 88 percent listen dally and another 5 percent 

listen often, the remaining 7 percent being occasional users. 

Most of the students—86 percent—think most people in their' 

hometown or village listen to radio.

not speak to the point of whether the students regard mass

While these data do

media as being Important to national development, the data

If the studentsprovide evidence in the right direction, 

were not newspaper readers and radio listeners, such evidence

would be very negative.
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We have previously shown that a large majority of 

J^he students believe mass media help develop elements of great 

Importance to national development, such as national language 

or lingua franca, national pride and unity, and public educa

tion. By Inference, therefore, we can assume their recogni

tion of mass mfedla's Importance to national development Is 
r - ^
As far as It goes, this evidence runs contrary

i ■

widespread, 

to the hypothesis.

Mass Media Compared to 
Education and Transportation

The response to two questions In the survey puts 

the Importance of mass media In the eyes of the students In 

better perspective. They were asked which Is most Important 

to modernization of their country: ...transportation, mass media, 

or education. Also, which Is second In Importance? Approxi

mately 90 percent designated education most Important, with 

, 6 percent for transportation and ^ percent for mass media.

In second rank, they designated transportation over mass media 

-by $8 to 42 -percent. All things considered, with regard to 

national development of emerging nations, the students' values 

appear to be In the proper order, that Is, as a man of western 

civilization would see It. In modern nations, both education 

and transportation are larger endeavors than mass media by 

practically every socioeconomic measure.

Among the questions In the survey which pertain to 

Hypothesis 3 one was: Which of the following means of com

munication do you .feel Is the most Important Influence on 

the leaders of your country? The results are tabulated below:
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Means of 
Communication Number Percent

67 36Newspapers 
Word-of-mouth 
Radio
Television 
Magazines 
Films 
Multiple Answers

49 27
45 24
10 5
1 1

11
611

Total 184 100
Vi

Given the state of development of the different 

media in East Africa and the purposes they serve at present, 

the order of importance in Influence on the leaders is not 

surprising. The rating of word-of-mouth communication as 

second in Importance only to newspapers in influencing leaders 

might be interpreted as demeaning to mass media, particularly 

radio, and somewhat to newspapers, other mass media admittedly 

being at a low state of development.

With the question of Influence focused on the ordi

nary citizen—the people, as opposed to the leaders—the stu

dents placed radio first, word-of-mouth second, newspapers 

third, magazines fourth, television fifth, and films last.

This order is consistent for each of the three countries, but 

television was a close rival to magazines for fourth place 

with Kenya and Uganda students, although not with Tanzania 

students. This difference reflects the fact that both Kenya 

and Uganda have established the beginnings of a television 

industry in their largest cities. Tanzania has not yet started 

television operations.

Regarding the students’ rating of word-of-mouth com

munication as second to radio in Influence with the people.
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the Interpretation Is not the same as In the case of the 

J^eaders of the country. The’ two-step flow theory of mass 

communication holds that interpersonal communication assumes

b '

'f
1 a larger influence on the people than on the leaders of a 

1
country. The Influence flows downward from leaders to peo

ple by interp^sonal. communication.

Interpretation- of Comments 03

Answers to open-ended questions and voluntary com

ments add more understanding to how students view the impor

tance of mass media.

The matter of whether use of the mass media in the 

United States or Canada gave the respondents ideas as to how 

such media could be used in the development of their countries, 

of 167 respondents answering this question, 77 percent thought 

Many of the comments were sharply critical of the 

mass media in the United States, although the majority of the 

answers were clearly positive in their tone.

responding, 32 percent said that the mass media could be used 

for educational purposes, both in the schools and for adult

it did.

Of the students

education in such fields as literacy, sanitation, agriculture 

and political awareness. Some negative ideas indicated dls- 

^ enchantment with the mass media in the United States.

scarcity of media facilities in their own countries for good

The

mass communication was frequently brought out by the respon- 

These are some typical comments:dents.

^Lazarfeld, et al., op. clt.
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The use of TV for instance In giving instructions to the 
farmers- about how they may be able to cultivate in a 
better way, or how to look after their cattle properly 

.in addition to school programmer, would make it possible 
for the few experts we have to reach the many who need 

•their advice.

I have always been Impressed by the use of TV in U.S.A. 
and how effective it could be in national development.
In East Africa where over 75 percent of the population 
is illiterate the .visual Images shown on the screen could 
•be more effective than the printed words which are read 
by a small section of the population.

TV and radio broadcasting are the most Important mass 
communication. Newspapers and magazines are also very 
useful. But I'm afraid to say that my country is not 
ready for TV due to some corrupted pictures they show, 
especially moral deterioration.

It would help if leaders try to pass on their ideas by 
means of advertising and persuasion rather than dicta
torial methods.

Small towns should have their own radio stations where 
news and programs from that community are broadcast. 
People would develop pride in what they are.

The media could be used very effectively. . . to create 
a sense of a national culture rather than tribal cultures 
(in the tradltlonsl sense). ... to create an atmosphere 
conducive to modern development.

Here it seems as if people are free to express their 
ideas freely whether it be good or bad. People can even 
criticize leaders.

The American mass communication is not a good example to 
be used in our country because it is best' for a material 
oriented society.

. . . The U.S.’ takes the degree of freedom of mass com
munication only because of its size. Any issue cannot 
be serious enough to.disrupt the whole of the U.S. A 
San- Francisco type campus riot is enough to completely 
disrupt small countries.
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In the national development of my country I would use 
very limited- mass communication, because from what I*ve 
seen in the States, mass communication is a weapon to 
bring confusion and used as just a commercial thing— 
instead oT the intended so-called "educational concept."

Commercials'make me sick.
/;

. . . I depl^Jre the presentation of violence on TV which 
unknowingly a nation may "lead Itself to self- 
destruction . . .

j

Mass communication in this country is class oriented and 
highly censqred to that effect, 
censored but not to support institutional corruption as 
is the case here, but to guard and promote the revolution.

Ours should also be

. . . Too much of this mass communication has made citi
zens of the U.S. too much ignorant about other places; 
nobody argues logically here—a lot of quoting newspapers 
and TV—newsweek or Walter Cornkite [sic] says something 
and the public absorbs it like catechism.

It can lead to a whole world of error and chaos if jour
nalists are allowed to report their feelings and not the 
objective news. American journalists should be banned 
in Africa—completely.

It appears that most of the respondents do in fact 

have very decided opinions on the place of the mass media 

in national development, 

here, throughout the responses to other questions a tone of 

seriousness is evident in the necessity for using radio and 

other forms of mass communication in education and for increas

ing economic and social development of new nations. 

awareness of the importance of mass media in national 'develop- 

ment by present leaders has already been discussed, 

cases while naivete is evidenced in the proposed uses of the 

mass media, the-recognition of their potential usefulness on

Besides the instances discussed

The

In both
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the part of both present leaders ^nd potential leaders Is

Thus the assumptions made in Hypothesis 3 have been 

"’“^'largely refuted by the findings of this study, that is, the 

evidence indicates the recognition of importance of mass 

media's influence on national development ^widespread among 
leaders and potenl:;lal leaders of East Africa.

cle'^r.

Hypothesis 4: The prevailing political concepts in East 
Africa--African Socialism--greatly affect the attitude of 
leaders and potential leaders towards the use and control of 
mass media^ e.g-., limitation on freedom of the press by gover- 
ment offijcials^ and legal and constitutional provisions.

There is a considerable amount of material relevant 

to this hypothesis on African Socialism by way of background.

some of which was discussed in the earlier part.of this study 

(see p. 54 ff). Despite its theoretical nature in the eyes 

of some western observers, this system of political, social 

^nd economic development has great significance in East Africa.

The student respondents in their answers clearly reflect an 

involvment with the system and its basic aim of maintaining 

the integrity and stability of existing African governments. 

This aim certainly envisages limitations on free speech and 

press.

We have mentioned some of the,attitudes of East 

African leaders in connection with the last section of Chap

ter VII, which deals with supporting data on national .develop

ment in relation to the four hypotheses. Students in their 

replies.clearly reinforce most of the ideas of such men as 

Tom Mboya of Kenya and Julius Wyerere of Tanzania which con

cern U.1amaa: (togetherness), opposition to "capitalistic
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exploitation" of the people, and a basic mistrust of private 

' industrial enterprise, particularly as developed in the west.
^^^’"^The extended family is both a foundation and an objective of 

African Socialism; all men are brothers and hence equal.^

Thus Af^rlcan Socialism as established in East Africa 
is a system of values closely, involving political, economic

and social ideals, and one in which "people-centredness" is a

There is also a conscious rejection offundamental concept. 

the exploitation of capitalism, as well as of doctrinaire 

socialism, which l-sTi'ased on inevitable class conflict.

There are many echoes of these ideas in respondents 

One of the key questions involved in this data is:answers.

Do you think that there are proper regulations that need 
to be placed on private persons in what they publish or 
say in your country?

Of the 182 persons who answered, 5^^percent said Yes, 46 per- 

pent said 1^. (See Table 9-13.) Two additional questions 

asked whether their government controlled radio and films.

The strong comments from respondents are significant. Whereas 

American respondents would likely Interpret "proper regula

tions" to include mainly restrictions on libel and matters 

related to fairness and to rights of individuals, these Afri

can students, immersed in a socialistic system. Interpreted 

"proper regulations" in a political as well as social and eco

nomic context. There was no discernible pattern of difference 

among the three countries in respondents’ answers on any of 

the questions posed in Table 9-13.

2
Nyerere, op. clt p. 170.• 9
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TABLE 9-13

■A

CONTROL OP PRESS

I Percentage
■Question Yes No N

Are there proper regulations • 
.needed on speech and press? 54 46 182

Does government control radio 
broadcasting? 96 4 54

Does government control films? 56 44 48

'V-

/'The following comments are relevant to' this general 

picture of the Influences of African Socialism on the thinking
t

of the students regarding purposes and freedom of the press. 

Pour trends are discernible in these comments, which will be 

described following the comments. Each passage is from a 

d'ifferent respondent:

Ma'terlal that is relevant to the people and not what the
We should not havewestern world decides is Important, 

material that provokes discontent and causes different 
political factions at this stage in the development of 
the nation.

No capitalism^ indoctrination to my people (socialism— 
yes).

Criticism of the government publicly confuses the peas
ants [sic] masses.

• An average Tanzanian could be misled easily, if the pub
lisher would remember our goal now developing and take 
it as a guide the rest would be easy.
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Democracy as practiced in the U. S. is a luxury In the 
technologically developing countries; all must sacrifice 
•part of their personal freedom in the initial stage.

■■Statements that encourage divisive sentiments among the 
citizens should not be published.

/■

^ -
Newspapers should be censored due to the fact that not 
many people can differentiate between fact and'-opinlon.

■Limit interviews to foreign press who only pick out our 
weaknesses and Ignore the good in us.

Since these parts have become ideological battlegrounds 
for the big powers the government should ensure that 
masses are not distracted from the purposeful plans of 
development.

[Refers to one type of neededStooges of foreign powers, 
regulat'ion. ]

Censorship of 'news’ as reported by foreign press.

They can be used as weapons to misinform and misinterprate 
[sic] the government's intention, causing instability 
among the people. [Refers to newspapers,]

The public is relatively uninformed and conflicting 
Ideologies would only tend to confuse them . . . 
Contridlctlon [sic] in public is unhealthy to harmony 
necessary for growth.

. No private person or foreigner should publish something 
unless double-checked and approved by the ministry con
cerned. This is because some foreigners publish only 
things that let the country down, overlooking the good 
side of the the country. [Apparently the first sentence 
quotes some regulation actually existing.])

Interpretation of Kenyan culture to Kenyans should not 
be done by foreigners whatever the reasons may be.

Because my country is young and need [sic] to stabilize 
before freedom of anything is allowed. [Refers to need 
for regulation.]
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I thinkRegulation of publishers of foreign propaganda, 
that for newly growing nations, these publications only 
create more confusion and misunderstanding, particularly 

■ on the part of the public.

"Against cold war and immorality . . . Kenya is a non- 
aligned country and should not encourage pre-judlced 
publlcatloi^B.

ir

These comments reflect several trends:

In the first place, there appears a desperate desire 

to see their co.untrles remain politically stable and "soclallst- 

Therefore, complete freedom of expression is impos

sible and would be unwise, 

of.certain East African leaders.

minded.”

This is an echo of some statements 

(See pp. 19 and 41-42.)

Secondly, the comments reveal a definite and strong

antagonism to the "foreign press," which represents a remnant

Most of theof .colonialism to the young states of Africa.
press is still financed, a^oad, and this fact is highly

■' '1

^ sented by the African students; they feel that this press 

should conform to African ideas and not disrupt their countries 

fragile unity by "unwise" publications.

re-

A third trend is found in the protectiveness dis

played with regard to the masses of people, who are believed 

to be easily fooled by conflicting viewpoints, 

respondents there is the feeling that due to their ignorance, 

the "peasants" should be prptected against wrong ideas.

Among these

?•

Lastly, the element in African Socialism which 

established and maintains a one-party "state is clearly re

flected in the comments quoted; 

considered too weak to withstand numerous conflicting parties. 

The press must not be allowed to cause disunity.

New countries of Africa are
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Although the respondents are rather well-informed on 

the status of the press in their countries, they do not seem 

to he aware, of the low level of literacy, which ranges from 

'20 percent to perhaps percent in the three countries of

Kenya, Uganda', and Tanzania. (See Table 7-1.) As far as the
/• 'print media isrconcerned, we might ask whether the effect of 

"disruptive" statements in a free press would actually reach 

many of these illiterates.

There appears also in the data some noteworthy ideas 

against press regulation—but they are very much in the minor

ity. Thus African Socialism has not completely stifled other 

viewpoints. Nonetheless it should be noted that two of the 

three comments given here display a desire for voluntary re

straint on the part of publishers against "disruptive ideas-." 

The following is a meaningful observation of a Ugandan 

respondent:

There is now no freedom of press and expression. There
fore, all the newspapers are working under fear. People 
cannot say really what they feel is right. Constructive 

■ editorials are not found in newspapers because editors 
fear to have troubles with the government, because the 
government cannot suffer any fair comment about the 
policies of the government and criticism . . . the news
papers in Uganda cannot in fact do their job . . . any 
fair comment on policies of%he government means nothing 
else in the eyes of the leadeVs of Uganda [sic] "trying 
to overthrew the government."

?• The foregoing statement is all the more significant because 

it was made by a member of the dominant tribe in Uganda, 

reflects conditions under the Obote regime, which has since 

been ended, but as yet there is little information about pre

sent status of freedom in Uganda.

It

Other replies to the
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question on whether there should be regulation of the press 

include these:

■ I deeply regret saying ’Yes' because this Implies I con
done censorship. I believe that private persons who 
specialize In sheer political progaganda can be very 
disruptive. Surely constructive criticism should be 
very welc^e and_ I believe It Is.

I don’t mean, any explicit list of things that people may 
not write ,about but at this point of our development I 

■ think It would be extremely Irresponsible for people to 
publish things that would disrupt whatever orderliness 
we have achieved . . . So I suggest personal restraint 
on the part of publishers.

551.

In another answer the above respondent explains that he knows 

of no explicit law regulating the press In Kenya, but that 

tacitly newspaper editors are careful, and tend to relay, 

rather than "make" news. ’

In four of the open-ended questions, regarding press 

and speech regulations and control, a simple content analysis 

' was used to classify the direction of answers relevant to this 

Below are thq questions asked and categorizationhypothesis.

Ocf the answers :

Question Direction of Answers

24 percent said things detri
mental to leaders or people 
should not be published.

22 percent said that complete 
freedom of expression Is 
dangerous to a young, 
unstable socialist country.

54 percent widely distributed 

100 % total

Mention one type of regula
tion on press and speech 
needed.

N = 93
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Concerning ownership of the press the students were

Ik' » this question:

Direction of AnswersQuestionI

Are newspapers privately 
owned or are they /con
trolled by the gorernment?

N = 5^

33 percent said they were pri
vately owned

11 percent said they were gov
ernment owned

56 percent said they were both 

100 % total

The answers here reflect only a partial awareness of

the actual situation In the countries of East Africa regarding

In fact both prl-the ownership and operation of the press, 

vately owned and government owned newspapers and periodicals 

exist In all three countries under consideration In this study.

Until recently the greater number were privately operated, 

particularly the large dallies and weeklies. Presently, 

government-run publications are fast becoming Important.

-In a question' concerning the Influence of newspapers 

upon their readers, students were asked to choose among four

moderate, much, littlegradations of the amount of Influence: 

and none:

Question Direction of Answers

45 percent said moderate 
Influence

48 percent said much Influence

4 percent said little 
Influence

3 percent no Influence 

100 % total

Do you think that newspapers 
have any Influences on thelij 
readers as to what they think 
about national affairs?

N =•. 75
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The answers here reflect positive relationship with 

. , similar questions concerning the Importance of newspapers on 

the leaders of East Africa. In the question just presented a 

total..of 93 percent of the respondents thought that newspapers 

had moderate or much Influence on readers’ opinions about na

tional affairs; in a related question 5^ percent of the stu-

T

dents ranked newspapers third out of five categories as to

Newspapers where ranked firstinfluence on ordinary citizens, 

by 36 percent of the respondents in their influence on leaders.

Clearly the students considered newspapers important Influence 

on leaders, and only partly influential (in the realm of 

national affairs) on the public in general.

It is a fact that both private and government-owned 

newspapers exist in East Africa, but even privately owned . 

papers have the heavy hand of government laid on them if they 

criticize either government officials or their policies.

(This condition is fully discussed elsewhere in the study.)

The nationalization of the Tanzania Standard in 1970 may be 

the start of a.gradual swallowing up of the newspapers by gov-
T

ernment; the respondents seem well aware of the trend, as sev-

The majority of 

the students reflect a keen awareness of the status of the 

press in their countries.

veral mentioned the nationalization event.

, the hypothesis regardl^^Af^ricjan^ 

Socialism is largely substantiated in the respondents’ answers; 

this was particularly evident in their strong desire to see

In conclusion

control of speech and press to prevent instability and disunity

There is a clear reflection of anin their countries.
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authoritarian theory .of the press, although we cannot draw any 
definitive conclusions from such limited data.^

T
\

'

The chief purpose of an authoritarian press is to 
support and advance policies of the government in power; owner- 
ship: is private or public; the press cannot criticize pollti- 
cah machinery or officials in power. It-is an instrument for 
effecting government pjolicy. Licenses are necessary and 
sometimes there is censorship. (See Fred S. Slebert, Theodore 
Petersen and Wilbur Schramm, Four Theories of the Press,
Urbana: 1963, University of Illinois Press, p. 7.)



CHAPTER X

INTEpPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
r

The skeins of ethnocentric Ideas are tightly Inter- 

woven In the minds of most people, and thus In the assessment 

of research findings In another culture great care Is needed. 

In the conclusions of this study we can only attempt an honest 

objectivity based on experience In East Africa, being aware 

of our bullt-ln bias to the western world.

Probably African Socialism Is the most powerful force 

In shaping national development of the three East African 

countries of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania; therefore, the find

ings concerning the last hypothesis will be considered first 

In these conclusions.

First, some general comments seem Important, 

respect to national development, one Important dichotomy Is

With

evident between the positions of western authorities on East 

Africa and the leaders of that area. Most of the western 

authorities cited In this study emphasized the economic phase 

ofi development In the countries they discuss, as was the cus

tom- following World War II, when-massive programs of foreign 

aid were being formulated and bases for these programs .needed

Usually Implicit In foreign aid plans was ato be devised.

desire for a democratic political system in the-Image of the 

western world. In contrast, most East African leaders included 
the social and politlced’ factors as well as economic considerations

194
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In their plans and policies for development of their countries. 

Many of the ideas of these leaders are loudly echoed in data 

^and comments from the student respondents, 

begin, some western experts are also beginning to move toward ^ 

a fuller consideration of all social and political factors, as 

well as economic^', in their analyses of the needs and problems 

of developing countries; this trend is but a glimmer.so far. 

(See footnote 9»'Pa.ge 64.)

As the 1970’s

A related consideration in the findings is that the

social and political changes wanted by the East African leaders 

are somel^hat alien to western views. This desire is by no 

means confined to Africa; many other developing countries have

desired.the fruits of western technology without adopting the 

value system of the west, 

desire of leaders of newly independent countries to adopt 

certain features of modern life without accepting the entire

This policy

The data at hand Illustrate the

social and political system of the western world, 

'can be termed selective modernization.

Hypothesis 4 postulates that African Socialism 

greatly affects the attitudes of leaders and potential leaders 

towards the use and control of mass media, e.g., limitation on 

freedom of the press by government officials, and legal con

stitutional provisions. Several Important recurring ideas in 

the findings relate to the Importanqe of African Socialism in 

the thinking of both leaders and student respondents. First 

of all, modernization is a goal to be desired, and both leaders 

and students agree essentially on its format—the best of 

western technology, including education, scientific knowledge, 

economic development, and the judicious use of the mass media.
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Most of the leaders and students reject some parts of the 

valu^e system of the west, including "capitalistic exploita- 

S<^Xon." The desire is for modernization in African dress only. 

The chief exponent of African Socialism, Nyerere, does not

^ .

seem to accept urbanization as a part of the modernizing for

mula. The self-h^ip schemes to raise the levels of living in

Thisrural Tanzania emphasize ideals of rural African life, 

reflects the idea^of selection in determining what is needed 

from western modern living and what is not. 

is hardly surprising in the light of the colonial history of

Such a viewpoint

East Africa.

Both leaders and students express the need for in- 

-'.dustry, higher standards of living, better education and

similar Important goals, while at the same time they reject a 

predominantly capitalistic system, along with much of the 

freedom of speech and press so cherished in the western world. 

This selective process in devising a new social order for 

emerging nations may prove to be a chimera—as Lerner reminds 

(See page 11.)us.

A second Important factor in the findings relating 

to the concepts of African Socialism is the idea of the nation- 

implicit in the attitudes of East African leaders, as 

well as those of the students, is the assumption that a unified 

country, transcending the bonds of tribalism, is desirable.

The idea of the nation-state is ba

it appears that Africans

state.

and in fact a necessity, 

sically western European in origin, 

desire the benefits accruing in a strong centralized nation

state, but wish to retain at the-same time basic African Ideals 
that may actually weake^ such a nation.

There is a failure to
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consider the generations of almalgamatlon and development from 

trj-bal societies that, Europe had to experience before arriving 

^»^at the modern nation-state. The leaders and students In East 

Africa possess a sense of urgency—they want to do In one 

generation what,^ other nations managed to accomplish only 

through trial a^ error and centuries of accretion, 

urgency Is earnestly expressed. Consider the Ideals of a 

Nyerere, who endeavors through better education to Instill In 

the youth of Tanzania the concept that Tanzanians must work 

their own way out of poverty, realizing that all citizens are 

membersjDf one society, depending upon each other. Such Ideals 

can only Inspire admiration for the people who strive for 

them. Thus the Idea of a nation-state cast In the Image of 

African culture Is a desired goal of African Socialism and It 

Is clearly Indicated In the thinking of both leaders and . 

students.

' ■' T

This

A third factor reflecting African Socialism In the';^ 

' findings Is the tendency on the part of both leaders and stu

dents to over-estimate the achievements thus far In national 

development. The deep sense of urgency already mentioned 

probably helps to generate this situation. Both leaders and 

students tend to over-emphaslze the absence of strong tribal 

loyalties In Tanzania, for example, and Insist that all citi

zens are fluent speakers of Swahili; The students are greatly 

concerned about the effect of a completely free press on the
to-

"peasants”- who are .Illiterate and thus easily swayed and con

fused by conflicting views. Exaggeration Is Implicit at this 

point, since none of the East African countries under study

have a literacy rate above ^0 percent, more likely 20 to 25 

percent In most parts. The data In- this st,udy also show a
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Thus the print media dolow level of newspaper distribution, 

npt reach-most of the population. Despite their paternalistic 

‘‘"view, many of the students insisted that no class system ex-

Leaders likewise assume that ther Isted in their country, 

people need protection from the disruptive ideas that an un

fettered pressN^ould generate.
-IS

Here it is all too easy to say, from the western 

viewpoint, that'the leaders are over-reacting and this simply 

means a desire on the part of the leaders to retain their 

power and prestige by restricting the press. This judgment 

may be so in some cases; but the western view may also be 

myopic and distorted by naivete. For example, statistics on 

increased number of radio sets among the people of East Africa 

show that the radio medium is developing very well, if not 

quite in the spirit of freedom that a western observer might 

deem desirable. Thus, self-serving interpretations are hardly 

unique to East African leaders and students, but are more 

likely a universal trait of mankind.

The, legal and political bases for restrictions on 

the press in the countries of East Africa rest clearly within 

the ethic of the one-party state. This is well demonstrated 

in the case of!^,Tanzanla. Nyerere has reiterated his stand 

tha¥ theliorai basis for socialism must be emphasized and the 

people instructed in it. Hence, unlimited freedom of the 

press or other media must be curtailed in order to protect 

the people from misinformation. There is a clear basis for 

this policy in the current constitution of Tanzania. This 

implicit restriction on the press is also found in Kenya, 

where Kenyatta has,affirmed his stand, on the basis of one- 

party rule., that persons who publish "misinformation” about
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government policies must be restricted in their activities. 

Likewise similiar provisions were imposed by Obote in Uganda, 

Where-there have been several arrests of persons who were too 

free with criticisms of the government.

■(

It is hardly remark

able that many ''students, who have been Imbued with these ideas 

in their educat-^n, ar.e influenced to echo the ideas of their 

In all of the three countries, the ruling party isleaders.

effectively one with the government, so as the party thinks., 

so does the government act. The mass media are regarded as 

an Instrument to further national development.

Thus, the evidence from the study clearly shows 

strong support for the hypothesis that African Socialism 

'' greatly affects attitudes of leaders and students towards the 

use and control of the mass media in their countries.

In Hypothesis 1, a mutually supportive relationship 

was posited between lingua franca and mass media regarding 

the development of each in transitional societies such as the 

East African countries. The original statement of the hypoth

esis was probably too precise in postulating a matching ordinal 

relationship, i.e., the more developed mass media are in the 

countries of East Africa, the greater the development of a 

lingua franca. With only three countries in the test of this 

hypothesis, it was expecting too much. But in the general 

study of each country, qualified support was found for the 

hypothesis. Kenya surpassed Uganda in the development of 

mass media and in concentration on one lingua franca—Swahlll. 

Uganda has a problem of too many linguas franca. A consider

able proportion of its population have capabilities in one or 

more of three linguas -franca besides their tribal language;
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Luganda is a tribalnamely, English, Luganda, and Swahili, 

lar^guage but also known widely enough to serve as a lingua

When Tanzania is brought into the total picture, we'Tranca.

have a country that ranks somewhat below Kenya and Uganda in 

mass media development but which has surpassed both countries 

in concentratid^'on Swahili, even adopting it as the national 

language and conducting an Intensive campaign to increase its

•U-

use. This finding does not negate the positive relationship 

hypothesized between mass media and lingua franca, but it 

gives no support to the too precise degree of relationship in 

the original proposition.

Several important facts emerge from the findings in 

Chapter. VII. The first is that radio is the mass medium most 

highly developed and in actual use in Kenya, Uganda, and Tan

zania, with the three countries not widely divergent in the

Radio broadcastsreported number of radio sets in operation, 

in the three countries seem to affect use of linguas franca— , 

' Kenya and Tanzania using m.alnly-^Inglish and Swahili with Uganda

The studentsalso broadcasting in various tribal languages, 

show strong support for the use of mass media to help develop

a national language, with the Uganda respondents reflecting 

the least support for this idea. This clearly supports the 

fact that Uganda broadcasts in many languages, thus lending 

weaker support to the concentration on one lingua franca in 

that country.

Secondly, the findings on newspaper circulation in 

the three countries reveal distinct differences between the 

countries. Kenya has by far the highest subscrib^er ratio rel

ative to population size and has the custom of using English
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and Swahili in newspapers and periodicals. Uganda, with 

various languages used in publications, ranks, much lower 

“than Kenya in newspaper circulation relative to population 

size, other factors having a larger Influence in 'this country. 

Tanzania ranks the lowest of the three coulTtrles in newspaper 

development rela'^ive to .population.

"•4k

Students from the three countries appear to'support 

the mass media policies of their countries, by their answers 

to the question of what should be the national language.

Swahili was preferred as the national language by 96 percent 

of the Tanzania students, and by 71 percent of those from 

Kenya. There was no majority agreement among Uganda students 

percent thought English should be the national language.
rV' ■

Lingua franca was regarded by the students as being strongly
t

supportive of national development, and there was a strong 

awareness of the function of Swa:hill and English as linguas 

The multiplicity of mother tongues reported by the 

s'tudents helps explain the need for a lingua franca as well 

as helps one understand why the students would sense the im

portance of a common language for their countries.

franca.

Hypothesis 2 viewed the tribal aspects of East Africa 

as mainly negative to national development of the East African 

states and treated these negative tribal tendencies as ame

nable.to the Influence of mass communications and of lingua 

franca.

Findings presented in Chapter VII illustrate both 

the negative and positive effects of tribalism, 

that tribal loyalties naturally tend to be negative to national 

development, while lingua franca tends to be strongly

It was found
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supportive of it. Clinging to one's own language is an 

integral part of maintaining a particular tribal culture, and 

has-a negative effect in a nation-state where a multl- 

^ pllcity of tribes and languages exist. Fragmentation of 

education—especially in Uganda—and prejudice against other 

tribes, resultingfavoritism in the selection of national 

leaders are also Important factors. Lack of communication is 

a real barrier to-national progress. The facts show that both 

Kenya and Tanzania have developed mass media in directions

away from tribal diversity by using llnguas franca almost ex

clusively in radio broadcasts, and by discouraging tribal 

language publications. Uganda's policy of employing many 

^tribal languages in radio programs and allowing tribal publi

cations naturally brings about less general use of one lingua

Adherence to tribal languages tends to heighten inter

tribal tensions in Uganda, although other factors enter into

Tanzania, having decreed the policy of devel

oping Swahili as a national language, is using radio and the 

-print media to help achieve this goal of one national language.

franca.

this situation.

The students say that education, mass media and 

lingua- franca all tend to reduce tribal friction. At home 

they are mostly dally users of newspapers and radio and thus 

are aware of the media. They think radio is the best medium 

for use in national development, but feel that education and 

transportation are more important to their countries' progress 

than mass media.- National leaders are most Influenced by 

newspapers; the ordinary citizen is most affected by radio, 

say the students. For‘leaders or for the people, the second 

most important means of communication is word-of-mouth, they 

believe.
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Thus, the government policy of using radio broadcasts 

in one or two llnguas franca is encouraging national unity, 

i^ecially in Kenya and Tanzania. Uganda allows the use of 

'' many tribal languages on radio programs. The students strongly 

support the-Implic'atlon that radio is the most practical means 

of reaching the of^nary citizen to educate him against neg

ative tribal tendencies and promote national unity by Increas-
i

ing use of lingua- franca.

Hypothesis 3 predicted that the recognition of the 

importance of mass media's influence on national development 

is not widespread among leaders and potential leaders in the 

countries under study. Contrary to this prediction, evidence 
'from both the findings in Chapter VII and the student survey!

results in Chapter IX shows clearly that both leaders and w/
■is; >

students do appreciate the potential use of mass'^edia in 

national development of their countries.

Findings regarding the status of national develop

ment with regard to the three factors of tribalism, lingua 

franca, and mass.media reflect concern on the part of leaders 

of East Africa over the possible misuse of mass media to 

obstruct Implementation of government policy, by arousing 

discontent. The firm hand of control is seen in the matter 

of expulsion of foreign correspondents from all three coun

tries whenever they are found to be critical of the government; 

the continuing tight control of radio operation—a policy in

herited from the colonial era—and th,e nationalization by 

Tanzania of the leading English-language dally* Tanzania, 

with the lowest rank in overall national development, hasj' 

undertaken, as,noted, an extensive campaign to use radio in
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educational programs for both adults and children.

Abundant evidence Is produced from student answers 

To show that they, too, are quite aware of the Importance of 

mass___ media i<n national development. Perhaps no other category

of questions produced stronger expression In voluntary com-
^^ated 'to

the students* experience with 

When In their homeland, 88 percent of 

the students listen "regularly to radio, and 86 percent of them

ments, much of It 

mass media In America.

said that most people In their hometowns listen to radio also.

Most of the students feel that Swahlll-language broadcasts are 

most often heard. This opinion may be an example of the tend

ency to exaggerate the effects of mass media, already referred 

to at the beginning of this chapter.

veys available on the facts of language broadcasts and who

The student

There are too few sur-

llstens to what programs In what languages.

”opinion on this factor of the prevalence of the use of Swahili 

broadcasts Is Interesting In the face of the apparent wide 

effect of tribal language broadcasts In Uganda.

-Like the leaders, students place education In the 

highest place In Importance for modernization, and put trans

portation second. Mass media comes third. This order seems 

logical In the measure of values In modernization, at least 

to the western mind.

The students often express a negative attitude 

towards the kinds of mass media they have seen In the United 

States. Many students talk of using "proper" kinds of programs 

In'their countries, an echo of the tenets of African Socialism. 

But despite the students' negative criticism of mass media In 

the United States, the overall findings from the general study

9 . *
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and from the survey strongly refutes the hypothesis that 

generally the national leaders and the students did not appre- 
^^^Tate mass media's Influence In national development.

• ■ Several Important general conclusions can be 'stated

as follows: V
The study produced an ordinal ranking of the 
countries In overall national development on 
the 'basis of four socioeconomic Indlcators-- 
llteracy, education, urbanization, and Indus
try. The results showed Kenya first, Uganda 
second and Tanzania third.

1.

2. There was found to be clear Interrelationship 
among the three Independent variables—tribal
ism, lingua franca, and mass media—In their 
Influence on national development. Lingua 
franca and mass media were supportive of na
tional development, and tribalism tended to be 
negative, except where offset or turned to 
advantage by enlightened leadership.

Both leaders and students are clearly aware of 
the Importance of mass media In promoting 
national development, according radio the 
highest place In usefulness, newspapers next.

3.

4. In relative Importance to national development, 
the students—future leaders of their country— 
viewed education and transportation well ahead 
of mass media.

5. The great need and desirability of a lingua 
franca was clearly proved by basic data on.the 
countries and by opinions of both leaders and 
students. a

6. Tribal loyalties were generally deplored by 
leaders.and students alike.

.A
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a

National leaders and future leaders—the 
students—are committed to achieving moderni
zation for their countries in the context of 
African culture.

7.

This study has pointed out soiQe areas of research 

where little has yet been done on an empirical basis. In the 
field of communication,"for example, only limited surveys of 

the press and radio in East Africa are available, mostly done 

by people coming in from the outside, who perhaps are not too 

familiar with African culture and languages. The need is fob 

African scholars to take up the task .of delving deeply into 

the study of interpersonal communication systems in the rural 

areas of Africa with a view to discovering how mass media can - 

better reach and have desired effects on the masses of illit

erate people.

The present study attempts to break ground for fur

ther work not only in the area of communications but also to 

§how that a study in communications becomes more meaningful 

when related to the fields of anthropology and linguistlcis. 

Certainly the complex tribal organization and multiplicity of 

languages that exist in Africa have large influences on the 

nature and effects of mass communication there.

Findings from such studies as this one might serve 

the purpose of giving leaders of Africa some new insights as 

to what the’problems are'that they face'in the development of

u their countries. , Simply to expose and analyze a problem can

Westerners canmean the first step toward finding solutions, 

bring objectivity to the issues and carry research in these

areas forward, but probably always short of discovering solu

tions. The solutions to their problems must come from Afri

cans themselves.
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THE UNIVERSIIY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

AUSTIN, TBXAS 787x2

'^uipertment of JoaraoJUm 
, Box 7818/Phone 512—471-184}

March 3, 1970

V

Dear

Your country in East Africa is the subject of this brief ques
tionnaire. Your answers will be part of a Ph.D. research project.

< In no way will your name be attached to your answers.

Your opinions and answers are important because you are future 
leaders of your peqple and your country. The results of the study 
will help predict future developments in your country. Only through 
your help can we obtain such infomaticn as needed in this researdi 
project.

Be assured all information will remain confidential. Each and 
. every answer is important to get the truest picture of present and 

future trends in your country. Please help us do the best study 
pMsible by taking a few minutes to answer the questions and return 
the questionnaire in the enclosed envelope. No stamp is needed. 
Just put the envelope in the mail box.

Sincerely,

5^
Martha J.^elby 
Graduate Student
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PERSONAL DATA SHEET

1.' What is your home country?

i^our tribe?2. What is the name o

What is your age?.
If you have children, please say how many.

.Sex?. ‘ Marital Status,3.

4. Place of birth
(town, province, country)

What is your mother tongue? e. g., your first language?5.

6. If you know any other language, please specify _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
How fluent'are you in the second language? (Circle one) Excellent Good Pair.

our birth? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
te in which country you grew up.

7. Did you grow up in the country of-yp 
If the answer is "no", please indica

8. How many months have you been in the United States?

9. Are you studying on a scholarship from your home government?

What college or university are you now attending?10.

What level of education did you finish before coming to the United States? 
(Circle one)

11.

ELEMENTARY SECONDARY COLLEGE
■ -T

■ 12. Are you seeTcing a degree now? ____________________
If the answer is "yes", please specify what degree

13. What is your major field of study here in the United States?

14. When do you expect to finish your studies in the United States?

15. What type of work do you expect to do when you return to your own 
country? '*_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

t -
Which of the following groups do you feel you belong to in your country? 
(Circle one)

16.

OTHER (Specify)MIDDLE CLASSVERY POOR WEALTHY

What is the occupation of your father?17.
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Questionnaire

-1. In. ^ur country what language newspaper did you MOSTLY read?
.(Circle one) ENGLISH SWAHILI OTHER (specify)

2. Which language is used HOST in radio broadcasts in your country? 
. (Specify one) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3. What languageTradio ^broadcast did you listen to HOST often?
ENGLISH OTHER (specify)(Circle one) SWAHILIV

4. Which language is used most often in*films? (Specify)

Do you think that broadcasting and widespread use of newspapers and magazines 
in your country could help to develop one national language?

(Circle one)

5.

YES NO DO NOT KNOW

6. What language do you think should be the national language of your country?.

Why?

7- As more people get access to radio broadcasts in your country, do you think 
this,will help reduce differences and create greater national unity?
(Circle one) YES NO Why?.

8. Which is the most important means of mass communication in national development 
of new African states?

(Circle one) MAGAZINES RADIOpims NEWSPAPERS

Which is most Important to the modernization of your country?
TRANSPORTATION

9.
(Circle one)
Which of the above is second in importance? (Specify)

MASS MEDIA EDUCATION

10. Which of the following means of communication do you feel is the most 
important influence on the leaders of your country?
(Circle,one) RADIO TV NEWSPAPERS MAGAZINES FILMS WORD-OF-MOUTH

11. Do you think that there are proper regulations that need to be placed on 
private persons in what they publish.or say in your country?

(Circle one)
If the answer is "Yes," mention one type of regulation you think is proper:

NOYES
r

12. Does the widespread use of mass communication in the United States or Canada 
give you any ideas on how such media could be used in the national development 
of your country? (If so, mention one idea.)

O
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-2- 1st alternate

j^^n^our country which is the MOST important purpose for newspapers?
.(Circle one) a. To try to educate the people and tell them what the official 

' policies of the nation are. 
h. To provide news and entertainment.
c. To discuss all sides of questions about national policy.

14, What are two of the most important factors that are present in a modern highly 
developed nation:

#1

To what degree are each of these factors you named present in your country?

For §\ (Circle one) HIGH MEDIUM LOW

For #2 (Circle one) HIGH MEDIUM LOW

15. In your country did you listen often to the radio? (Circle one)

.EVERY DAY 2 OR 3 TIMES A WEEK OCCASIONALLY NEVER

le."' Do most people in your town or village listen to the radio? (Circle one) YES NO

What language-broadcasts do they usually listen to? (Specify)

17. Are films shown in your home town or village? (Circle one) YES NO

18. What is the size of your home town? 
(Circle one) VILLAGE SMALL TOWN LARGE TOWN CITY

19. Ape newspapers easily available in your home;-tnwn? (Circle one) MANY SOME NONE

20. As more people in your country get some education and go to towns and cities 
to seek work, do you think that tribal connections, or loyalty to one's own tribe, 
will .be weakened?

(Circle one) YES NO

Why do you think so?

21. In what Important ways could any of the means of mass communication help in the 
modernization of your country? (Name the first three ways you can think of.)
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V.

-2- 2nd alternate
•A■•iJ-

think, as more people learn a national language, that a stronger feeling 
of national pride and unity will develop?
(Circle one)
Why^do you think so?

YES NO

V
14. Below are four types of radio programs, 

in your country, indicate the type of"programs you would emphasize most by 
ranking it "1st." Then rank the others 2nd, 3rd, and 4th, according to the 
emphasis you would give each type.

If you were the manager of home broadcasts

ADVERTISEMENTS .EDUCATION NEWS ENTERTAINMENT

15. In What important ways could any of the means of mass communication help in the 
modernization ot your country? (Name the first three ways you can think of.)

A
Does the government own and operate, or in any way control, the ra^'GL_br6adcastlng'"^' 
or showing of films in your country? (

16.

In radio? (Circle one) YES NO

In films? (Circle one) YES NO

17. Are newspapers privately owned and operated, or are they controlled by the 
government in your country?

(Circle one) PRIVATELY 
OWNED

GOVERNMENT BOTH 
CONTROLLED

18. Do most people in your town or village listen to the radio? (Circle one) YES NO

19. Are films shown in your home town or village? (Circle one) YES NO

•.*
20. Are newspapers easily available in your home town? (Circle one) MANY SOME NONE

21, What is the size of your home town?
VILLAGE(Circle one) SMALL TOWN LARGE TOWN CITY

’
What are two'of the most important factors that are present in a modern highly 
developed nation: ♦

22.

#1

#2

To what degree are each of these factors you named present in your country? 

’ For #1 (Circle one) HIGH
V

MEDIUM LOW

For #2 (Circle one) HIGH MEDIUM LOW
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3rd alternate

Do you. think tribal loyalties of the pupils now in secondary schools are strdhger 
‘^?*weaker than those of the older generation?

(Circle one)

Why^ you think so?

-2-

STRONGER WEAKER NO DIFFERENCE

A

V

14. Do you think that newspapers have any influence on their readers as to what they 
think about national affairs in your country?

(Circle one) MODERATE LITTLEGREAT NO
INFLUENCE INFLUENCE INFLUENCE INFLUENCE

15. Which of the following means of communication do you think is the most important
in influencing the ordinary citizen of your country? Which 2nd? Which 3rd? 4th? 5th?

(Rank these below 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th)

RADIO, FIIMS MAGAZINES TV WORD-OF-MOUTH NEWSPAPERS

16. Are there in your country any regulations on the freedom of newspapers and radio? 
(Circle one)

If the answer is "Yes," mention two types of regulation that exist:

YES NO

17. Do most people in your town or village listen to the radio? (Circle one) YES NO

18. Are films shown in your home town or village? (Circle one) YES NO

19. Are newspapers easily available in your home town or village? (Circle one)
MANY SOME NONE

What is the size of your home town? 
(Circle one) VILLAGE

20.
SMALL TOWN LARGE TOWN CITY

21;. Dci you think, as more people learn a national language, that a stronger feeling 
of national pride and unity will develop?

’ (Circle one) YES NO

Why do you think so?

!
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TEST FOR REPRESENTATIVENE'SS

OF SUBSAMPLES

As explained in Chapter VIII, three alternate page 

3’s were used.in the survey. To test for the representative

ness of the subsamiHes, data gathered on questions 5j and 8 

were used. The chi square test was applied to see if there 

was no significant^difference between the distribution of 

answers for each subsample and the distribution of answers 

for the total sample. Each country's students were treated 

separately, Tnaking a total of 27 tests for representativeness. 

At the end of each series of tests for a particular question.

the results of the tests are summarized and interpreted with

The finalregard to the representativeness of the subsamples, 

rd’sults of the three series of tests and their interpretation

are given at the end.

Question No. 5

,The question asked: -Do you think that broadcasting 
and widespread use of newspapers and magazines in your 
country coiuld help to develop one national language?

Prom the total sample of 88 Kenya students answering 

the question, the observed distribution, together with the ex

pected frequency of answers for the subsamples pertaining to 

alternate third pages, and the chi square tests of these data

Percentage of total sample becomes the ex-are shown below, 

pected frequency for subsamples.
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Total Sample

Y.

Distribution of Answers

TotalKenj^ Yes No DK

88\,6-6N 11 11

% 12.5 -10012.575

One person answering National Language" was placed 
in "Yes" column.

Note:

Question No". 5, Alternate Page 1

Distribution of Answers

NYes No DKKenya

4 29223Observed

21.8 3.6 3.6 29Expected

Percentage Expected 12.575 12.5

2X = .82 At 2 df, p > .50

Question No. 5» Alternate Page 2 : f

Distribution of Answers '

DK NKenya Yes No

8 2919 2Observed

3.621.8 3.6 29Expected

12.5 12.5Percentage Expected 75

^ = 6.115 At 2 df, p < .05X
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Question No. 5 Alternate Page 3

•A

Distribution of. Answers

NDKYes No^ -Kerjijra

26 311Observed V
3.883.88Expected 23.-25

12.5Percentage Expected 75 12.5

= 2.M At 2 df, p > .30

From the total sample of 59 Uganda students answer

ing the question, the observed distribution, together with 

the expected frequency of answers for the subsamples pertain

ing to alternate third pages, and the chi square tests of 

/these data are shown below.

<-^otal Sample

Ll
V Distribution of Answers

\

^^Yes
TotalNo DKUganda

3^ 5912 13N

% 57.6 10020.3 22.0
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Question No. 5^ Alternate Page 1

Distribution of Answers

DK NYes NoUganda

8Observed 6 1 1
\
~ 1.764..61 1.62Expected

57.6Percentage Expected 20..3 22.0

t
2

At 2 df, p > .50X = ‘99

Question No. 5, Alternate.. Page 2

Distribution' of Answers
1

N .Yes No DKUganda

4 7 21Observed 10

12.16 4.26 4.62Expected

57.6Percentage Expected 22.020.3

■At 2 df, p > .30

Question No. 5, Alternate Page 3

Distribution of Answers-

Yes No DK NUganda

18 67 31Observeds

17.86 6.826.29Expected

57.6Percentage Expected 20.3 22.0

= -18 At 2 df, p > .90
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From'the total sample of 45 Ta'nzanla students 

answering the question, the observed distribution, together 
^^i;th the expected frequency of answers for the subsamples per

taining to alternate third pages, and chi square tests of 

thes^ data are shown as follows:

\ J
Total Sample

Distribution of Answers

Tanzania No TotalYes DK

4542N 0 3

6.7% - 93.3 0

Adjusted % 94.8 5.2

Note: Eight persons answering ”Yes," were divided roughly
according to proportion of,"Yes and "DK" answers, and 
further adjusted so that "percentage expected" reflected 
proper'proportion.

Question No. 5, Alternate Page. 1

Distribution of Answers

No DK NTanzania Yes •

19Observed 19 0 0

18.01Expected 0 -.99

94.8 5.2Percentage Expected 0
f

= 1.04 At 2 df, p > .50
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Question No. 5. Alternate Page 2

Distribution of Answers

NTanzania Yes No DK

121Observed 11 0

11.38 .62Expected

94.8 5.2Percentage Expectec^ 0

= .24 At 2 df, p > .80

Question No. 5, Alternate Page 3

Distribution of Answers

NTanzania Yes No DK

14 0 1 15Observed

.7814.22Expected

94.5Percentage Expected 0 5.2

^ = .07 At 2 df, p > .95X

Results on Question 5

The nine chi square tests yielded probability values 

> .50, < .05, > .30, > .50, > .30, > .90, > .50, 

All but one test indicate that there Is no

as follows:

> .80, and > .95. 

significant, difference between distributions of answers for 

the total samples for each country and the subsamples for each

country.
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Question No. 7 '

The question asked: As more people get apcess to 
_■ radio broadcasts in your country, do you think this will 

help reduce differences and create greater national 
unity?

O
Prom the total sample of 88 Kenya students answer

ing the questlorV" the expected frequency for subsamples per

taining to alternate, third pages is as follows: Yes—78.4 

percent; 1^—21.'6 "percent. The observed distribution of an

swers for the three subsamples of Kenya students is given 

below together with results of the chi square test for each 

subsample," using 1 degree of freedom.

Answers

2
PAlternate Page Yes No N X

61st 23 29 .015

.045

> .90

> .70

> .80

24 62nd 30

3rd 23 7 30 .053

For Uganda students, the expected frequency for

Yes—57.4 percent; ^—42.6 percent. 

-The ..observed distribution of answers for the three subsamples 

of Uganda students is given below, with test results.

subsamples is as follows:
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Answers

2 Pe-rnate Page No NYes X

4 4 8 > .50

> .98 ,

> .80

1st .179

.0006‘ ^ 2nd 12 9 21

Vl4 . 11 .0203rd 25

• For Tanzania students, the expected frequency for

Yes-r90.5 percent; 1^—9.5 percent.subsamples is as follows:

The observed distribution of answers for the three subsamples

of Tanzania students is given below with test results.

Answers

2
PYes No NAlternate Page X

18 > .30

> .80

15 • 3 1.052

.019

1.260

1st

- 2nd 11 1 12

> .203rd 12 0 12

The results of the nine tests in this series for 

the data gathered on Question 7 show probability values 

greater than .90, .70, .80, .50, .98, .80, .30, .80, and .20. 

The interpretation of the results is that there are no signif

icant differences between distribution of answers given in 

the subsamples and the distribution of answers given in the 

total,sample.
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Question No. 8

The question asked: Which is the most important 
^-means of mass communication in national development of 

new African states?

Prom the total sample of 89 Kenya students answering 

the question, the ^xpected frequency for subsamples pertaining
V-

to alternate pages is as follows:

• o

Medium Percentage

66.3
21.3

Radio '
Newspaper
Magazine
Film
Multiple

2.2
2.2
7.9V.

The observed distribution of answers for the three subsamples . 

of Kenya students is given below together with the results of 

the chi square test for each subsample, using 4 degrees of 

freedom.
-'I

Alternate Page .

Medium 1 2 3

R^dio
Newspaper
Magazine
Film
Multiple

1819 23
69 5

0 2 0\

0 2 0
1 2 3 't

Number 29 29 - 32

K*3.296 6.155 1.744chi square

p value > .50 > .10 > .70
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Prom the total sample of 59 Uganda students answering 

the question, the expected frequency for subsamples pertaining 

j-g^ternate pages Is given below:

PercentageMedium• !>

71.2 ^ 
23.7

Radio 
Newspaper 
Magazine 
Film ■ . 
Multiple

0.0
0.0
5.1

The observed distribution, of answers for the three subsamples 

of Uganda students Is given below together with the results 

of the chi square test for each subsample, using 4 degrees of 

freedom.

Alternate Page

1 2 3Medium

17 215,. Radio 
Newspaper 
Magazine 
Film 
Multiple

93
0 0 0

00 0
0 0 1

8 21 31Number

1.136 1.5^3 .637chi square

> .20 > .90 > .95p value

Prom the total sample of 45 Tanzania students an

swering the question, the expected frequency for subsaraples
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pertaining to alternate pages Is as follows:

"A
Medium Percentage

84.4Radio 
Newspaper 
Magazine 
Film \ • 
Multiple

6.7• c-
0.0
4.4
4.4

The observed distribution of answers for the three subsamples 

of Tanzania students is given below together with the results 

of'^the chi square test for each subsample, using 4 degrees of 

freedom.
<3

Alternate Page

Medium 1 3

Radio
Newspaper
Magazine
Film

' Multiple

15 10 11
3 1 2
0 0 0
2 0 0
0 0 0

Number 20 11 13

4.571 1.117 3.893chi square

> .80 > .30p value > .30

'
The results of the nine tests in this series for 

data gathered on Question 8 show probability values greater 

than .50, .10, .70, .20,. .90, .95, .30, .80, and .30. 

interpretation of the results is that there are no significant

The
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differences between distribution of answers given in the 

subsamples and the dist^rlbutlon of answers given in the total 

de.
"A

o
Conclusion

V
In the findings for .the preceding 27 chi square

fests, only one test indicated results in a subsample were
• •• ^

significantly different from the total sample at the .05 level

The other 26-tests indicated no significantof probability.

differences, and the majority of probability values were 7.50 

It is reasonable to infer from these results thator higher.

each of, the subsamples determined by the three alternate page

3's of the questionalre were sufficiently like the total sam

ple to be accepted as representative of the whole group of 

respondents. •

\ •

’ <3.

r

■j-'r
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